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A CASE HISTORY OF THE COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS

OF A PROPOSED UNIFORM FEDERAL PROCUREMENT SYSTEM

by

Kenneth H. Borchers, Booz, Allen & Hamilton
Joseph L. Hood, Federal Acquisition Institute

Earl H. Langenbeck, Naval Surface Weapons Center

At the request of Congress, the Office of Federal

Procurement Policy of the Office of Management and Budget t

proposed a new uniform federal procurement system (UFPS)

designed to improve the efficiency and economy of government

procurement and, consequently, government operations. The

potential impact of the proposed system could be enormous:

federal procurement involves more than $134 billion and 18

million procurement actions each year.

When Congress asked OFPP for this proposal, it also.

required that the proposal include an estimation of the costs

and benefits of the system. The proposal and the cost-benefit

analysis was submitted to Congress in February of 1982.1

Executive Order 12352 issued by President Reagan on 17 March

1982 implemented portions of the proposed system.

IFor further information see 'Proposal for a Uniform Federal
Procurement System,* and its supplementary volume, OA System
Level Cost-Benefit Analysis of the Uniform Federal Procurement
System* issued by OMB 26 February 1982.
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The Proposed System

The proposed-system has seven primary features that were

expected to make it superior to the present system (status

quo).2 These features were:

o improved competition

o simplification

o commercialization

o uniform policy

o system standards and control,

o integrated management system

o procurement executive supported by professional

workforce.

The proposal also recommended five alternative

organizational placements of the improved or enhanced Office of

Federal Procurement Policy (OFPP): establishing it as a

separate agency; establishing it as a statutory office within

OMB; establishing it as a non-statutory office within 0MB;

establishing it as an office within GSA; establishing it as an

office within DOD.

The proposal also considered three options for amending the

statutory foundations of federal procurement: maintaining the

zUnder this system, two major pieces of legislation and
approximately 4,500 other laws govern federal procurement.

6/



Page 3

status quo; enacting a single statute for all procurement; and

enacting two conforming statutes -- one for the Department of

Defense and one for all other procurements.

The Cost Benefit Analysis

The cost-benefit analysis had to consider what investment

would be required to incorporate these features; calculate the

cost savings and benefits that might result; and assess how the

costs and benefits of the new system compared to the existing

system.

It was determined that the nature of the existing and

proposed procurement systems precluded the application of a

traditional cost-benefit methodology:

o there were no hard data on either the performance of

the existing system or the proposed system

o many of the expected benefits and costs were

subjective, as were assessments of the existing system

o the time available for completing the analysis was

limited.

A two-phase study approach was chosen. A primary analysis

established relationships between features of the UFPS. A

secondary analysis established a dollar base which was applied

to the relationships.

.4r
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The methodology that was used in the primary analysis was

an adaptation of'the Analytic Hierarchy Process.3 The

analytical hierarchy process models the tangible and

intangible, qualitative and quantitative, and the objective and

subjective factors which bear on the costs and benefits of the

proposed system. Using this technique,-it was possible to

develop relationships between cost savings, investments, and

benefits.

The secondary analysis was comprised of a literature search

to estimate the cost savings associated with features of the

proposed system and an analysis of federal contracting

practices.

Primary Analysis

The purpose of the primary analysis was to:

o assess the expected investments and savings associated

with each management and statutory alternative

o assess the relative importance and contribution of

each system feature to the overall costs and benefits

of the system

o assess the system alternatives in relation to the

present system (status quo).

5See Satty, Thomas L., The Analytic Hierarchy Process:

Planning, Priority Setting, and Resource Allocation, McGraw
Hill, Inc., New York, 1980.
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The primary analysis of the UFPS made several assumptions:

The present system does not incorporate the features of the

proposed system; the time comparison between the two systems is

the present and an unknown point in time when the UFPS system

is fully operational; the cost of the proposed system

represents a reallocation of resources. Because of these

assumptions, discounting was not incorporated.

A questionnaire was developed to gather the needed data

from 150 expert sources. These sources represented,

indi.idually or by affiliationC95 percent of the organizations ..
and agencies that receive or contract for/federal 46Q / p 

A
procurement/. They were asked to provide informed judgments

about the relationships between features of the system, the

management and statutory alternatives, and about the status quo

in relation to the investment, cost savings, and benefits

associated with each feature and alternative.

For example:

What is your opinion as to which alternative will

provide the greater difference in benefit?

improved competition ... or ... system standards an)

O__at is the degree of difference?

The 120 surveys completed provided 20,000 judgments

comparing 82 alternatives. The responses were subjected to

rigorous testing for consistency.

7-



Page 6

The analysis of this data (the degree of difference)

resulted in the determination of the relative contribution of

each of the proposed system features to the overall benefits

expected to result from the proposed system:

System Feature Percent of Contribution
To Total Benefit

Improved Competition 14
Simplification 20
Commercialization 10
Uniform Policy 15
System Standards 10
Integrated Management System 9
Procurement Executive 22

Total 100

Ratios were developed for comparing each management and

statutory alternative to the present system (status quo) in

terms of cost savings, benefit, investment, and

savings-to-investment.

Savings to Investment Ratios

Statutory
Framework Management Structure Ratios

Current Status quo 2.26

Dual OFPP (statutory)in OMB 1.39
* Conforming OFPP (non-statutory) in OMB 1.13

OFPP in GSA .23
OFPP in DOD .43
OFPP as separate agency 1.58

Single OFPP (statutory)-in OMB 3.98
OFPP (non-statutory) in OMB 3.84

OFPP in GSA .77
OFPP in DOD 1.29
OFPP as separate agency .98

bT
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The primary analysis provided data that were used in the

next stage of the analysis to translate the expected relative

costs And benefits of the UFPS features into a total dollar

value of the proposed program.

Secondary Analysis

The secondary analysis included a search of literature on

procurement to obtain information on the cost savings that

could be realized from incorporation of the features of the

system and an analysis of federal procurement practices.

The only feature for which sufficient data were available

to perform this analysis was "improved competition." The

analysis required identifying the federal procurement dollars

awarded non-competitively, estimating how many of those dollars

could have been awarded under a competitive bidding process,

and estimating the savings that could be realized as a result.

A literature search revealed that a range of 20-30 percent

of sole-source procurements could be converted to competitive

procurement. The cost savings of this conversion was estimated

to range from a low of 7 percent of the total contract value to

a high of 25 percent.

A conservative estimate of total annual cost savings from

improved competition was thus $1.01 billion. An optimistic

estimate of annual savings was $5.4 billion.

St
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Range of Cost Savings Resulting
From Improved Competition

Non-competitive federal $72 billion*

procurement

Portion convertable to Conservative Optimistic
competitive procurement 20% 30%

New competitive federal
procurement i14.4B $21.6B

Estimate of cost savings
from competition

low - 7% $ 1.01B $ 1.51B
high - 25% $ 3.60B $ 5.40B

*Source: Federal Procurement Data System, 1981.

The primary analysis determined the proportion of total

benefits that would be contributed by each system feature.

Consequently, estimating the dollar value of any single feature

allowed a value to be estimated for each of the remaining

features, and thus, the total program.

The ratios developed during the primary analysis allowed

these figures to be converted into a range of dollar savings

possible from incorporation of the seven features and showed

gross savings of between $2.87 billion and $15.36 billion.

-A
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Range of Gross Savings ($B)

Contribution Estimated Savings
To Total

System Feature Benefits Low High

Improved Competition 14% $1.01 $5.40

Simplification 20 1.44 7.71

Uniform Policy 10 .72 3.86

Commercialization 15 1.08 5.79

System Standards 10 .72 3.86

Integrated Management System 9 .65 3.47

Procurement Executive 22 1.59 8.49

Total 100

Gross Savings

(Root Su'm Square)* $2.87 $15.36

*Root sum square was used because the features are interrelated.

The ratios of savings to investment developed during the

primary analysis showed a relationship of 2.26:1 between

savings and investment for the status quo. To achieve cost

savings, therefore, a corresponding investment of between $1.27

billion and $6.81 billion is required. This indicated that the

proposed system should produce a net annual savings between

$1.60 billion and $8.55 billion.
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Range of Savings Resulting from
Investments in the UFPS

Low/Conservative High/Optimistic

Range Range

Gross Savings $2.87B $15.36B

Investment Required* $1.27B $6.81B

Net Savings $1.60B $8.55B

*Savings to investment ratio: 2.26:1
I
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Rang e of Savings Resultin2 from
Investments in the UFPS

Low/Conservative High/Optimistic
*Range Range

Gross Savings 82.87B $15.36B

Investment Required* S1.27B $6.818

Net Savings $1.60B $8.55B

*Savings to investment ratio: 2.26:1



-"" ANALYTICAL APPROACHES THAT RESULT IN COST ESTIMATING ERROR

-,ABSTRACT 7

Cost estimating within the Army has become a specialty with the associated
CKregulatory documents, How-to-doO guidebooks, and training programs. Within

these guidelines, much flexibility is allowed regarding specific analytic
*techniques used in developing the various cost estimates. Some analytical

techniques currently used are not mathematically sound and hence lead to errors
in the rosulting estimate. This article describes two such techniques with

''#recommended alternative techniques that should produce more accurate estimates.
The first technique shows'that the simple addition of point estimates may not

Sresult in the most likely cost prediction.-

TREATMENT OF COST ESTIMATING UNCERTAINTY: A REASON FOR COST GROWTH

Department of the Army guidance for developing Life Cycle Cost Estimates
for Weapon Systems is described in a series of pamphlets. These pamphlets, DA
Pams 11-2, 3, and 4 describe recommended approaches to developing cost esti-
mates for the Development, Investment, and Operating and Support phase respec-
tively. Paragraph 3-5 Is common to all three pamphlets. This paragraph states
in part:

"3-5 Range Versus Point Estimates. a. The use of a point estimate does
not reflect the uncertainty associated with the estimate. .. .A range of
costs should be provided. ...The level at which ranges can be provided is
dependent on the level at which costs are estimated. ... Ranges should be
presented at the highest aggregate level."

This paragraph goes. on to say that a sensitivity analysis should be performed
on the impact of requirements, configuration, and program changes. These
sensitivity analyses are outside the scope of this discussion and are mentioned
only to avoid confusion of a reader attempting to include these sources of
uncertainty.

The DA Pamphlets do not prescribe how an analyst is to combine the ranges
of estimates from "the level at which costs are estimated" through successive
levels to the highest aggregate level. This combining process is the focus of
this section.

In reviewing Life Cycle Cost Estimates developed under this guidance, three
distinct approaches to this combining process are found. These are:

1. The simple addition of lower level cost estimates and their related low
and high (range) estimates.

2" 2. Various simulation techniques of accomplishing this summation.

, 3. A mathematical technique called "The Symmetric Approximation Technique."

Li
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Simulation processes are highly variable. This approach is surely adequate
but it requires Operations Research and computer skills and a computer. These
resources may not be available. The repetitive calculations of the Symmetric
Approximation Technique can be easily programed on most programable calcula-
tors.

The Symmetric Approximation Technique is the application.of the Central

Limit Theorem assuming that we can accurately describe the distribution of
individual cost elements and that these distributions are mutually independent.

t . The Central Limit.Theorem says, for known (or assumed) distributions,
that the sum of several different distributions is a distribution with a mean
equal to the sum of the several means and a variance equal to the sum of the
several variances. It further states that as the number of individual esti-
mates becomes large, the resulting distribution is normal. The number of
distributions summed is considered large if there are 30 or more and normal (Z)
statistics are used. For less than 30 distributions, the "t" statistic is
used.

2. For practical usage the distribution of individual cost estimates can
be assumed to be described by a Beta distribution. This distribution has
appealing characteristics, for cost estimating, of finite end points and the
ability to handle skewedness (i.e., the lack of symmetry of individual
estimates). The parameters of the Beta distribution are very closely approxi-
mated by

L + 4ML + H

Mean 6

H-L

Variance = 6

where;

L = Lower bound of the estimate.
ML = Most likely estimate.
H = Higher bound of the estimate.

L NL
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To illustrate the comparison of these two techniques, three examples are
-presented.

-.Example 1 in tabular form, including calculations of distribution parameters,
* . is described below:

Mean Variance
Cost (L+4ML-H) (H-I)2
Element Low Most Likely High 6 6

1 3 5 12 5.83 2.25
2 4 7 11 7.17 1.36
3 2 4 7 4.17 .69
4 8 9 10 9.00 .11
5 5 8 12 8.17 1.36
6 4 8 12 8.00 1.78
7 5 7 11 7.33 1.00
8 3 5 14 6.17 3.36
9 6 7 10 7.33 .44

Totals 40 - 60 99 63.17 12.35

With this information, a confidence interval can be constructed on the
distribution of totals using the Symmetric Approximation Technique. To define
an interval which will include the actual cost with a 98 percent probability,
we use a "t" from any probability text with eight degrees of freedom
(t(1-(,df) = t(.98 ,8) = 2.896). This interval is:

Mean + t Nariance

or;

63.17 + 2.896 V12.35

yielding,

52.99 z 63.17 - 73.35

These calculations are illustrated pictorially as follows:

3
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The results of this example are striking. First, in the reduced range of
the estimate using the Symmetric Approximation Technique and second, by the
shift of the most likely estimate away from the sum of the most likely esti-
mates using the simple addition technique. The mean and most likely (mode) are
identical in the resulting normal distribution.

Both of these phenomenon are logical under the Central Limit Theorem.

The reduced range is logical due to the addition of variances instead of
standard deviations, or as in the simple addition case, the addition of high
and low estimates. This is intuitive since the likelihood of the actual cost
drawn from each of the distributions of probable cost being consistently at
either the high or low end point is obviously very small. The probability of
each actual cost being drawn very near either the high or low end point is very
small. Considering all possible combinations of such likelihoods yields the
mathematical result described by the Symmetric Appoximation Technique.

The shift in the estimated cost away from the sum of the most likely
estimates of the individual estimates derives from the symmetry of the result-
ing normal distribution under the Symmetric Approximation Technique. The most
likely (mode) is equal to the mean in a normal distribution and is determined
by summing the means of the individual cost distributions. If the individual
cost distributions are consistently skewed toward either high or low, the sum
of the means will shift away from the sum of the most likelies, and in the
direction of the skewedness.

In cost estimating, it is logical that most cost estimates have greater
uncertainty to the high side hence the means of the individual cost distribu-
tions are generally to the right of the most likely estimates. This means that
most cost estimates are low if they are based on the summation of the most
likely costs of the components of the system. Further, this is true whether
cost estimating ranges are considered or not. Simply not considering cost
estimating uncertainty does not eliminate its impact. This means that even a
point estimate of total derived by adding point estimates of contributing cost
elements is likely to be in error.

If it is now established that the character (skewedness and range) of cost
estimating uncertainty has an impact upon the resulting estimate itself, the
next question is "How great is this impact?"

The first example, with no unusual skewedness experienced a shift of:

Sum of Means-Sum of Most Likelies
- X 100=

(Sum of Most Likelies)

63.17-60 X 100 = 5.3%

60

4
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If there is considerable high side uncertainty or if there is a larger
number of individual estimates being summed, the stgnificance of this shift
increases.

Consider, for illustrative purposes, nine identically distributed cost
elements with low, most likely, and high estimates of 100, 110, and 200 re-
spectively. This yields for the simple addition technique the sums of;
low-=900, Most Likelies=990, and Highs=1,800, and for the Symimetric Approxima-
tion Technique the sums of; Meansl1,110 and Variances=2,500. Using a 95
percent confidence interval (t( 9 5 ,,) =2.306) this yields:

Mean + tVVariance

a 1,110 + 2.306 Q2,500

or;

995 _1,100 ..1,225

*or pictorially;

-:. .. .__ _...

iI::7 I _ ..- -.-.... .. ... ..
..4... ... ~ . . .

..... .... . --. . . . ... . . . .. . . . .=

~siiuiU~i...........t"' ........-

T.. . . . . . . . . . . ..r : .. ..... 2 . ... .. ... ...

.. ....... ..

-7t- 7Z4... . ....--.. . . - . . . .

~::frT, ::~3:.I..... ...... b __ __

Thesumof he ostlikly stiate isnoteve wihinthe 95 percent
conidece nteval Or stteddifferentiy, based on the sum of the most

likely estimates there is a 97.5 percent chance of cost overrun. This overrun
is expected to be;
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1, 110 - 990 X 100 =12. 1%
990 1

To illustrate the impact of more numerous individual estimates, consider
another example, a Consider 31 identicially distributed cost elements with low,
most likely, and high estimates of 500, 600, and 800. This example yields the
sums of: Lowsl15,500, Most Likelies=18,600, Highs=24,800, Meansl19,117, and
Varlances=77,500. This yields a 90 percent confidence interval of;

Ma (9 0 )T~
19,117 + 1.645Q77,500

or;

18,659 4 19,117 19,575

or pictorially;

ir

--- -------- -- - -- - -

- -1 ~ - . . .

- -- ---- --

... ...... --4 ----
......

........................ ...........
__z '77 - 7 7:

K __

. . . . . ... . ..
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AN.

Here there is a 95 percent chance of a cost overrun. This overrun has an
expected value of 19,117-18,600 = 2.81'a

18,600

This example illustrates the shift in the basic cost estimate and also
shows the significance of the reduced range of cost estimating uncertainty with
the increased number of individual estimates.

The three examples shown illustrate definite impacts on both the value of
the resulting cost estimate and the uncertainty range about that cost estimate.
These impacts result only from the method of summing cost estimating uncer-
tainty. The numerical value of this impact is highly variable considering the

*size of the uncertainty, and the degree of skewedness of this uncertainty for
the individual cost elements and the number of cost elements considered.

Examples can readily be constructed that show an expected cost overrun of
25 percent or even 50 percent when botn skewedness and the number of individual
estimates are increased. This impact is potentially very serious but most
significantly, this impact is generally not evaluated.

Note: This article describes a practical approach to cost estimation when
limited data is available. There are two areas included here that may be of
concern to mathematicians. They are the facts that the individual distribu-
tions are assumed to be accurate (i.e., population estimates) and that these
individual distributions are independent, one from another.

1. If adequate data is available to develop sampling distributions for
each individual cost estimate, the sample mean and variance can be used without
altering the basic approach discussed.

2. The independence of individual cost estimates should be treated care-
fully. If two or more individual estimates are dependent both in "location"
and "dispersion", these estimates should be combined prior to applying the
techniques discussed in this article. Conversely, if there is no rationale
that the specific value of a random variable drawn from one distribution
dictates or strongly influences the specific value of the random variable that
will be drawn from another distribution, these distributions can be reasonably
assumed to be independent. It is important to note that all simulation ap-
proaches to combining cost estimating uncertainty suffer equally with the
Symmetric Approximation technique in this difficulty.

"Statistical Methods of Measuring the Uncertainty of Cost Estimates", E.
L. Murphy, US Army Missile Command, 26 Feb 70.

2 Coming to Grips with Cost Estimating Uncertainty," CPT D. Carraway, HQ,
USADARCOM, 23 Oct 80.
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Statistical Model's in Engineering, Hahn and Shapiro, John Wiley & Sons, New
York, 1967.

Quantitative Approaches to Management, Levin and Kirkpatrick, McGraw Hill, New
York 1971.
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MULTIPLE RANGE ESTIMATING TECHNIQUE

The second area of concern regarding the interaction of uncertainty is the
treatment of the uncertainty inherent in an estimate that is derived as a
function of another estimate. This is of concern where there is uncertainty in
both the basic estimate and in the relation of this estimate to the derived
estimate (factor).

Typically, this situation is handled by multiplying the lower, most likely,
and high estimates of the basic estimate by the low, most likely, and high
estimates respectively of the factor. The resultant values are considered to
be the low, most likely, and high estimates of the derived estimate. The best
approach to illustrating this is through an example.

* Consider the requirement to build a factory. It is estimated that 50,000
square feet of floor space is required plus or minus 15 percent (requirements
uncertainty). The current cost of construction is S50 per square foot + 20
percent (cost estimating uncertainty) depending on the characteristics of the
construction and the state of the economy. This translates into a square foot
requirement L=42,500, ML=50,000, H=57,500 and a cost per square foot of L=S50,
ML=$50, H=$60, What is the expected cost and the related range of uncertainty?

The typical method of constructing this estimate is to multiply the low
requirement by the low cost, the most likely requirement by the most likely
cost, and the high requirement by the high cost as shown below:

Low Cost = 42,500 ft2  X $40/ft2  = $1,700,000

Most Likely Cost = 50,000 ft2  X 50/ft2  = $2,500,000

High Cost = 57,500 ft2 X $60/ft 2  = $3,450,000

In doing this, we have lost track of the probability of incurring the cost,
if, in fact, we had ever considered that probability.

The Multiple Range Estimating Technique approaches this problem different-
ly. Consider that both the requirement and cost distributions have been
carefully derived, and the estimated distributions are symmetrical with central
tendency such that normality can be reasonably assumed. Further consider that
the high and low estimates are derived such that there is less than one percent
chance of the true value exceeding either of Lhese limits. Due to the symmetry
of the estimates, the means of the assumed normal distributions are equal to
the most likely estimates.

Now to determine the distribution of total cost with consideration of both
requirements uncertainty and cost estimating uncertainty. If we multiply the
high limit of requirements uncertainty by the high limit of cost estimating
uncertainty, we get:

9



57,500 ft2 X $60/ft 2  = $3,450,000

This is the same value as determined by the typical approach. But what is the
probability of experiencing this cost?

if the probability of meeting or exceeding 57,000 ft2 is one percent
and the probability of meeting or exceeding $60/ft2 is one percent, the
probability of meeting or exceeding both is one percent X one percent = .01
percent. This means that the range described is too broad to be consistent
with other estimates being provided at the 99 percent level.

If the 90 percent limits for both distributors were identified, the proba-
bility of meeting or exceeding both upper limits would be 10 percent X 10
percent =.1 percent. This would be consistent. This is the key to the Multi-
ple Range Estimating technique. For our example, this is accomplished as
follows:

Since it is assumed that no more than one percent probability exists that
the true value will exceed the high requirements and cost values, the standard
deviation of these distributions can be calculated. The 99 percent upper limit
of the normal distribution is:

Mean + Z S.D. upper 99% limit
991

or;

Mean + 2.326 (S.D.) = upper 99% limit, and

S.D. = upper 99% limit - Mean
2.326

For the floor space requirement, this is

S.D. = 57,500 - 50,000 = 3,224 feet 2

2.326

and for the construction cost, it is

S.D. = 60 - 50 = $4.3/feet 2

2.326

Now, to calculate the upper 90 percent limits for both, we use the normal
statistic Z90=1.283. The upper limits are

For requirements:

Mean + Z90 S.D. = 50,000 + 1.283 (3224) = 54, 136 ft2

10
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and for cost

Mean + Z S.D. = 50 + 1.283 (4.3) = $55.5/ft2

Now the product of these two values (54,136 ft2 X $55.5/ft = $3,005,485)
is the upper 99 percent limit of the assumed normal distributions of cost and
requirements uncertainty.

To establish the lower 99 percent limit, the same approach is used but on

the lower limits of the uncertainty distribution.

For requirements:

50,000 - 1.283 (3224) = 45,863 ft2

For Cost

50 - 1.283 (4.3) = 44.5 $/ft 2

and the lower limit considering both requirements and cost uncertainty is
45,863 ft2 X $44.5/ft 2 = $2,040,156.

Since the assumed normal distributions are symmetrical, the mean and most
likely values are equal 50,000 ft2  X $50/ft 2 = $2,500,000.

III



- The two techniques are compared below.
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While the above example results in a 98 percent two-tailed confidence
interval, the Multiple Range Estimating Technique is equally applicable for any
other confidence level; the only requirement is that the confidence level of
the uncertainties used to develop the total cost uncertainty must be related
such that the probability of exceeding each, multiplied together, equals the
desired significance level.

Another approach to viewing this technique is to consider a regression
analysis for simplicity consider the same example.
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Note that this technique is equally applicable when the regression lines are

developed analytically and with the characteristically curved "confidence" or
"prediction" intervals developed using regression techniques.

The basic Multiple Range Estimating Technique is equally applicable regard-
less of how the means and Standard Deviations of the input uncertainty distri-
butions are derived. If these uncertainties are derived parametrically, the
means and Standard Deviation are known. If uncertainties are using expert
opinion in obtaining high, low, and most likely estimates, the Beta Distribu-
tion might be assumed for derivation of these means and Standard Deviations.
If these uncertainties are derived statistically from a sample of less than 30
elements, the "t" statistic can be used.

The next step is to develop a table of squares or square roots of the
normal table to allow convenient use of this technique at any level of signi-
ficance.

The calculations required are not difficult and are easily programed on any
programable desk calculator if repeated applications are planned.

F
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During the 1970's, several research organizations undertook rigorous

, . studies of the effects of competition on weapon system cost. The basic

goal of these investigations was to determine the net cost savings

attributable to competition. As various problems in methodology were

solved, a model was evolved which could be used to predict the probable -

efffect of-capetition on an 4ndividuar system.. The modet is usedit.

--.- eenjunction with a database of-competitive and comparable sole source

acquisition histories. The purpose of this paper-is to present available

data on competition of automotive commodities and to suggest some

additional uses for the model in program management and contract_

negotiations..

..... _MODEL .. .

Initial attempts to analyze competitive savings relied on the use

of simple arithmetic. Program acquisition histories were examined. Study

candidates consisted of items where a sole source buy was followed by a

competitive one. Savings were the difference in the two unit recurring

prices after adjusting for inflation to a uniform base period. This

approach was not ideal, as it ignored probable price decreases from sole



source "learning." Researchers then attempted to project the sole source

price improvement curves (with varying success) over the competitive

quantities. Savings were then calculated by taking the difference in

prices between the projected sole source prices and actual competitive

prices.

Researchers soon realized that this approach could be improved and

etended. A model was then developed with which to predict the results of

competition for a given system. The model requires a projection of sole

source prices in constant year dollars over the competitive period, a

similar projection of prices under competition, and an assessment of costs

other than unit recurring costs. Generally speaking, it is the projection

of economic behavior under competition that requires the most judgement.

* Usually, a sole source baseline-is-available_ either from the program

Baseline Cost Estimate or contractor data. Nonrecurring costs are normally -

_----assessed directly with experts-estimating facilities costs, testing,

rachinery requirements, administrative costs, and other costs. The

projection of competitive savings (or loss).must be made with little, if

any data, on potential cost behavior for competitors. It must be made

pr-arily by comparison with the available database of competitive cases.

The model requires inputs on. price improvement curve variations from

the projected sole source case.- Two possible movements exist, curve

shifts or curve rotations. Cobinations may occur. Shifts are easier to

-.an4le, as a fixed percentage change is applied to the sole source

.projection at one or more points on the curve. Shifts are also intuitively

easer for the layperson to understand. Some evidence exists that both

ll ay occur.

.Y..
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THE COMPETITIVE DATABASE

While several studies have been conducted on the subject, The

Institute for Defense Analysis (1) and The Analytical Sciences Corporation

(2) compiled the most comprehensive lists of the available data to date.

The emphasis in these studies was not on commodity classes. All

comopetitive cases are analyzed collectively, although some segregation

was made for various segments of the studies. I have regrouped the data

mid some of the findings into commodity groups in Table 1.

In early 1982, a team was convened to assess the potential effects of

co=petition on the Bradley Fighting Vehicle Systems. The study was

conducted for the Army Material Development and Readiness Conmand (DARCOM)

a.d was chaired- b-ir.. ber-F.ITIM- ixea the Armr-Procurement Research.

O. f ice. One of the problems encountered by the team was that no commodities

in the existing database resembled the Bradley systems. As part of the

study, a search of contract and other procurement files was conducted to

develop data on automotive competition. Data was also solicited from

the Armaments Cormand (ARRCOM), and the Naval Sea Systems Command.

I AUTO ,OTIVE DATABASE

Acquisition pricing histories were collected from TACOM files, Should

Cost Study Documents, and from conversations with ARRCOM and Navy personnel.

The search uncovered four vehicle families encompassing 12 vehicles for

*h.ich sufficient data existed to make comparisons. Of these, six were sole

source throughout the acquisition life cycle and six had been competed at

one time or another. No cases had a sole source period followed by a

-3-



TABLE 1

THE COIIPETITIVE DATABASE

Commodity (Source) Cases Rotation Shift (Range)

Electronics (1) .30 N/A 35.6% (-16.17., 67.7.)

(2) 17 N/A 48.07.

Missiles (1) 10 -N/A. 25.67. G 5.67., 59.2.)

- ~(1)-. 4 -3.97.-±2.0%. N/A

Munitions Wt) 5 N/A 31.07. G 4.57., 61.27.)

(2)1 2 N/A 17.01.

Bombers .i)4 4.47. + 2.17. N/A

Aircraft Components (2) 3 N/A 41.07.

-4-



competitive period from which meaningful conclusions could be drawn. Since

the team disbanded, three more cases have been discovered, and are presented

here for the first time. The case histories indicate three conclusions.

Automotive cormodities have unique characteristics. Competition can

generate savings even when the incumbent producer never looses. And, post

award claims may be a significant risk of competition. Table 2 summarizes

the accumulated data. All prices are adjusted to December 1980 dollars.

The Appendix contains the table of inflation adjustment factors used and

the actual data. The factor was developed using the Producer Price Index

for Industrial Cornodities and Compensation per Hour, Manufacturers,

weighted .8 and .2, respectively. This mix is representative of the

actual cost mix for the systems for which cost data were available.

Compensation per Hour includes certain fringe benefits which more accurately-.. .

.reflects labor costs. Data Resources projections were used for the period

1932-1935. As precise deliver-y periods are unkno.n in most cases, the fac-

t tor application is somewhat imprecise. Leadtime of approximately 18 months

is assumed. Final contract prices are available only for the M113. All

others are award prices.

-- Nl~~.113 FAMrLY ...-- "

The base vehicle for the family is the M113 Armored Personnel

Carrier. On the same basic chassis, the following derivative vehicles

are built: M577 Cornand Post, .548 CarSo Carrier, M125 Mortar, and M106

'Mortar. The .13 has been produced continuously since 1959 by IC

Corporation. The derivative vehicles were introduced at several points

* in time since then. The power train and armaments have always been

-5-
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Government furnished. Other minor hang-on items are also furnished. In

1964, the MIl3Al configuration was introduced with no significant effect

on program cost. In 1979, the M113A2 configuration was introduced with

significant changes to the vehicle. It was, therefore. excluded from study.

M113 APC

The 113 was competed almost every other year from 1960-1969. All

competitions were winner-take-all, and most were conducted by means of

formal advertising. Two multi-year contracts were awarded as a result of

competitions in 1965 and 1969. One sole source multi-year contract was

awarded in 1967. The system reverted to sole source production in 1971.

The 1959 acquisitions were included in the competitive 2eriod_ -
even though the awards were sole source. TheArmy had clearly-intended 7 - - -

to compete the follow-on contracts which put obvious price pressure on

the incumbent. Results do:not differ when the 1959 buys are excluded from

the competitive period. Through 1970, approximately 28,000 M113's were

bought. Prices followed a consistent 917 price improvement curve

throughout the period. No significant differences could be detected between

the behavior of the incumbent on sole source buys and the intermixed

competitive buys. Curve-slopes-do not vary significantly from the

composite 917. curve. Several hundred engineering changes were generated

under the 1965 multi-year, resulting in price increases. When the award

prices are used for that contract, a slightly steeper 90% curve fits the

data. However, the incumbent may have bought-in and used the changes to

recover to his appropriate cost curve.

-6-



TABLE 2

THE AUTOMOTIVE DATABASE

Vehicle Curve Slope Contract-To-Contract Shifts

Sole Source Competitive Competitive Sole Source Should Cost

M113 1007. 917. 7.07 ) 4.0%

W58 1007 C 9.07 ) 5.0%

1577 1007. 127. 7.07 ) 8.0%

.25 1007 167 (15.07. ) 5.07.

Fa06 100% 14% (41.0%) 12.0%

.50 317. (10.0% *)

.&0Al 100% (5.07 )

- 987 0.6%

.:1 9. . . .

,!109Al3 957 (3.0%

.-09A2 100% (1.0%

. '. 1007. (5.0% )

578 100-. (67. )-

M3 ra -C 937 (55.0%)

T-3 307.-

" eel APC - 137.

Average 100. 947. 19% 13.0% 4.0%

3anae 95%, 100. 917., 98% 31., 12% 0.6%, (55%) 12.0%, (10)

All shifts are savings, except parentheses indicate increases.

-7-
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This cost behavior contrasts sharply with the sole source period

1971-1978. The period is characterized by constant-dollar price increases

which are only ameliorated by Should Cost Studies. The very first sole

source acquisition in 1971 exhibited a 137. increase in constant dollar

price. Average increases were 77. Should Costs obtained reductions of

47.. For the period as a whole, the acquisitions subjected to Should Costs

averaged 127. higher prices than the competitive period and the remainder

averaged 197 higher prices than the competitive period.

M548 Cargo Carrier

* The M548 was competed for the first production buy only. The only

-significant price improvements result from Should Costs.- Avera&e price . "

' increases were about 97. Should Costs achieved average reductions of

--..-- about 57. in constant dollar pt-ices.

M 577 Command Post

The 11577 was competed three-times, on the initial production buy

and two non-consecutive follow-on contracts. Reductions were 10% and 15%

in constant dollar- prices. Should Costs obtained reductions of 87. on

average. Sole source buys produced average constant dollar price increases

of 77.. A substantial improvement occured in 1969 on a sole source buy.

It may be attributable to tripling of quantity from 205 to 662. The

improvement was not sustained -when quantity reverted to the 200 level.

When that contract is excluded, the sole source buys exhibited constant

dollar price increases averaging 117..

-8-



M125 Mortar

The M125 was competed once after irl'.al production, which resulted in

a 167. reduction from prior sole source constant dollar prices. Should

Costs obtained improvements averaging 5%, even over very small quantities.

Remaining sole source prices increased an average of 157..

M106 Mortar

The M106 was competed twice after initial production, with 18% and

10% reductions. Two Should Costs obtained 127. improvements. Four remaining

buys produced 417. increases in constant dollar prices.

M83 Recovery Vehicle

The M38 was produced in two versions, the 1488 from 1960-1962, and the

13 8A1 from 1976 to present. The Al configuration includes many power train

and suspension improvements which precluded comparison of the two periods.

Bowen-McLauhlin-York produced all vehicles, 1,052 M33's and 970 138A's

throuh FI'M980. The 13 was competed twice with a sole source contract

sandwiched between the two. The 1960 contract was competed together with

the M60 Tank, but the two vehicles were awarded to separate contractors.

The 1961 contract was awarded sole source at a 0.6 price reduction. The

1962 contract was competed with a 67. price reduction. A 987. price improvement

curve fits the data, but the fit is not good. All MS3AI contracts were

awarded sole source. A 987. curve also fits the M88AI data, and again the

fit is not good. All improvements occured in 1979 and were- accompanied by
-9-



a surge in 1188 conversion kit production. No other price improvements were

observed.

M60 Tank

The 1460 was produced by Chrysler Corporation in four configurations:

the M60, M60Al, M60A2, and M60A3. Pricing data are incomplete. Substantial -

data exist for the 160 and M60AI. The data for the M60A2 is not good

enough to reconstruct a history. The M60A3 has only been in production for

three buys and sufficient data is not yet available.

M60

The-H460 coftfiguratiorr wa . prduced fro-I959.4963.. iitia-award-was

made sole source on an emergency basis, while a competitive solicitation

was being prepared. In 1960, a competition was held for both the M60 and

its recover vehicle, the M88. Final award was made to two different firms.

Competition reduced constant dollar prices by 31%. No data are available
p.

for the 1961-1963 buys.

The M60Al was produced intermittently from 1962-1966, 1968-1972, and

1974-1979. In 1977, significant changes in the fire control subsystem,

breakout of track, and improvements in the on-board computer were made.

Prices are not comparable to other periods and were excluded from study.

-10-
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The period from 1964-1976, for which data was available, exhibited steadily

rising constant dollar prices, even though the vehicle configuration was

relatively stable. One major 147. price improvement occurs in 1974. In that

year, production increases from 120/year to 480/year during initial

facilitization for the M60 Acceleration Program. Facilitization costs are

separate from production contract costs. In 1975, the rate increase froa

380 to 1,200 per year resulted in a 137. price increase. Non-Should Cost

prices increased 57., while Should Cost increases were about 107., but were

conducted in unusual circumstances. The FY1972 Should Cost encountered very

low rate production (120/year), and the FY1975 problems are noted above.

Self-Propelled Artillery Famill

All vehicles in this family were awarded on sole source contracts to

the same firm. The M109 has been produced in several versions. Data is

available for the 1109A1B and the M109A2. The 110 was produced in two

configurations, the Al and A2.. The 11578 is the remaining member. Only the

MI09AlB shows any consistent price improvements, and then only over a

portion of the acquisition life cycle. From 1972-1974, a 95% curve fits the

data. The 1976-1980 period shows constant dollar price increases. The re-

maining vehicles also show constant dollar price increases. Note that the

M578 appears to exhibit price improvements in the period 1973-1930, but

production rate is very low, and the price changes may be due to quantity

variation. The prices are still over 207. higher than the initial purchase.

Ll
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M320RT R Terrain Crane

The M320RT is a military design crane used primarily for material

handling in field operations. It consists of a commercial upper works

mounted on a military design crane. Prototypes were built by Le Tourneau

in 1957, and Clark Equipment in 1962. Initial production competition was

held in 1964 and won by American Hoist and Derrick. A follow-on sole

source contract was awarded at a 55. increase in constant dollar prices.

The practice on the initial contract was to have an engineer in the

contractor's plant who approved engineering changes and few records were

kept. Therefore, it is impossible to know what part of the increase is

attributable to the engineering changes. The third production contract

was cometed,. and. won by the- incumbent. Significant engineering changes

were included. The-follow-on fourth contract was also competed again

..... %h engineering changes. This time Harnischfeger Corporation won. A

947. curve fits the second through fourth contracts. However, claims were

sn oitted on the third and fourth contracts, only one of which has been

settled. It is not likely that the final contract prices would exhibit

constant dollar price increases, although the possibility exists.

Wheeled APC's

The Army recently conducted a competition for domestic requirements

for wheeled armor personnel carrier's, which are of privately developed

design. No detail will be presented here as these firm's prefer to hold

their pricing information confidentially. However, a savings of 137. in

-12-



constant dollar terms were realized over prices on FMS contracts.

T-3 Airborne Bulldozer

Recently, the Arm-y purchased a small quantity of modified conmercial

bulldozers. The modifications were primarily to meet transportability

requirements. The acquisition was first approached as a sole source

negotiation. These negotiations were terminated prior to agreement by a

decision to compete the item. Two-step formal advertising was used and

savings of about 307 over the sole source contractor's price were obtained.

John Deere bid $38,079, and Caterpillar bid $53,616 per unit.

Other Vehicles..

Several other vehicle competitions were examined, but only data on one

buy, usually multi-year, was available. These included the Navy LVTP7 and

LVTP7AI. Amphibious Assault Vehicles, the M561 Gamma Coat, a military

design truck, the Goer Family of Vehicles, and other military design trucks.

Two experienced post-award claims in the $5 million (Dec 80 $) range.

ITNFERENCES

While direct assessment of individual cases examined in isolation will

not give much data on inputs for the predictive model, the cases taken

together can shed some light. The competitive cases eihibited significant

savings over sole source case. Price improvement curves had slopes

ranging from 917. to 98'.. Isolated competitions generated one time savings

-13-
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averaging 197. in a range from 127. to 31%. Sole source cases generated

price improvement curves from 95% to 1007. and, above. At most, three of

the cases, M88A1, MIO9A1B, and M578, fall in that range. The remaining

nine sole source cases produced constant dollar changes in the range from

.67. savings to 557. increase per year. The Ml13 illustrates reversion to

sole source production. Competition generated a 917. price improvement

curve, followed by sole source increases averaging 77. per year.

Should Cost Studies were first conducted in the 1970's. Therefore,

the effect of conducting Should Cost Studies throughout the acquisition

cycle for a production item is unknown. On the M113, constant dollar

price reductions for Should Costs were 47. to 127.. On the M60A1, large

increases occured, due to unique circumstances. Overall, Should Costs

averaged 4%annual reductions. Should Costs would appear to be an

attractive management tool for sole source programs, at least among---------

automotive commodities.

Automotive cormmodities appear to have rather shallow curves in

comparison with other co-.mmodities. While three cases of sole source

constant dollar price.:increases were observed in other commodities, typical

sole source curves were in the 807. - 907. range. (1,2) Bomber cases

exhibited curves in the 707. range, as did some of the competitive cases

from electronics and missiles. Typically, an automotive manufacturer's

"value-added" tends to small, sometimes less than 207. of unit price.

With less of the total cost under the prime contractor's control, there

is less opportunity to actively generate cost reductions. However, the

competitive automotive cases clearly demonstrate that systematic cost

reductions, after adjustments for inflation, are possible, and should be

expected.

-14-



Automotive commodities exhibit no consistent response to production

rate variation. Visual inspection of the case histories clearly indicates

approximately equal numbers of instances where prices moved in the same

direction as production rate, rather in opposite directions. An obvious

example is the M6OAl, where a tripling of the production rate from 1972

to 1974 decreases prices 14%; and a further tripling from 1974 to 1975

increases prices 137. so that the net result of a nine-fold increase in

production rate is stable prices on a constant dollar basis.

While the number of firms willing to compete in automotive commodities

has decreased from the early 1960's, those that do compete almost always do

so from existing capacity. Thus, solicitations of interest in competition

in the early 1970's often proved fruitless, because there was little excess

..capacy. When- firms were °riling - tar Compete- facili tzation-:costs-were - -

lows sometimes below $10 million. Brand new entries into the market face

capital barriers above $250 million, but almost any existing automotive

firm has the infrastructure necessary to compete in this commodity class.

Post award claims were a significant risk- posed by automotive

competitions. This may be due to the greater- reliance in fixed price con-:

tracts, than other systems acquisitions combined with the use of Technical

Data Package competitions. Four- programs- experienced claims. -

APPLICATIONS TO PROSPECTIVE COMPETITIONS

It should be obvious to even the casual observer that significant

variation in competitive and sole source cases exists from commodity to

cornodity, as well as within commodities. Any analyst or program manager

facing a decision to compete a system must examine the particular system

-15-



carefully in the context of both its commodity class and the competitive

database. It is, therefore, very important that data be collected by

commodity class, if decision makers are to make proper inferences about

the role of competition for their systems. While the competitive cases

exhibit an ideal set of price improvement curves for unit recurring prices,

nonrecurring costs can dissipate or eliminate these savings.

I would advise any program manager who can afford the cost to conduct

fullystudy of the effects of competition on their particular system.

However, I would like to suggest here a simple approximation model based on

the hypothesis that potential savings on a per unit basis decrease relative

to the point in production where competition is first introduced.

The nature of the predictive model used in competitive studies suggests

-.: that. the maximum potential savings- froc the introduction- of competition-

decreases as the point of first competition moves out into the program life

cycle. It would appear savings from competition would be of the form:

s = klxa - k2xb

where s is competitive savings, x is quantity produced, k and k are first

unit constants and a and b are coefficients which determine curve slope.
Where competitIon generates savings b is greater than a. In the beat case,

with maximum potential savings, this is always the case. Therefore, savings

increase in a non-linear relation to increases in quantity competed. The

maximum quantity available for competition is the available program

quantity. The hypothesis can therefore be restated as: The potential

savings from competition in any given system decreases in a non-linear

relation to the quantity produced at the point of first competition.

Graphs I and 2 illustrate the hypothesis. It is important to state the

hypothesis in this manner. Simply relating savings to quantity competed
-16-
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would not account for the potential competitive advantage developed by an

incumbent sole source after several years of production.

I offer the hypothesis for further investigation. I have yet to test

it mathematically or statistically. The relationship may hold in some

situations, but not in others. But, if true, it suggests that every system

that is competed, should be competed from the very first production contract

and should be competed as many times as possible.

The hypothesis also suggests a simple tool for arriving at i~first

approximation of the potential for competitive savings for a given system.

Program managers who cannot afford a full study of the effects of competi-

tion might use this tool to point up the major issues raised by competition.--

Graph 3 illustrates the technique. Potential savings from competition can

-be, appr oxiateusng the- rmaxfrum observed savings from the a.aflable data-

base for a given cormodity. That percentage is then applied to the estimated

total recurring production cost of the system. This becomes the y-axis

intercept. Competition will not generate savigs throughout program life.

The-incumbent will develop an absolute competitive advantage at some point- -

between 50% and 100% program completion. The x-axis represents the degree

of program completion from 07. to 1007.. The x-axis intercept can be

approximated by estimating the size of a minimum economical production run

and subtracting from total program quantity and dividing by total program

quantity. A straight line is then drawn from the y-intercept to the

I x-intercept.
ia

Graph 4 illustrates the remaining calculations. First, specifications

may not be available for competition for the first production buy, or other

restrictions may prevent competing the first production buy. A vertical

line is drawn through the graph at the point where competition is first
-17-
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feasible. Nonrecurring costs of the competition are then estimated and

plotted against a the y-axis, by a horizontal line. If these two lines

intersect within the triangle, competition is likely to result in program

savings and should be further investigated. If the intersection falls

near or outside the triangle, then the probability of generating any

savings from competition is low and competition can probably be rejected

as an alternative.

APPLICATIONS FOR SHOULD COST STUDIES

Not all production systems can be competed. Some systems are state

of the art and are constaricly undergoing engineering improvement during

production. Sone- systems require very large capitat:outlaya which -raise

barriers to competition. Technical specifications such as TDP's adequate

for competition may not be available. Schedule requirements may dictate

against competition, particularly where Congressionally imposed.

These situations do not absolve either the Government or the prime

contractor of their responsibilities for cost control. Considering all

the competitive cases available for examination, not one has shown a

constant dollar increase. This was the case for vehicles, even where

significant engineering changes occurred, such as on the M113 and the

1320.RT. Obviously, one potential benefit from competition is that it

provides a stimulus to find cost reduction improvements, in addition to

other engineering changes.

While not all cases or even all co.rnodities show sole source price

increa3es, they are corrnon. One technique for controlling these increases

used by the Army is the Should Cost Study. A Should Cost Study convenes a

-18-
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team of experts to review all aspects of a contractor's proposal and

o-,erations in an attempt to find cost reduction measures. For the 1.1113

Family of Vehicles, Should Cost Studies have been reasonably effective.

As noted, three studies were conducted on a total of four fiscal year

production contracts. A total of 14 line items were studie . Average

savings:over prior buys were 5.8. in constant dollar terms. Two Should

Cost Studies were conducted for the M60AI, and resulted in constant dollar

increases. Each was conducted in a unique environment. One encountered

very small quantities, and the other was conducted during the M60

Acceleration Program. Numerous other studies have been conducted, but

analysis of their effectiveness is beyond the scope of this paper.

Should Cost Studies definitely have the potential to be effective

* _ tools for controlling. sole source prices. Should .Cost.teams often concen, . -.

trate on the fine details of a firm's costs or operations. The available

database of weapon system acquisitions indicates the need for an aggregate

or pricing approach to be used in conjunction with such detailed

investigations. Some applications using the competitive model are discussed

below..

Ti of Should Cost Studies

Obviously, Should Costs obtain some of the same types of reductions

generated under competition. Should Cost teams often suggest changes in

raana;ement and production practices, which firms voluntarily seek under

competitive pressure. That being the case, the potential savings from

Should Costs should parallel competitive savings behavior. The hypothesis

suggested here is that Should Costs savings early in production will fall

-19-



below competitive savings potential. Unlike competition, Should Costs

can be effective at almost any point in production up to program buy-out.

Competitive savings potential tends toward zero well before program

termination primarily because new sources cannot overcome the competitive

advantage of the incumbent. (It is very difficult for a firm producing

its first thousand units to compete with a firm which has produced ten

thousand units.) Conducting a Should Cost on an item that has substantial

production history can still generate savings, just as a system competed

continuously from Unit I will generate savings over most of its life cycle.

If the hypothesis is correct, then for any system not competed, a

Should Cost Study should be conducted for the initial production buy.

Mhere competition has occurred and a sole source follow-on is contemplated,

the follow-on- buy should be subjected to Should Cost. analysis..._If -the pro-

posed prices do not vary significantly from the competitive baseline, the

competitive baseline should be relied upon.

As Graph 5 illustrates, if the point of first competition occurs late.

in the production life of a program, potentially greater savings can be

generated by a Should Cost. A cross-over point exists where the two

approaches are equally effective.

Use of the Predictive Model

As noted above, competitive cases indicate every system should lend

itself to decreasing constant dollar costs over a continuous production

run, so long as the basic configuration is relatively stable. One

objective of every Should Cost should be to obtain mutual agreement to a

price improvement curve as a goal for successive contracts. Two major

-20-
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issues will have to be addressed: curve selection and reaching agreement.

Which Curve?

For studies of initial production contracts, I suggest the Should

Cost team formulate a model predicting potential competitive recurring

cost savings as if a competition were takinS place. The team should

concentrate on analyzin3 the cost behavior of similar systems produced by

the same firm, and the behavior of individual cost elements on an overall

or aggregate basis, such as total purchased parts or manufacturing labor.

The prime contractor should also have a cost reduction team working toward

the same objectives, and should have a compensation structure which

incentivizes costredtuction behavior of emptdyeea and managers. Thk prime " -

contractor should be encouraged to proposed price improvement curve goals,

which represent the firm's judgements of attainable objectives. These

aggregate level price improvement curves should then be compared with the

set of known cases in the same and similar cormnodity classes, both for sole

source and competitive cases. Objectives should be formulated by use of the

model.

Where some actual cost experience exists, and where competitive

cases in the same cormnodity class exist, the competitive cases should be

used to develop an estimate of potential savings using actual costs as a

baseline. This estimate should then be adjusted to realistically reflect

negotiation potential and the reliability of the cost data. Normally, a

teen will not be able to negotiate as large a reduction as could be

achieved through competition.

-21-
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Obtaining Agreement

Most Contractors will be reluctant to agree to any price improvement

curve as a program or contractual goal. The Government must be willing to

do its part to stabilize the system design configuration and the contract

environment. While the Government may grant configuration control to a

firm. when the design is fully proven, configuration control should revert

back to the Government. We cannot expect even the mst efficient, coopera-

tive contractor to systematically reduce costs when a system is being

engineered on-the-fly. Stable design is a necessary condition for

efficient production. Quantity rate stability enhances the firm's planning

capabilities and the opportunities for cost reductions. Otherwise, resourses

. - that might be spent investigating cost reductions will be- spent on

re-scheduling, re-ordering, and re-arranging the plant to fit the latest

Government quantity change. Nultl-year contracting may help in this regard.

Profit is presumed to be the primary motivating force for defense

contractors. To harness the profit motive, the Government must overcome

the perception by many contractors that giving up a dollar of cost is also

givin- up ten cents (or more) of profit. DIR 3-803 Weighted Guidelines

Xzthod of Profit Analysis gives a ready made tool for rewarding

0 productivity gains. Productivity may be considered under "Special Factors."

A "Productivity Reward" is calculated based on appropriate cost reduction.

The prospective base profit percentage is then applied to this amount to

arrive at the additional profit allowed.
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Agreement on a price improvement curve for a program can serve as the

baseline for the '"roductivity Reward" calculation. To be effective, this

factor should both increase profits when costs are below the curve targets,

and decrease profits when costs are above curve targets; in a similar

fashion to incentive-type contracts. The parties must also agree to an

appropriate method of inflation adjustment for the cost baseline.

Profit may not always be the motivating factor for a contractor.

Contract negotiators must find the key issue for such firms and create a

plan which will achieve similar results.

The agreements reached should be expressed in a Basic Agreement, in

a Memorandum 6f Understanding, or the contract between the parties.

Verbal negotiation records are not sufficient documentation and do not

represent the high level attention these issues deserwe.

Follow-on Production Should Costs

The timing of Should Cost Studies for follo-on acquisitions depends

on the contractor's performance and the acquisition environment.

When major product improvements or donfiguration changes take place,

a study of the changed program would be appropriate. Study teans should

examine several approaches including contructing new price improvement

curves from scratch and making one time shifts to historical curves.

Similar changes within a commodity class should be examined.

liormally, successive Should Costs would not be required where the

contractor is performing at or below the target curve established by the

parties. Additional reviews should be conducted where significant cost

increases are anticipated, where several years have elapsed, or

-23-
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significant production rate changes occur. j
SUMMAY

The predictive model developed to project savings from competing

major weapon systems can be a powerful tool for assessing both competitive

and sole source acquisition prices. Successful use of the model depends

on the reliability of the historical database for a particular commodity.

For automotive cor odities, price improvement curves are relatively shallow

even for competitive cases. The steepest competitive curve was of 91%

slope. Sole source cases often exhibit constant dollar increases.

Competitions that occured one-time generated savings of 18%. Should Cost

Studies- can be effective tools for controlling sole- source prices. The

effectiveness of the studies can be enhanced by using the predictive model.
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DATA APPENDIX

The following data were first presented in the DARCOM Bradley FVS

Second Source Reassessment Team report. It is reproduced in its entirety

with the permission of the Team Chairman.
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TABLE D-1

INFLATION FACTORS (DEC 80 = 1.00)

CALENDER]
YEAR FACTOR

1960 3.23
1961 3.23
1962 3.20
1963 3.18
1964 3.18
1965 3.10
1966 3.01
1967 .. 2.95
1968 2.85
1969 2.74
1970 2.62
1971 2.52
1972 2.43
1973 2.27
1974 1.90
1975 1.70
1976 1.59
1977 1.48
1978 . L38:..
1979 1.23
1980 1.07
198! .96
1982 .90
1983 .82
1984 .74
1985 .68
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TABLE D-2

M113 FAMILY OF VEHICLES

M113 ARMORED PERSONNEL CARRIER

FOV AWD
FY QTY PRICE ACTUAL FACTOR DEC 80 $ TYPE

59 375 29396 -38911 3.23 125683 FPR
59 525 29457 30663 3.23 99041 FPR
60 874 26639 26525 3.23 85676 Co FPR
61 806 26100 26100 3.20 83520 FPR
61 1500 24480 24274 3.20 77677 C, FPR
62 1500 24326 24274 3.18 77191 FPR
62 1632 20128 20128 3.18 64007 C, FFP
62 1132 20910 20910 3.18 64494 FFP
62 1200 20128 20128 3.18 64007 Co FFP
62 694 19500 19500 3.15 61425 FFP
63 2030 19116 19116 3.15 60215 Co FFP
63 2365 19084 19084 3.15 60115 FFP
63 1188 18800 18800 3.15 59220 FFP

Al 64 4262 19469 19469 3.10 60354 FFP
65 2755 17369 19114 3.01 57533 C#M, FPE
66 2419 18098 19844 2.95 58540 CMI, FPE
67 3675 19402 20365 2.85 58040 CM, FPE
67 3285 22692 2.74- 62176 - M, FPI..
68 500 23210- 2.74 63595-:- M, FPI
69 745 22700 22700 2.57 58339 FFP

____..69,70 4433 19832 . 21012 2.57 54001 CMq FFE
71 1620 19832 25099 2.43 60991 C,M, FPE
72 994 24995 2.43 60738 FPE
73 1501 32000 2.27 72640 FPE
74 4366 41393 1.70 70363 FPI
75 729 39148 1.59 62245 S FPI
76 1729 41212 1.48 60994 S FPI
77 3812 42556 1.38 58727 S FPI
78 2308 51379 1.23 63196 FPI

A2 79 1187 68536 1.07 73334 FPI
80 2059 76290 .96 73233 S FPI
81 946 91939 .90 82745 FPI

LEGENDS:
C - Competitive
M - Multi-Year
S - Should Cost
FPR - Fixed Price Redeterminable
FFP - Firm Fixed Price
FPE - Fixed Price With Economic Price Adjustment
FPI - Fixed Price Incentive
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TABLE D-2

M113 FAMILY OF VEHICLES (CONTINUED)

M125 - SELF PROPELLED MORTAR

FY QTY AWD PRICE FACTOR DEC 80 $ TYPE

65 363 19797 3.01 59589 CM, FPE
67 509 24200 2.85 68970 FFP
67 95 27679 2.74 75840 Ml FPI
69 202 24859 2.57 63888 CMj FPE

-- 72 45 33300 2.43 80919 "FPE
73 NO ACQUISITION
74 687 51782 1.70 88029 FPI
75 33 50109 1.59 79673 S . FPI
76 30 55756 1.48 82519 S FPI
77 69 54406 1.38 75080 S FPI

M106 - SELF PROPELLED MORTAR

FY QTY AWD PRICE FACTOR DEC 80 $ TYPE

63 840 24287 -. 3.15 - 36504 C, FFP
64 640 22326 3.10" 69211 FFP
65 28 18932 3.01 56985 CyMv FPE.
67 152 23450 2.85 66833 FFP
69 302 23459 2.57 60290 ClM, FPE
72 1 37500 2.43 91125 FPE
73 24 42741 2.27 97022 FPE
74 NO ACQUISITION
75 NO ACQUISITION
76 17 53364 1.48 78979 S FPI
77 50 53770 1.38 74203 S FPI

M577 - COMMAND POST

FY QTY AWD PRICE FACTOR DEC 80$ TYPE

62 270 25935 3.18 82473 " C, FFP
63 674 21525 3.15 67804 FFP
64 1225 23418 3.10 72596 FFP
65 557 02858 3.01 62783 CqM, FPE
67 216 25850 2.85 73673 FFP
67 205 28380 2.80 79464 M, FPI a
69 662 24774 2.57 63669 M, FPE
72 241 31750 2.43 77153 FPE
73 308 42453 2.27 96368 FPE
74 59 50700 1.70 86190. FPI
75 36 50505 1.59 80398 S FPI
76 131 54067 1.48 80019 S FPI
77 105 53711 1.38 74121 S FPI



TABLE D-2

MI113 FAMILY OF VEHICLES (CONTINUED)

M548 - CARGO CARRIER

FY QTY AWD PRICE FACTOR DEC 80 $ TYPE

65 2455 16187 3.01 48723 CM, FPE
67 507 20000 2.85 57000 FFP
67 412 25950 2.74 71103 M, FPI
67 120 27679 2.74 75191 FPE
69 NO ACQUISITION
70 NO ACQUISITION
71 NO ACQUISITION
72 NO ACQUISITION
73 285 33736 2.27 76578 FPE
73Yz Is8 37684 2.00 75368 FPI
74 116 46202 1.70 78543 FPI

. 75 NO ACQUISITION
76 64 4844O 1.48 71691 S FPI
77 275 51441 1.38 70989 S FPI

SOURCES: Procurement Hisotry, FY76 Should Cost Files
Undated Pricing Study, MI13 Prices Circa- 1963
TACOM Pricing Files
M113 Shou!d Cost Files
M113 Should Cost-Studies
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TABLE D-3

M60 TANK ACQUISITION HISTORY

FY QTY AWD PRICE FACTOR DEC 80 $ TYPE

59 360 119811 3.23 386990 FFP
60 885 83212 3.23 268775 C, FFP

61-63 2210 MISSING DATA
64 360 86985 3.10 269654 FFP
65 246 93959 3.01 282817 FFP
66 314 94077 3.01 283172 FFP
67 NO ACQUISITION
68 300 109244 2.85 311345 FFP
69 117 .125936 2.74 345065 - FFP
70 300 143687 2.62 376460 " FFP
71 450 - 145313 2.52 366189 FFP

72,73 338 159755 2.43 388205 S FFP
74 480 174490 1.90 331531 FFP
75 1240 221272 1.70 376162 S FFP
76 1201 252200 1.59 400998 FFP

SOURCES: FY60 Award Recommendation
1974 Congressional Inquiry Files
TACOM Pricing Files

TACOM Historical Procurement Files
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TABLE D-4

M88 HEAVY RECOVERY VEHICLE ACQUISITION HISTORY

FY QTY AWD PRICE FACTOR DEC 80$ TYPE

60 200 87068 3.23 281230 C FFP
61 354 87362 3.20 279558 FFP
62 498 82358 3.18 261898 C FFP

Al 76 233 261200 1.48 386.576 FFP
77 248 286700 1.38 395646 FFP
78 NO ACQUISITION
79 78 350000 1.00 350000 FFP
79 106 363000 .96 348480 FFP
80 210 403973 .90 363576 FFP
80 95 441785 .82 362264 FFP

SOURCES: FY60 Award Recommendation
TACOM Pricing Files
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TABLE D-5
ARRCOM TRACKED VEHICLE ACQUISITION HISTORIES

FISCAL
PROGRAM YEAR QTY UNIT PRICE FACTOR DEC 80 PRICE TYPE

MIO9AIB 72 20 105,300 2.27 239,031 FFP
73 91 123,672 1.90 234,977 FFP
74 366 133,556 1.70 227,045 FFP
75 NO ACQUISITION
76 134 183,099 1.48 270,986 FFP
77 94 214,658 1.38 296,228 FFP
78 17 248,095 1.23 305,157 FFP
79 218 301,360 1.07 322,455 FFP
80 207 268,970 .96 258,211 FFP

M109A2 76 12 175,199 1.48 259,295 FFP
77 353 208,911 1.38 277,257 FFP
78 267 238,945 1.23 293,902 FFP
79 242 338,106 1.07 361,773 FFP
80 187 258,166 .96 247,839 FFP

MIIOAI/A2 74 88 116,261 1.70 197,644 FFP
75 NO ACQUISITION
76 42 152,572 1.48 225,807 FFP
77 245 192,261 1.38 265,320 FFP
78 411 222,778 1.23 274,017 FFP
79 NO ACQUISITION
80 132 246,026 .96 236,185 FFP

M578 74 282 124,510 1.70 211,667 FFP
75 159 140,551 1.59 223,476 FFP
76 251 161,092 1.48 238,416 FFP
77 NO ACQUISITION
78 12 278,300 1.23 342,309 FFP
79 3 254,850 1.07 272,690 FFP
80 43 270,136 .96 259,331 FFP

. SOURCE: FONECON, MR. DIVANY, ARRCOM, 17 MAR 82

to
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COST ),l',\ Ri' I'AflCIl

The scope and complexity of modern h lo icopter technology -,roily tI:lll..; ii.,te- t I
prepration of advanced hcl-Iicooter w,ii,o01 .;1 t~ cost; esti,li'atos:. 11.w ~ .i';. .'

rate of tcchnolo..ical cnian ;e teiid,,, Lo dcivrade tht' relevaiice of ni to , o !I ci. .ti
and the validity of co.;t estLimatws ,Lased on it. i-s requir-Us Lait ,l] W ,I t! ,

improve their understandJi o of the LotaI implic.itLons of t ecii, v .1111

properly reflect these implications in their alyses. 'li is i I ifl icuit, Pr-
tailed and challenging task, requiring sig,,n ifie-- an cont 7 uou.i dat , " ca .,
efforts.

Recognizing that research is the prinri pal source of i1,K)va t i *n and I-w ]L I "hdo Iog,
most cost data research effort has, as in Lt p ;'., been. Oe,.. i in t.d as mj r
action item, and necessitates the dcewlupmcnt of ;I lor.A.il1 pi. Uur e,:i.,a I
guidelines that have been developed to support hi Is resr. ar'i 1.,,n ;re kl: i'd to

benefit those performing the research as well as to avoid d,:l Vi,-ajtin of prier
research work. In addition, the overall plan pro,.:ides a ba.is for th. additioil
development and selective expansion of the conimind cost data b':;s. In our a yses
we are continually grasping for more complete defi nition Lut , il tlthis ca(c, i'.,s
consider the research activity in broad terms. 'he research tiat is-: r,,.ioinelv
necessary to satisfactorily complete a task i.e., a BCE or an ICE, I.: not included
in this concept.

This plan records the past, describes the present -ird iredicts projected recearch
and methodology efforts of the analytical community to meet the challenies forth-
coming. Covered is the development of computerized cost models, CVLt., co 't factors.
inflation indices, and general research of cost data and methodrology. Throughout
the plan, emphasis is placed on the importance that adaptability anc aise of adiust-
ments play in the application of these cost estimating tools-.

The purposes of our research and publication efforts are oriented towards the
support/service of our "customers," the timely preparation of utility dociuments,
and the reflection of the increasing rate of technological clhanges on work c

tasked by the higher command levels. Our projects are oriented towardsi arc ac'ac]
experiences in such areas as computer models, DRAs, DTC, TI.CE, etc. These "roal-
world" projects are used to record, expand and cross-fertilize the expertise of

analytical skills assigned to major Army programs; these work assignments a.-*
tailored toward analytical backgrounds and work experiences, toward lessons i-arned
aspects, and toward creativeness (springboard) necessary to address anticipato-y
applications to near-future programs.

The major constraints to our resenrch efforts are certainly no: new. Those are
the constant lack of personnel resources and the continuous strear of 1,,skings

that are generally oriented toward preparation of cost estimate- oi a crash a.is.
Consequently, an orderly and structured process or procedure for cost a.ialysi,
operations and for in-depth research is somewah t i ffiCu] t to maintain. '"- P

number of years, an effort has been directed, on ,a limited bIli- , to a r:u'iher of
pertinent research p10ojects. Desires for in-depth ,.aT.Lieal and r ', i..ic l
models have not ;eon fulfilled due to i.nadenu' t,. ffino, go irk--reniy ',i ritL ,';
and the order-ly itcr- and intra- or',anizationll I I .ow of dt a. P1,1 1 .C ,,a' , I tlPi
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formal plan is to assist in directin, the necessry research efforts tu wa rd
determining the judicious expenditure of analytical resource s. All rco-,ar izations
(like most reorganizationi;, past and future) do noL really ci iminate any research
functions or requirements.

As part of the research effort, time consideration is given to the numbers, the
varieties and the varied sources of documents that pass through the organization.

In a year's time, 250 - 400 documents are received/reviewed from such diverse
sources as the disciplines of various professional groups, industry, NASA, other
MACOMs, "think-tanks," governmcnt reports index, Navy and Air Force, the National
Technical Information Service (NTIS) of the Department of Commerce, the Department
of Labor, financial institutions such as the Federal Reserve Bank and Chase-
Manhattan Bank and requested documents from the data banks of the DTIC and DLSIE.
Added to these are such management-type publications such as the Sloan Management
Review, the Harvard Business Review, newsletters from assorted institutes and
professional societies and the various publications from the American Management
Association. LAny of these documents are eliminated from our specific application(s)
by only a cursory examination. Less than 10 percent receive an in-depth look by
an analyst, but these critiques are essential for the following reasons:

a. To make the organization cognizant of planned and completed work by other
government agencies, by the academe and by private industry, aad,

b. To prevent many wasted manhours that may be expanded on "reinventing the
wheel."

It is a somewhat formidable task to determine the specific research projects to be
worked on. The requirements for these projects are updated annually and manly more
projects are ambitiously planned than can ever be gotten around to. Needs for
additional projects surface during the year, and :here is the ever present pressure
of rapid response tasks that have a way of demanding that previously established
priorities change. Manhours expended on these efforts are always on a spasmodic

basis of "lesser priority" to the priority tasks, usually being crammed in between
rapid response suspense dates.

Most of our documents published are registered in offical channels in the Defense
Technical Information Center (DTIC) as well as in the Defense Logistics Studies
Information Exchange (DLSIL) for possible use by other government agencies as well
as by private industry. Our direct distribution of these completed documents in-
clude the cost analysis organizations of other MACO'Is, those counterpart elements
in the higher command levels and some DOD schools; many requests for our documents
are received over a year through both formal and informal channels.

Our research project development progresses throuh defined phases. In Phase I,
the objective(s) of the projects recommended are determined and then selected,
rejected, or defered; in Phase II a criteria of key characteristics reflecting the
various propert4"s of each selected project(s) are developcd; inl Phase III initial
effort begins towards the new project; and, Phase TV, the project is developed to
its completion, it is published and the pos.,ible >; pansion of its concepts are
considered for other areas and uses.
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Some of these documentations of analyses and computer models are being put to
effective use beyond that of the initial rcquiremenrs/intent of tasking - as case
studies in training classes of DOD schools. For over thiree years, the Army
Logistics Management Center (USMMC) has been using the "UTTAS Program" (still
called UTTAS and not Black Hawk) as a case study workshop in their Cost Analysis
for Decision Making (CADM) course. This material was initially developed over the
years, as a sequential part of the DOD acquisition process. Our direct assistance
was asked for and provided in structuring of this case study and then again for
the subsequent data requirements to make the case study realistic. This workshop
is designed to demonstrate, by examples, the qualitative and quantitative estimating
techniques used in cost analysis. The students, soon-to-be cost analysts, gain
experience in the actual performance of a cost study from the initial study direc-
tive that starts the analysis of a major program to the final briefing, becoming
acquainted with the many problems and difficulties encountered in an actuol study.
Results gained from this "hands-on" workshop experience is the improvement of the
students' cost analysis vocabulary and their working knowledge of cost estimating
relationships, learning curves, uncertainty analysis, work breakdown structure,
cost categories, cost models, and parametric estimating. This workshop is a
combination of both real and academic experiences designed to expose the students
to typical problems faced by cost analysts working in a major subordinate command
cost analysis activity, as well as those analysts assigned in a project management

office.

Approximately two years ago, in cooperation with the Advanced Scout lelicopter
Project Management Office, we responded to the Defense Systems Management College
(DSMC) requirement for a computer model for their desired application/adoption in
"live" classroom use in their decision analysis exercises. This model, the Cost
Benefit Ratio Analysis (CBRU), is self-contained, a general purpose, inter-active
program requiring little computer skill of the user. This CBRA technique provides
a simple method of rolling up the cost and benefit estimates assigned to the
various elements at each level of system structure. Another user, the Black Hawk
PHO, has been in need of a quick and accurate data processing of the Production
Rate Adjustment Factor (PIAF) model, an outgrowth of CBRA; the first phase of this
model is providing that office with a quick "time-phased" investment cost estimate
by incorporating the "learning curve" lot size technique with PRAF to calculate
"adjusted average lot costs by year." It is significant that tbe DSMC and these
two PMOs have determined that CBRA and its by-product is currently an effective
tool in responding to their special requirements.

More recently the DSMC has requested Lnformation regarding our parametric life

cycle (LCC) model for Army helicopters. The school expressed a need for a

production cost planning model for use in supporting the school's systems
acquisition management case studies that are now under development. This computer
mo, _, originally developed and used in many army aviation programs, provides a
rap.L response capability for estimating', the life cycle cost of hypothetical rotary
wing aircraft systems. It was developed for using, parametric estimating techniques
where possible with the industriz1 enineerin.,, or an e:.per ienced jud,-ei:ent
appioach be ing used in l i-eu of par,r:itr ic cqu.L ions for those segn& uts of cost
for which reliable historical C>ita is not av,i i blc. Fl.xihility is built into
the model, a I lowir h, u thur to 0Md 1 n " -I L11)1 Ii te for the
parametric equiation. "l'Kc mi;aLi1 them11 bcbIlad LhE creia iOil a ih:w useo ("L this E;ode'l
was to provide speed of respons,.e and r%.flason 8C rcc'' thil the inherent
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limitations of parametric estimaiting. It provided ;,ndy nswers to a myriad of
"what-ifs" generated over the past years.'

To summarize: As a follow-up to specific analytical taskings, we prepare summari-
zation type documents of our expertise in adjusting to the increasing rate of

* technological and cost changes in military hardware refl.ected in our completed
, work. These "real-world" projects become a part of our data base and also serve

to expand and cross-fertilize the expertise of analytical skills assigned to the
aviation programs. Some of this documentation of experience is further being put
to academic use by DOD schools. These documentations, and others, are routinely
registered in offical channels in the Defense Documentation CGnter (DDC) and in the
Defense Logistics Studies Information Exchange (DLSIE) for their use by other
governmeat agencies as well as by private industry. These publications must meet
the strongest of criteria for accuracy, realism and substantiation in order for
our efforts to be professionally recognized by experts in government, industry and
the academe.
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DATA BASE FOR AIRCRAFT OPERATING AND SUPPORT COSTS

As early as the 1960s, the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD)

identified a requirement for managing and collecting Operating and Support
* (O/S) costs for major weapon systems. O/S costs have become the most

significant part of Life Cycle Cost (LCC) as the complexity of weapon

systems has increasea. For many weapon systems the O/S cost exceeds 60% of

the total LCC. The collection, organization, and publication of O/S cost

data is one of the major problems of the cost analysis conmmunity. A

plethora of O/S cost data is currently collected by inoividual

organizations for the development or expansion of their internal data
0bases, but these data are normally unavailable or unknown to the remainder

of the user community. This results in duplication of effort, unawareness

of specific cost data, and many additional hours of research in locating

*and evaluating cost data.

In 1963 OSD initiated efforts to identify O/S costs by weapon system.

There was limited success for this initiative and, in July of 1974, OSD

reaffirmed its postion and requested the services report on their efforts

and plans to meet this requirement. In addition, OSD identified

constraints that would establish some consistency to the collection of O/S

cost data for all services. These constraints stated that only existing

data systems would be used (no new data collection systems would be

developed), that costs would be collected at the total system level, that

costs would be displayed in accordance with the Cost Analysis Improvement

Group (CAIC) O/S cost format, and that reports would be produced on a

Fiscal Year (FY) basis. In November of 1974, the Chief of Naval Operations

(CNO) issued a study directive to develop an O/S cost data base by weapon
system. In 1975, the Visibility and Management of Operating and Support

Costs (VAMOSC)-AIR reporting system was completed and implemented for Navy

and Marine Corps aircraft weapon systems. The first VAMOSC-AIR report was

published in FY76 on FY75 cost data. Data were provided on approximately

35 Type Model (TM) aircraft.

The VAMOSC-AIR report is a cost display system divided into two major

system efforts, the Total Support System (TSS) report and the Maintenance

Subsystem (MS) report. The TSS report is for data at the total weapon

system level by Type/Model/Series (T/M/S). The MS report is for data at

the maintenance level by Work Unit Code (W-UC) within each T/M/S. The MS

and TSS reports are developed independently, use different data sources,

and do not track or combine to give total O/S costs. The criterion for the

0
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collection of O/S cost data are that the data be collected by T/M/S for
aircraft with 100 or more flight hours during the designated FY. This

accounts for over 95% of the total flight hours accumulated by Navy and

Marine Corps aircraft.

The TSS report is divided into six major categories consisting of

organizational maintenance support costs, intermediate maintenance support
costs, depot support costs, training support costs, recurring investment

costs and other costs. In addition to cost data, non-cost data are
provided or quantities of aircraft and flying hours for each TMS

aircraft. The above data are also displayed according to major claimant,
*:. i.e., LANTFLT, PACFLT, Marines, Reserves, NAVEUR, and others.

Data are collected for the TSS report using a "top down" approach to

include the broadest spectrum of O/S cost data currently attributable to

aircraft systems. Cost data are requested by operating activity using
Unit Identification Code (UIC) and T/M/S, or as a minimum, the TM
aircraft. If the cost data are not identifiable to an operating activity,
the costs are allocated according to flying hours of operation or number

of operating aircraft by TMS for each major claimant. Data are collected
from 12 data sources (see attached Figure 1) and are processed through a

sequence of 17 batch process programs. The program output identifies and
allocates the costs to 67 elements for each TMS by major claimant (see

Figures 2 through 6).

The MS report was developed to comply with Objective 3, Action 12, of

the Department of Defense (DOD) FY75 Management By Objectives (MBO). This
objective required the presentation of detailed maintenance cost data by

T/M/S at the subsystem level (two-digit WUC), component or Weapons
Replaceable Assembly (WRA) level (five-digit WUC), and Shop Replaceable

Assembly (SRA) level (seven-digit WUC).

The MS report is a "bottom-up" cost display system that consolidates
maintenance hours and cost by WUC within each T/M/S. Actual cost data are
used as input to the MS report; however, if actual data are not available,

the costs are estimated or allocated by other methods, depending on the
activity reporting the data. The HS report provides data on approximately

120 TMS aircraft systems. Aircraft are selected based on the total number
of flight hours accumulated during the designated FY.

Data are collected from three major sources: the Maintenance and
Material Management (3M) system, Master Component Rework Control (MCRC)

system, and Aviation Support Office (ASO). The data required to support
the MS report include: maintenance actions records, material reporting

records, repairable item data records, support action form records,
aircraft flight data records, and sunmary data records.

-2-



The 3M data Fleet Originated Jobs (FOJ) files provide over 90% of the
input data, including maintenance hours, maintenance actions, and material

used at the organizational and intermediate levels of maintenance. The
MCRC system provides data on depot standard costs to repair/rework a

component. These data include standard direct labor, indirect labor, and
material costs at the National Item Identification Number (NIIN) level.

The ASO provides commercial contractor data extracted manually from the
ASO contract files and recorded by the NIIN.

Production of the MS report is completed in four steps. Step one is
the system segment where the cross reference and cost files are built to

apply costs by the NIIN to maintenance actions records where costing is
necessary. Step two is the system segment in which data are extracted

from the FOJ files to build a summary record by Job Control Number (JCN)
for subsequent processing. Step three of the system summarizes the data
in the JCN records and computes costs where applicable. Data are stored
at the Type Equipment Code (TEC)/WUC level in this segment. Step four of

the system is where data are selected for the various reports, calculated,
and formatted as required.

The MS report consists of eight categories (subreports) which provide

cost data and non-cost data identified to the three levels of maintenance-
organizational, intermediate, and depot. These eight categories are:

1. TOTAL COMPONENT MAINTENANCE COST REPORT FOR ALL NAVY summarizes

labor and material costs for organizational, intermediate and depot level
maintenance actions. Labor costs are reported for direct labor hours,
support hours and Technical Directive Compliance (TDC) labor hours.

Material costs are reported for consumable material to identify the cost
of attrition and surveyed (condemned) items (see Figure 7).

2. TOTAL COMPONENT MAINTENANCE COST REPORT FOR ALL NAVY (UNSCHEDULED)
summarizes labor and material cosLs for organizational (level I),

intermediate (level 2), and depot (level 3) maintenance actions. Material
costs are for the consumable materials used in unscheduled repair or

rework of components and to identify the cost of surveyed items. Labor
costs are for the direct labor appliea for the unscheduled maintenance

actions at each maintenance level (see iigure 8).

3. TOTAL COMPONENT MAINTENANCE COST REPORT FOR ALL NAVY (SCHEDULED)

summarizes labor and material costs fur organizational (level 1),
intermediate (level 2), and depot (level 3) maintenance actions. Material

costs are for the consumable materials used in scheduled repair or rework

of components. Labor costs are for the direct labor applied and indirect

-3-
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labor for the scheduled maintenance actions at each maintenance level (see
Figure 9).

4. & 5. TOTAL MAINTENANCE ACTION MATRIX REPORT for both unscheduled
and scheduled maintenance provides data on the number of maintenance
actions, action taken codes, and level 3 repairs and surveys. The data
reports are on organizational, intermediate, and depot activities. The

code assignments are made as part of the 3M system with specific direction
from OPNAVINST 4790.2B (see Figures 10 and 11).

6. MAN-HOUR MATRIX REPORT provides man-hour utilization data by WUC.
The report represents data on unscheduled, scheduled, support, and TDC
labor. Within each of these labor categories, data are reported for
organizational, intermediate, and depot levels of maintenance (see Figure 3
12).

7. TOTAL COST OF CONSUMABLES REPORT provides a count of the number of
repairables and consumable issues and the cost of consumables for
organizational and intermediate levels of maintenance (see Figure 13).

8. AVERAGE COST PER REPAIR MATRIX REPORT identifies the average cost
of materials for organizational, intermediate, and depot repairs and the

average cost of depot (level 3) labor (see Figure 14).

The VAMOSC-AIR MS and TSS program has some limitations in regard to the
scope, timeliness, validity of data, and usage of the data. The major
limitations are:

1. VAMOSC-AIR is not a real time system. It is an annual processing
system with data interfaces with other data sources.

2. VAMOSC-AIR is processed on a FY basis with input data available
about 180 days after the end of the FY.

3. VAMOSC-AIR is not an on-line system. The user must use the
standard reports produced on an annual basis.

4. VAMOSC-AIR data are obtained from existing Navy data systems and,
therefore, the data are constrained by the accuracy and timeliness of
various feeder systems.

5. VAMOSC-AIR MS depot data are derived by using BCM-9 data from

intermediate level maintenance as the source of projected depot maintenance
actions. Standard Depot Level Maintenance (SDLM) actions are not included
in the depot cost.

6. Some of the cost data are calculated using average rates, budget
data, standards, and statistical techniques when actual data are not
available or data gaps exist.

-4-



The VAMOSC-AIR program provides a significant amount of data to the

cost analysis community. It provides a centralized data base for O/S

costs on Navy and Marine Corps aircraft systems. The data are at the

total system level according to the CAIG format and at the maintenance

level down to the seventh WUC. Also, there are MS and TSS reports

available for the past seven years which can be used to identify

S- maintenance trends for specific T/M/S aircraft.

The VAMOSC report is currently being used by DOD activities and

contractors for Design to Cost, Life Cycle Cost, Operations Analysis,
establishment of baseline costs, proposal evaluations, programming and

budget submissions, trend analysis, O/S cost models, and other related

cost functions.

The VAMOSC reports not only provide maintenance cost by T/M/S, but

also identify cost drivers and cost factors as an aid to projecting

outyear maintenance costs. These factors are derived through the use of

internal algoiithms from input data extracted from the 3M system, MCRC,

and commercial componert repair costs reports. This type of information

expands the VAMOSC-AIR program beyond just a cost display system and makes

it an analytical tool for the calculation of future aircraft system

maintenance cost and resource requirements projections. The cost drivers

and factors provided are:

MFHBF Mean Flight Hour Between Failures

MFHBMA Mean Flight Hours Between Maintenance Actions

MA/FH Maintenance Actions per Flight Hour

MH/FH Maintenance Hours per Flight Hour

MC/FH Maintenance Cost per Flight Hours (T/M/S)

MC/AC Maintenance Cost per Aircraft (T/M/S)

The VAMOSC-AIR program meets the OSD requirement to identify O/S costs

by aircraft weapon system. The program is still in its early stages and

will require extensive resources, manpower, and funds to enhance the

program in order to achieve program credibility. Also, the program needs

extensive marketing to identify itself to all potential users through the

use of workshops, briefings, and brochures.

The TSS and MS reports are available to DOD activities and DOD

contractors at no cost, except for special studies. The TSS report is a

two-volume report on all T/M/S aircraft. The MS reports are provided at

the two-digit, five-digit, and seven-digit WUC by TM. Included within

each TM report are all TMS aircraft.

-5-
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TSS DATA SOURCES

o CNO FLYING HOUR PROGRAM (OP-51)-
MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

PERSONNEL SUPPORT SUPPLIES
PETROLEUM, OIL, AND LUBRICANT (POL) COSTS

o NAVY COST INFORMATION SYSTEM/
OPERATING SUBSYSTEM (NCIS/OPS)

PERSONNEL COSTS
TEMPORARY ADDITIONAL DUTY (TAD) COSTS

o US MARINE CORPS HEADQUARTERS
PERSONNEL COSTS

TAD COSTS

o SHIPS PARTS CONTROL CENTER/CONVENTIONAL

AMMUNITION INTEGRATED MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (SPCC/
CALMS)

TRAINING EXPENDABLE STORES

o BUDGET DATA FROM THE
NAVAL AVIATION LOGISTICS CENTER

AIRCRAFT REWORK
ENGINE REWORK
COMPONENT REWORK
MISC. REWORK

o FLEET AVIATION SPECIALIZED
OPERATIONAL TRAINING GROUPS

OPERATIONAL TRAINING COSTS
(FAS OTRAGRU-LANT/PAC)

o CHIEF OF NAVAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING
MAINTENANCE TRAINING COSTS

o VAMOSC-AIR MAINTENANCE SUBYSTEM
REPLACEMENT REPAIRABLES

o NAVAIR-01A6
MODIFICATION COSTS

o NAVAL AVIATION ENGINEERING

SERVICE UNIT - ENGINEERING TECHINCAL

SERVICES

o NAVAL AVIATION TECHNICAL

SERVICES FACILITY - PUBLICATION COSTS

o NAVAL AVIATION LOGISTICS CENTER
AVIATION COSTS

SURVEY COSTS
DEPOT COSTS

Figure I
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7DESIGN TO COST UNDER CHANGING PROGRAM CONDITIONS

"NOTHING IS PERMANENT BUT CHANGE"
-* Hiraclitus (c. 500 B.C.)

John C. Bemis
C\1 DoD Product Engineering Services Office

c/o Defense Logistics Agency

0Cameron Station

Alexandria, VA 22314

S Introduction

The complex process of fielding a new defense system is characterized by a number of
factors which frequently cause changes to the originally conceived plans. Changes in the
military threat to be addressed, priorities, available resources, allocation of these
resources, and a host of other considerations provide a dynamic rather than a static en-
vironment for the development, production and fielding of a new system. Despite our
efforts to stabilize programs, this dynamic environment is manifested in changes to pro-
gram quantities and rates of production for a system during its development and pro-

Sduction phases.

Department of Defense Directive 5 OO-S2(  titled bDesign to Costd requires that Design
to Cost (DTC) goals be submitted as part of the normal program review milestones, and
that these goals be supported by applicable rationale such as quantities, production rates,
and cost/quantity relationships. Given the dynamic nature of the programs, the question
arises as to what effect the program changes have on the DTC goals. This paper proposes
a method for adjusting DTC goals under conditions of changing program quantities and/or
anticipated production rates.

The DoD Product Engineering Services Office (DPESO) has developed a cost model(2)
which relates unit cost to cumulative quantity produced and production rate per year.
These three variables are depicted as a three dimensional response surface. The model
provides planning information of sufficient accuracy to assist in estimating the effects of
various production rate profiles, and would appear to have application in the design to cost
arena.

The Rate/Cost/Quantity Model

.Traditionally, system costs have been projected using the familiar experience curve. This
method depicts the projected unit cost as a function of cumulative quantity produced,
without regard for the production rates involved. The rate/cost/quantity model discussed
here adds production rate as the "Z" axis of a three-dimensional response surface (Figure
1).

" 0 -' ' '. . . . . .. . lllll ~ ll l| I l h lm l l h ' h IIllldllll l l . . . . . . .



Data inputs for this model consist of historical rate/cost/quantity data for ongoing pro-
grams or cost estimates for new programs. Only recurring hardware costs are considered,
not total program costs. A multiple regression is performed in which unit cost is the
dependent variable and cumulative quantity and production rate are the independent
variables. By this method, an equation is derived which describes the three-dimensional
response surface relating these variables. Most of the sets of historical data analyzed in
this manner to date have shown a high multiple correlation coefficient (in excess of 0.9).

Figure 2 depicts the response surface for a hypothetical weapon system and will serve to
compare the experience curve method with the rate/cost/quantity method.

Given:

O First unit cost = $1000 for a rate of 600 units/year

O 90 percent experience curve slope (exponent -. 152)

0 85 percent rate/cost curve slope (exponent -. 235)

O 6000 units to be produced

Experience curve method:

(1) Unit Cost = AXB= 1000 X -. 152

Rate/cost/quantity method:
-B -C

Unit Cost = (A) Quantity Rate

Using first unit cost data point to solve for A:

1000 = (A) I-152 600 .235

A = 4482

Therefore:

(2) Unit Cost = 4482 Q 1 52 R-. 2 3 5

When equation (1) and equation (2) are used to project unit costs versus cumulative quan-
tity at a constant production rate of 600 per year, the results are identical. When
equation (1) and (2) are used to predict unit costs for a variable production rate the results
are shown in figure 3. As can be seen from this figure, the lower unit costs are associated

*with the higher production rates, and the higher unit costs are associated with the lower
production rates.

Expanding on this concept establishes the following relationships:

IF: I Jnit Cost A Q -B R-C

Where: A The intercept of the response surface with the unit cost axis
Q Cumulative quantity produced
-B = The quantity/cost (experience curve) exponent
R = Production rate/year
-C = Rate/cost exponent

2



A Q- R-
THEN: Cumulative average unit cost =A

A QB+ I R-C
AND: Cumulative cost -A QlI

(Note: The expression for cumulative average unit cost is an approximation. Significant
errors may be introduced if this expression is used for quantities less than approximately
30 units.)

Application of the Model to Design to Cost Goal Adjustments

From the rate/cost/quantity relationships shown above, unit cost, cumulative average unit
cost, or cumulative cost could be used in adjusting design to cost goals as program
quantities and/or rates are changed. In the following example unit costs are used to
illustrate the proposed method.

Assume: Unit cost ($K) = 500 Q.1848 R-.1135

If values for unit cost are held constant, and the equation is solved for corresponding
values of cumulative quantity and production rate, the results may be depicted as shown in
figure 4.

Figure 4 serves as a framework for illustrating the proposed method for adjusting design
to cost goals under changing program conditions. Assume the following sets of conditions
for quantities and rates:

Quantity Rate/Year DTC Goal ($K)

Original plan 600 180 85.03
Change # 1 500 100
Change #2 1000 200

Using the equation for unit cost, new DTC goals may be calculated, and plotted as shown
in figure 5. The results are as follows:

Change #1 New Unit Cost = 500 (500) - ' 184 8 (100)' 113 5 = $94.01K

Change #2 New Unit Cost = 500 (1000) - .184 8 (200) - 1135 = $76.45K

The three points shown on figure 5 may be summarized as follows:

Quantity Rate/Year DTC Goals ($K)

Point 1 600 180 85.03
Point 2 500 100 94.01
Point 3 1000 200 76.45

In establishing DTC goals, initial production quantities and rates are prescribed, and an
experience curve negotiated. If a slope for the rate/cost curve were determined, the
rate/cost/quantity model could provide a method for adjusting DTC goals as program
conditions varied. Rate/cost relationships could be derived from proposal data at dif-
ferent rate/quantity conditions, or from experience on prior programs.

3
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Summary

The PESO cost model was designed to estimate the effects of alternative production rate
profiles on unit costs and program costs. Computer programs have been developed and are
in use for calculating these results and for displaying the results graphically. This model
would appear to have application in determining appropriate adjustments to DTC goals as
planned program production rates and/or quantities are changed.

4
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COMPARISON BETWEEN CUMULATIVE QUANTITY ,METF-CC

AND

RATE/COST/QUANT ITY METHOD

(ILLUSTRATION NOT TO SCALE)
$1000

$4482

GIVEN: FIRST UNIT COST = 1000 FOR RATE OF 600/YR

90% LEARNING CURVE SLOPE

85% RATE/COST CURVE SLOPE
6000 UNITS TO BE PRODUCED

CUM. QUANTITY METHOD:

Y = AXB= 1000 X
-.152

RATE/COST/QUANTITY METHOD:

Y - K Q-XXX R-XXX

USING FIRST UNIT COST DATA POINT:

1000 - K (1)'' 52 (600)- 235

K = 4482
Y = 4482 Q-152 R-

2345

.4 FIGUPE 2
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EXPERIENCE CURVES ON FIVE ARZMY PROGRAMS /6

Paul M. Carrick
Department of Administrative Sciences

Naval Postgraduate School
Monterey, California 93940

• 0 Introduction

0 Previous investigations of competitive defense acquisi-

tion policies have used an ex post methodology. They have relied

4 on aggregate cost histories of past programs where a second

source had been introduced at some time subsequent to the initia-

tion of sole source production. Analysts have assumed that firms

set price for successive production lots by means of an experience

curve. This is a functional relation between either unit price

or the average unit price and the nth unit of cumulative output,

or the average of n units of output. It is usually represented

as a constant elasticity relationship. The major finding regard-

ing the effectiveness of a competitive acquisition policy are

equivocal but it can be safely stated that at some time subsequent

to the introduction of a second source: (1) There is an abrupt

decline, or translation, in the unit cost from what would have

occurred if there were continued use of a sole source; (2) The

rate at which costs are reduced with cumulative output

as successive competitions are held is higher than the previous

sole source rate. Interpretative ambiguities are principally

about the magnitude and duration of the effects. Disagreement

I|
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also occurs because of large and possibly systematic measure-

ment errors, the smallness of the sample size and the exces"
1

sively large dispersion of the competitive outcomes. It would

seem that a much more complex analytical model is necessary to

explain observations.

*There is a supplementary approach that should provide a

basis for identifying the sources of the large variance in

competitive outcomes. This is to adopt an ex ante method: to

determine how sole source and competitive contractors actually

derive and use experience curves in their pricing and resource

*management. If the introduction of competition has a significant

effect on acquisition costs, then the source of the potential

savings should be visible in the manner in which sole source

and competitive contractors plan and conduct their operations.

Thus, this paper summarizes how contractors used experience

curves for five current Army acquisition programs: the Bradley

Fighting Vehicle System, (BFVS); the Multiple Launch Rocket

System, (MLRS); the Copperhead artillery projectile, the Viper

anti-tank rocket, and the York Division Air Defense Gun System,

(DIVAD).

A recent summary of research on competitive acquisition is:

K.A. Archibald, et.al., Factors Affecting the Use of Competition
in Weapon System AcquisiEtonRAND CorporatoEn R-27-06-DR&E,
F-ebruary 1 See Paul M. Carrick, The Uses of a Competitive
Acquisition Strategy: An Investigatio-n-of- Fi-ve Army Programs,nsiute for De ense A-alyses, to be publish- "Inn -t e F l 9L

Chapter III, for a more theoretical and inclusive review.
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For each of the five programs, the prime contractors

were questioned on the derivation and the scope of use of

experience curves. What previous program experience did the

contractor use for estimating thb parameters of his exper-

ience curves? What level of disaggregation was followed in

estimating specific curves? How did he use experience curves

in project management? Since economies associated with

changes in the rate of production provide an alternative, or

supplementary, hypothesis for explaining changes in unit costs,

the contractors were also questioned on how the rate of pro-

duction had been established.

The role of experience curves on the five programs will

be developed in four steps. First, the current state of the

art regarding contractor and DoD use of experience curves, as

reflected in the five programs, will be summarized.

Since the determination of the rate of production has

an important factor in shaping contractor performance on the

five programs, it will be discussed next. Thirdly, the sub-

stantial differences in contractors' assumed experience curves

will be considered. This topic leads into analysis of not only

accounting procedures but also the role of industrial engineer-

ing. Lastly, the differences in contractors' cost estimation

practices are discussed.

6i
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Summary of Findings

It probably is best to state at this point some of the major

conclusions that are drawn from the investigation. In

general, the competitively induced changes in the height and

slope of contractors' experience curves can be traced to the

poor workability of DoD's promulgated rules, (i.e., the DAR),

for managing an economy by negotiation. There is sufficient

permissiveness in the rules and in the manner in which a firm

may implement them that the introduction of competition may

result in large price reductions. It is difficult to make a

general statement as to the magnitude, composition and timing

of price reductions. In some instances, the major source of

expected savings will occur from a shift to lower cost labor -

a one time saving. In other cases, the major source of expected

savings arises from adoption of more efficient production

technology. In this instance, the competitive savings should

be distributed over several years at least. In general, the

effects of introducing competition should be nearly completely

realized within five to seven years. Subsequent cost experience

should then reflect the general technological progressiveness a

of the economy, i.e., the growth rates in output per worker or

output per factor input for all manufacturing.'

1 For recent industry performance measurements see John W.
Kendrick "Productivity Trends in the United States," in
J. Kendrick and B. Vacccara, eds., New Developments in
Productivity Measurement and Analysis, University of Chicago
Press, 1980, pp. 9-30.
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It should also be pointed out that the DoD practice of

making the award of a sole source FPI production contract an

integral part of a prototype competition is not a panacea. It

can not be regarded as a good substitute for continuing competition

* into production. Besides confounding the criteria used in selecting

the winner of a competitive development, neither competitor

typically possesses sufficient information to accurately esti-

mate production costs. On one program, the DIVAD, the winning

contractor had not yet even designed at the time of the compe-

tition a number of equipments whose cost production he was

required to estimate. Again on the DIVAD prototype competition,

the losing contractor estimated the cost of setting up an

ammunition production facility as only 20% of the amount the

winning contractor proposed. In the competitive development phase

of the Viper and Copperhead programs, neither of the winning

contractors adequately understood the technology underlying

their design much less the exceptional difficulties in defining and

implementing a high rate production technology. In the case of

the MLRS competition, the contractors were required to estimate

inflation rates for the subsequent five years in forming their

bi& prices. The winning contractor, along with almost all

economic forecasters, appears to have overestimated the rate

of inflation b-, more than a factor of two. Such windfall profits

serve no useful economic purpose.
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Experience Curves in Program Planning

Every defense contractor has to be familiar with the

concept of an experience curve, even if he does not use it

explicitly in his production planning. All defense contrac-

tors are required to use a Design to Unit Production Cost

(DTUPC) concept in their program planning since the DoD

Directive 5000.28, Design to Cost, was issued in May 1975.

A DTUPC is to be an "average unit flyaway, or rollaway, cost."

Further, DoD Instruction 7000.3 of April 1979, Selected Acqui-

sition Reports (SARs), requires that all large acquisition

programs use a cost-quantity curve in defining a DTUPC value.

Production RFPs for some of the five Army acquisition

programs were reviewed to determine how these instructions are

actually implemented. Quotations from a few of these RFPs

indicate what kind of cost information the contractor must be

able to provide to the government.

The DIVAD production RFP, issued May 8, 1980, is a

four inch thick document with small closely spaced type. The

gist of the cost information requirements imposed on the two

competing contractors can be gathered from the following

quotations:

"The price quoted for the target...quantity on each
stand-along DD633/DAR 16-206 will also be the price
quoted for any q antity which varies by t 10% from
the quantity...

DAAK 10-80-R-0027, p. 59, paragraph C.4. 1.1

9,

0
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"The offeror will submit [for each of two production
schedules) his UPC [unit production cost] estimates...
for each level of buy (first year plus each option)
and explain how the UPC was derived and shall list the
assumptions that were made in preparing the estimates.
The cost development shall include:

(a) Sources of historical data; i.e., company's
historical data and vendor quotes. Use of
historical data will require documentation
and treatment of cost trend...

(b) Use of learning curves bases on unit theory
with theoretical first unit cost and slope...

(c) Assignment of UPC goals to major subcontractors...

(d) Identification of critical components, materials I
and processes that will be given special emphasis.

(e) Production rates upon which UPC is based.

"Prepare a list of actual trade-offs reflected in the
proposed UPCs, including significantly increased perform-
ance at a minimal increase in cost and minimally reduced
performance at a significantly reduced cost..."

A second illustration of the kind of cost information

defense contractors dre expected to be able to provide is taken

from the RFP given to the two competitors for the MLRS produc-

tion contract award in August 1979. This RFP is noteworthy for

its focus on the sensitivity of unit production cost to the

assumed production rate.

A contractor is to have an explicit management system for

control of the Design to Unit Production Cost (DTUPC).

"The plan must be capable of detecting, recording,
reporting, and explaining...any changes in any of
the bases upon which the original design-to-cost
was estimated, including: the learning curves
(types and slopes); labor and overhead rates;
anticipated labor efficiency factors; anticipated
material scrap factors...

DAAK 10-80-R-0027, p. 62, paragraph C. 4. 3. 1.
2 Ibid., p. 63, paragraph C. 4. 3. 5.

Solicitation No. DAAHOI-80-R-0017 August 1979, p. 59.
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For a stated monthly production rate and total program

procurement quantity, a contractor is to:

"...propose design to production costs...as a minimum
at the 4th level [of the Work Breakdown Structure]
for the Air Vehicle and Launch Pod Container aid 5th
level for the self-propelled launcher loader.

For each element of the Work Breakdown Structure, the

contractor is required to provide:

"An indication of how the proposed cost was derived;
e.g., historical data, engineering or parametric
estimate, vendor quote...if improvement slopes are
used in generating integral parts of proposed DTUPC
costs...historical data on Ipplicable programs'
items... shall be included.

But a most unusual feature is the request for cost-

production rate sensitivity data:

"The contractor shall further provide as a part of the
IPF [Initial Production Facilities] cost proposal a
separate unit cost versus production rate sensitivity
graphic display for each hardware element a* level 2
of the production Work Breakdown Structure. -he hard-
ware recurring unit cost (i.e., manufacturing cost)
sensitivity to production rate will be displayed using
as a baseline the established DTUPC values. The recur-
ring costs will be based on the assumption that the
hardware build rate on a 2-8-5 basis is equal to the ra~e
for which the tooling and test equipment was designed."

The sensitivity of the unit cost component is to be estimated

for production rates varying from zero to 11,000 units a month,

for only the rocket vehicle.

The third and last example of what is really the existing

state-of-the-art in production cost estimation is taken from

the recent competition for selection of a second production

1 Solicitation No. DAAHOl-80-R-0017 of 22 Aug. 1979, p. 62.

2 Ibid., p. 63.
3

Ibid., p. 600.

* .- 4.
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source for the BFVS. Bidders are required to provide:

"Hardware unit cost will be prepared by WBS elements
for each procurement quantity... separate learning
curve formulas on labor and material will be provided
together with any other cost/quantity relationships
used in developing the estinate. The data base used
in developing learning curves will also be provided. '"

The solicitation specifies a basic production rate of

50 vehicles a month. A bidder is required to:

"Provide cost penalties for low rates of production
(defined as 30 vehicles per month and 20 vehicles
per month or less). Penalties shall be categorized
if possible [in a specific ,evel of detail] as a
percent of recurring cost.

U,'i Additionally, a bidder is to provide a cost estimate "for the

incremental tooling/facilities... to achieve a vehicle produc-
tion rate of 90 per month..." 3

The Role of Subcontractors' Curves

Most analysts of competitive acquisitions have treated a

prime contractor's gross annual sales as the basic set of

observations for estimating parameters. Several of the five

prime contractors surveyed have promulgated experience curve

slope values which imply that they make their analyses of their

own program cost history at this high level of aggregation.

However, upon questioning, it was determined that these con-

tractors obtained aggregate vaiues as a weighted arithmetic mean

1r 4of the more finely detailed cost-quantity values as required by

1 Solicitation No. DAAE07-81-R-0005, No date, Exhibit D.

2"Ibid., Exhibit C.

Ibid., Exhibit G.
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the usual RFP terminology. Particularly, subcontractors'

experience curves do form a separate set from the prime con-

tractor's curves in derivation of an annual total production

cost estimate.

In the five programs reviewed, the practice of separating

the primes' from the subcontractors' experience curves is most

vividly illustrated by the FMC Corporation's cost estimates

for the FVS. In 1978 the company was tasked by Congress

* to provide a detailed justification of the total procurement

I cost of the FVS. The resulting "Gold Book" of June 1979 is a

model for completeness. Since it is Contractor Private Data,

no values will be quoted from it. Suffice it to say, however,

that each major subcontractor provided an independently

I derived program cost estimate for the portion of the FVS hard-

ware for which he was responsible. Experience curve slope

values ranged from the mid 80's to the mid 90's percent.

I There is an important policy lesson to be drawn from this

... practice. It is standard DoD practice to hold the prime con-

tractor responsible for all negative excursions from expected

progress on a program. In fact, most information that flows

4
- upward from a program office is in such an aggregated form

that it leads one to hold a prime contractor responsible. But,

tO take the FMC cost break-out information as an example, while

r4
it is a simple matter to fit an experience curve to the FMC

Corporation's annual total production cost data, the resulting

-4
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function can support only very limited inferences. With the

passage of time the percentage contribution of any subcon-

tractor to total cost will change systematically, the direction

depending on how the slope of his experience curve is related

to the average slope value for the total cost of production.

Thus, if the slope of a prime contractor's aggregate experience curv

is believed to be too shallow, rather than introducing a second

prime contractor to interface with the same subcontractors, a

more productive policy might involve establishing second sources

for one or more of the subcontractors. Previous analyses of

competitive acquisition have neglected to consider this policy

alternative. This has most probably been because of the lack.
of pertinent data.

Intgraction of Experience Curve and Production Rate Requirements

Most investigations of the relationship between unit ccst

and the rate of production have found constant economies of

scale. That is, the unit cost of production is constant for all

- 1 production rates above some minimum firm size. The conclusion

* is based upon crcss-sectional studies of sub sets of firms' costs

9 * -,: or profits whose product lines, as defined by census practice,

places them in the same industry. Increases in factor produc-

_j tivity are, therefore, assumed to be inderendent of the size of

1 H.J. Goldschmid, H.M. Mann and J.F. Weston, eds., IndustriaZ

Concentration: The New Learning, Little, Brown, 1974, pp. 16-54.
See also: Peter F. Cory, "A Technique for Obtaining Improved
Proxy Estimates of Mimimum Optimal Scale," Review of Ecciomic and
Statistics, 62, February 1981, pp. 96-106, and S. Davies, "Minimum
Efficient Size and Seller Concentration: An Empirical Problem,"
Journal of Industrial Economics, 28, March 1980, pp. 287-30].
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the firm. Following this line of reasoning, the values of tho

parameters of a firm's experience curve should be independent

of the scale of production at which it is designed to operate.

Graphically the locus firms' constitute a L-shaped curve.

By implication, therefore, the correct representation of sclle

and cumulative proluction quantity effects is as an additiv

function.

But it is important not to push the assumted independence and

constancy of scale effects too far. First, the economic inres-

tigations have concentrated on cross-sectional industry stuiies..

_ No studies of firms' cost are known to have used a longitudinal

approach, as required for a study of a cost-cumulative output

relationship. Secondly, there is a difference between a firm's

economies of scale where all production constraints are assumed

non-existent, and production economies, where they are not.

The production reality in defense contracting is complex. Few

new production facilities are designed and constructed just for

. a single new program. Usually, a contractor will add to his

existing production capabilities or bring in subcontractors who

already possess the necessary production facilities. In fact, it

is not incorrect to point out that a product's design will usially

A reflect the contractor's existing production capabilities since

Ito cost estimates can be more easily formulated in this case.

Thus, the expected a priori relationship between the rate of

production and the effects of production experience may not b2 a

simple linear one.
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Of the five acquisition programs, four involved almost

entirely new facilities for the final assembly of the product as well as for

several of the major subcontractors. These four were the V-per,

MLRS, DIVAD and the Copperhead programs. But even this should be

qualified. General Dynamics has been able to use on the Viper

program some of the facilities that were acquired for the Stinger

missile production. Again, the Martin Marietta Co. uses its

electronic and optical production capabilities for meeting the

production requirements for several other programs. In the case

of the MLRS program, the Vought Co. has refurbished a forme: Navy

Ammunition Plant in Camden, Arkansas for its rocket production,

while the launcher-loaderis to be produced at the company's

f Irvington, Texas plant, using space that has been used for A-7

aircraft production.4 -When a bidder for a government production contract plans to

rely upon his existing facilities, then certainly there should be

* a small band in the feasible production rates which will allow him

to produce at the lowest unit cost. Even then, however, the upper

limit of the low cost production rate segment can be significantly

raised by a contractor relying on subcontractors rather than in-

house production. -It is only when a contractor, or several of his

larger subcontractors, already have substantial excess production

capacity that one should expect a drastic reduction in unit produc-

tion costs with an increased rate of production.
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It is instructive to determine how the nominal production

rate was determined for the five acquisition programs. On the

BFVS, for example, when the Program Office first raised the issue,

the prime contractor (FMC Corporation, already had outstanding

production commitments on several other programs extending over

the next few years. The contractor suggested that the 50 vehicle

per month production could be accommodated in existing facilities.

From interview information, the contractor currently believes

that his unit cost of production would be relatively constant

over a range from 30 per month to 90 vehicles per month. This

Ishould not be taken to imply the contractor will not need addi-

tional production capability to meet the higher rate or that he

will not have idle capacity at the lower production rate. Both

conditions would hold, but the effect on unit cost would appar-

ently be negligiole.

On the DIVAD program, the rate of production appears to have

been derived by extraneous considerations: the highest rate at

. "which the vehicle could be inserted into the peacetime Army force

'1 structure. Whatever the rate of production, the prime contractor

still requires a very extensive facilitization investment. The

Army is investing over $140 million in DIVAD production tooling and
. facilities while the Ford Company is investing over $50 million of

company funds. It seems unlikely that unit production costs could

be significantly lower for either a slightly higher or lower rate

of production because of the limited duration of planned production.

However, there is no simple means to verify the conclusion and the
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issue was not addressed explicitly during early program planning.1

During the competitive prototype development phase of the

MLRS contract the two firms were formally asked to supply i iforma-

tion on the sensitivity of unit cost to the rate of product Lon.

But this request was too late in the proaram to influence tie choice

of the rate of production. By the time of the competitive 3hoot-off,

the two contractors were asked to make commitments on FPI contracts

that called for a nominal 6000 rockets per month. Thus, the possi-

bility of creating a competitive industry structure, with firms

sized to produce 2000 to 3000 rockets per month, was not investigated..-

The MLRS contract terminology on cost sensitivity quoted above

represents after-the-fact information. The Army already had a

signed FPI contract with the winning contractor before they were

in a position to analyze-the information.

The vagaries in the determination of the rate of production

for the Copperhead and Viper programs are instructive. Over a

three year period the prime contractor on the Viper program was

successively asked to provide cost estimates for producing 1,700,000

: rockets at six different monthly rates: 91,000 per month, 10,000

per month, 25,000 40,000, 13,000 and 1,400 per month. The process

of sizing the production base occurred concurrently with the full

scale engineering development, so as technical problems arose and

1 The Ford Aerospace and Communication Corporation management recount

to the writer that the home office greeted their request for
investment funds with disbelief. A total production of 618 units,
the entire DIVAD program buy, seemed insignificant to managers who
who were used to planning for production rates of 1000 units a week.

. -_. .
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the anticipated total program production cost changed, upward

usually, the planned monthly production rate was modified by the

Army Program Manager. As a result of this pporadic change in

planned production, two subcontractors have invested their

company funds in facilities sized to produce at 25,000 per month.

All others, including the prime contractor, have invested in

production capabilities sized to produce at 10,000 per month.

* .The most recent planned acquisition rate is 1,400 rockets per

month.

The Copperhead program illustrates another extreme in pro-

duction planning. The original conception was that 133,000 units

would be produced at a rate of 3,000 per month. However, the

Army found the estimated tooling costs for such a facility would

be excessive and accordingly scaled down the production rate.

After several iterations, a production rate of 700 per month was

* - decided on. The prime contractor, as well as the major subcon-

tractors, then began to invest company, and government, funds in

* production capabilities sized to produce at the rate of 700 units

per month. It appears unlikely at present that monthly production
-4

will ever exceed 400 a month. Further, the total buy quantity

will probably be less than 50,000 units.

The implication of these two illustrations as regards a compet-

itive acquisition policy should not be overlooked. In both cases,

certain subcontractors have invested in facilities to support pro-

duction rates far in excess of their facilities'likely utilization.

I*

S S i
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A second source, if sized to some much smaller production rate,

could doubtlessly produce at a lower cost. If a split-award or

winner-take-all competition were to be conducted, significant

*i price reduction could probably be induced. But any such observed

price reduction are economically meaningless. For the split-

award case, the average production cost would probably still be

higher, or at least as high, as if all facilities had been sized

to the smaller actual procurement rate. Further, a winner-take-

all competition would tend to discourage future investment in

production facilities since the original expectations were

allowed to become so at variance with reality.

It will be recalled that the earlier review of competitive

acquisition policy emphasized the remarkably large dispersion in

outcomes. How many of the extreme cases had similar antecedents

to the Viper or Copperhead programs? How had the facility sizing

decisions been guided in those cases where the introduction of

competition resulted in such large savings? The questions cannot

be answered since the original researchers did not ask them. But

it is apparent that an ex post evaluation of competitive acquisition

policy should not be made solely in terms of the expected exper-

ience curves.

Contractor Practice in Derivation of Experience Curves: Iccount-
ing "Practices, Management Controls, and Incentive Effects

*It should be explicitly acknowledged that no contractcr derives

an experience curve directly. Some companies' sales brochures may

• B
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imply this is the case but it should be discounted. Rather,

contractors work with learning curves. They conduct their analyses

and prediction in terms of direct inputs, particularly direct labor

hours. By assuming a production rate, they arrive at a total cost

of production, which includes direct and indirect costs. Indirect

costs are expressed as a percentage value since contractors'

indirect expenditures are recovered through a "quote rate" arrange-

ment. Thus, indirect costs are effectively converted to direct

costs for contract price determination. The effect is, then, that

a contractor can logically move from his learning curve to an

experience curve quite easily.

What is called a direct cost is partly a matter of judgment and

9 contractor practice. It should be recalled in this context that

* defense contractors' indirect costs, measured as a percentage of

total costs, have been increasing over the last ten years. Often,

this is charged to a practice of employees taking a larger share

of their wage increases in non-taxable benefits such as medical

insurance or pension contributions, which are customarily treated

as indirect charges. However, no one has actually investigated why

this relative increase in the importance of indirect costs has ocurred.

An alternative hypothesis is that contractors' direct charges have

been subject to far greater scrutiny, reporting and control over

the last decade. The pervasive use of learning curves illustrates

the point. Thus, in order for contractors to adjust their observable-

direct charges to conform to the learning curves predicted values,

ro .- • .• . - _ . . . .. -
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it uis" be necessary to substitute resources in production that can be

charged off as indirect costs..
p.

The way in which DoD defines the method for recovery of

indirect costs most probably also distorts business incentives.2

If DoD had a different practice for controlling the recovery of

indirect costs, then the experience curve that would be subse-

quently measured might be quite different. How the parameter

values might differ can only be conjectured, but it is likely that

some method for recovery of indirect costs can be defined which

would result in lower production costs. In summary, the cost

accounting data available from either sole source or competitive

procurements are shaped by the conventions that are used in

defining indirect costs and which control their assignment to

direct cost values for purposes of indirect cost recovery.

A learning curve, or experience curve, should be seen for what

it really is. It constitutes a management device that DoD, having

discovered, has imposed on contractors as a cost estimating and

. reporting requirement. A contractor will have to manage his pro-

duction program so that unit costs conform to the prediction.

1 The topic of the relationship between measurement practice and a

possible distortion of incentives is too vast to do more than
mention its existence. The field is quite new and ill-structured. ::
See, for example, J.L. Zimmerman, "The Costs and Benefits of Cost .

Allocations, " The Accounting Review, 54, July 1979, 504-421.
2 The most flagarent distortion of contractors' incentives is undoubte4

caused by the non-allowability of interest payments as a cost of doing
business. Because of this, DoD has had to become the defense con-
tractors' banker insofar as it makes progress payments. Other incenti
distorting accounting practices exist in the ER implementation. Several Cost
Accounting Standards must have such an effect. Thus, the effect of the indirect

E cost recovery method is etbeded in a very large set of other incentive dis
accounting practices.

pS
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The values deduced from a curve are not real except in a limited

or normative way. A contractor has considerable incentive to

start off a program with a high assumed first unit cost and a

shallow rate of predicted improvement.1

Experience Curves and Industrial Engineering 5

There is a long tradition in American industry of using

Industrial Engineering, or motion and time studies, to define

efficient labor usage. Most defense contractors have Industrial

Engineering Departments that publish such labor hour budgets

by industrial process. The strange thing about this practice

is that it is antagonistic with the use of learning curves. A

learning curve implies that the best labor practice cannot be

found immediately and one must be content with merely watching

its evolution with continued production. A more general view

of the process has been recently suggested. Normally, it is held

: . ~ that the existence of significant learning with continued pro-

duction represents an economic compromise at work. The cost of

a thorough estimation of efficient production would normally
exceed the subsequent cost reduction compared with a more cursory

*I .exploration. Thus, it is most economical to start producing .

J .. iIn investigating how prices had been formulated in a competitive .-

acquisition, the management of the winning company passed on some
useful information. They always prepared bids on competitive
acquisitions of new products by deliberately proposing only part o

Sthe total tooling costs that they knew would be necessary to permit achievement
of the lowest unit production cost. Since RFPs wexe usually for a single year's,
buy, instead of a multi-year buy quantity, the company could dn strate a winni4-
first unit cost and continual cost reducticn as they procured the additional -:
tooling on subsequent buys.

_ ii_-. " ' 'i • • " • • .- •-. ,-, .. _ _ . . . . _ ._ .... •,.•S
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quickly with inefficient methods and to then gradually adopt th

more efficient methods as they are discovered through on-the-jo],

work efforts. It is only when a lurye capital investment is

required to initiate production that it pays to expend the effo.t

to discover the most efficient production method before startin,,

production.

Relationship Between Experience Curves and Industrial Engineerixg

Only one case has been found in the survey of prime contrac.oi s'

usage of experience curves where the contractor had integrated zht

experience curve with the industrial engineering production

standards. The industrial engineers' production times are invar-

iably far below the actual times required. It is largely for thii;

reason that industrial engineers are regarded with such suspicion

by factory personnel. One company comLined its assumed learning

curve slope with the industrial engineering standard to define

what it called "a realization factor." When the actual direct

hours required in a production department equaled the industrial

engineering standard, the realization factor was said to be equal

2. to 100 percent. The company used the current realization value a:

a basic management tool. Its value was prominently displayed in the

1 The point is taken from C.F. Pratten, Econorries of Scale in Manufacturing

Industry, Cambridge University Press, 1971, pp. 3-19. Scum recent defense
production experience confirm this insight. Both the F-15 and the Stinger
missile are produced with greater usage of autnmated equipment than were the. .r
predecessor weapon systems, the F-4 and the Redeye missile. Production
learning curves for direct labor hours are reported to have a comcparatively
much more shallow slope. Still, semi-conductor production is probably the
most highly autoated production today, and semi-conductor fins typically s.t
future prices on a 70 percent 

learning curve.
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factory where workers could easily see how their department com-

pared to other departments in achieving a higher realization rate.

This same company also assumed its learning curves would

contain at least one discontinuity. During early production the

rate of learning was assumed to be quite high, i.e., the slope was

given a value in the 80 percent range. After a certain unspecified

amount of cumulative production, or passage of calendar time, the

slope was assumed to change to a value in the low 90's. Other than

a small sample of past program experience that tended to support

" this procedure, it also seemed that the company wanted to assure

.- 'that the predicted unit cost from the experience curve approached
-- 4 the industrial engineering standard asymptotically.

No other instance has been found where a learning curve is used

as a micro-management tool. Other companies certainly have a

Contractor Cost-Schedule Performance Reporting System (C;)2 instaileA

and commit a significant quantity of effort to collect the appro-

priate information. The cost norms in this system should be

consistent with the learning curve assumed in the company's original

S"DTUPC cost estimate. However, of the five programs surveyed, only

I the Martin Marietta Company, the prime contractor for the Copperhead

" I projectile, had a significant period of prior production to have

accumulated many monthly CPR reports. The learning effects are not

easily extracted from the company's reports since production problems

have tended to dominate the expected costs.

Subst- tial production has also occurred on the BFVS program.
-he cmy would not release the CPR data for OSD use. It is not
-nown how the PMO uses the information for management control.

"" ' ' ': ;" " ".. . - ' "- .. . . .. "" --- '-- - . ---- -L .. . ,
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Cost Estimation Procedure

Prime contractors must normally submit their program cost

estimates in support of a planned annual increment of production.

Contracts are invariably written as a dollar sales (or cost) total

for a specific number of units to be delivered during the year.

Subcontractors are required to submit cost estimates to the prime

in similar terms. The estimate may appear to be constructed

directly from an experience or learning curve. A first unit cost

is assumed and with the addition of an assumed value for the

exponent parameter, the total annual cost can be obtained by inte-

gration. No firms were found that conduct their cost estimation

in this simple a manner. Instead, cost estimates are constructed

by working backward from the desired delivery schedule to the

machine loading requirements and assumed machine availability values.

4 This total cost of production can then be expressed as an experience

curve by finding a pair of parameter values that will yield through

integration the same total cost value. Alternatively, when the

planned output is a continuation of earlier years' production, the

* previous year's experience curve values play the role of constraints

J to be satisfied or explained away. If there is a significant change

in the planned rate of production, for example, some or all of the

*differences in average unit cost from the predicted value will be

passed on.

The impression should not be drawn that firms' cost estimating

procedures consist of a standard and uniform sequence of operations.

Considerable differences in estimation practice do exist. A firm's

I. S ln u iili ' Nli -l hm i -uamnm . . . .... .
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management may act as if cost estimates are derived in a syste-

matic and objective manner. Many firms' managements will quote

their assumed experience curves' parameters without qualification

and act as if cost estimates are obtained merely by extrapolation.

But when one probes a bit deeper it is apparent that cost esti-

mates are actually obtained by more complex procedures. These are

at least analogous to a multivariate statistical model. In fact,

the estimation procedures seem to be more complicated than even

U Ithis in that a variety of constraints may be considered in forming

a prediction.

It is not possible to describe a firm's cost estimation pro-

cedure more accurately. It is not clear that any company can even

accurately describe its own cost estimating procedures in the sense

that the company possesses a coherent set of cost estimating

relationships which describe the sequence of operations by which

a cost estimate is constructed. None of the five prime contractors

t "that were interviewed provided detailed analyses of how his cost

estimates were formulated within the company organization. Part of

"' AI the reason for this might be due to the interviewer not stating his

questions with sufficient precision. On the other hand, cost esti-

'i7 mation is not an area where firms usually assign their better

analytical talent. Nor is it an area that a firm wants the purchaser

to be too well acquainted.

A firm may obtain quite adequate cost estimates from its existing',

organization without management knowing precisely what this

'0
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organization is or how it functions in preparing cost estimates.

For example, some firms have centralized cost estimation depart-

ments. Other companies appear to rely upon a "grass roots" cost

estimation method whereby the department that prepares a cost

estimate is also responsible for subsequently delivering the

output on schedule and at the estimated cost. There is something

to be said for both approaches, but in especially the more widely

"grass roots" case a resulting cost estimate may be derived in a

manner that defies representation by a simple set of equations

and constraints.

This view of firms' cost estimating practices has some important

implications. The experience, or learning, curve plays a normative

role rather than a mere reporting role. It sets goals for manage-

ment and departures from its predictions have to be accounzed for.

4. One would expect, therefore, that rather modest goals may be set.

That is, the lower levels of management would prefer to set goals

that they could frequently better. Thus, the slope of an experience

-curve will probably be assumed to be more shallow than it might

.otherwise be. But higher management is motivated to recognize the

possibility for increasing program size by reducing production costs..

Thus, even within a firm there are conflicting incentives. There is

no a priori reason why in the absence of competitive pressures, these-

conflicting incentives will result in a firm seeking out the lowest

cost production method.

One control technique is used to excess by both the DoD buyer

and firms' management. This is an excessive reliance on a company's
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past program history for predicting the production costs for a

significantly different product. Every company relies solely on

its own unique program history for constructing cost estimates.

There is no obvious reason why the rate of cost reduction achieved

in past programs should occur in a new venture. To some uncertain

extent, the production effort on a new program is a continuation

of production on previous programs and cumulative output should be
1 -

defined accordingly. Further, much of the past reduction in unit

costs can be better attributed to the elapsed program time or the

unique technical opportunities that a specific design 
presented.

A logical position has been reached in which the experience

i curve is viewed as an excessively simplistic method for controlling

or appraising a firm's cost estimates. Firms are rarely so well

administered that all management actions reflect a common goal. The

elaborate controls that DoD has created for administering single

suppliers through negotiation may result in distorted incentives

An example from the BFVS "Gold Book" of 1979, referred to earlier,

is pertinent. Of all the subcontractors to the FMC Corp. that
- J submitted cost estimates for the 6882 vehicle production run only

one firm estimated a constant single unit value. The Cummins
Engine Co. provides the diesel motor for the BFVS vehicle. The
engine is identical to the commercial product the company sells to
truck assemblers in thousands of units per year. The cost of the
Cummins engine has increased far less than any other component
since 1979.

2 Investigators of cost reductions in specific commercial industries

have found it advisable to discard the concept of a "first unit"
and assume that the rate of cost reduction is solely a function of
time. See Paul A. David, "Learning by Doing and Tariff Protection,
Journal of Economic History, 25, September 1970, pp. 521-600. Of
course, the effect of the number of suppliers may dominate any
measure of technical progress. See Robert C. Allen, "Accounting fo
Price Changes: American Steel Rails, 1879-1910," Journal of
Political Economy, 89, June 1981, pp. 512-528.

00
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and equivocal outcomes. It is for these reasons, basically, that

introduction of a second source may show significant savings. If

DoD and the supplying company's management controls are functioning

effectively, then a second source may not result in a significant

saving. But when the controls are malfunctioning, introduction of

a second source can result in very large cumulative savings. This

is because of the long lag time required for a firm to adopt new

4management and production methods and to invest in efficient pro-

duction technology.

But it is unlikely that experience curves are going to be

supplemented as management techniques very soon. Thus, if an

experience curve is to be used, what guidance can be provided from

the investigation of the five programs?

Considering the many prime contractors and subcontractors

whose use of experience curves has been investigated during the

course of the study, the following conclusions appear to be pro-

visionally valid:

(1) When companies base their cost estimates for the
production of new products on experience curves

- with a slope of 90 percent or higher, they are
most probably displaying an acute case of risk
aversion. Performance should be substantially
superior to the assumption.

(2) When companies assume .an experience curve's slope of
less than the low 80s for a new and expecially com-
plex, product they are most likely exessively
sanguinary or have based their forecast on an
erroneous analysis of the company's past production
experience. Firms that can point to a past instance
where the experience curve's slope is in the 70
percent range either had an unusually difficult
and expensive production start-up or have failed
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to consider that the effects of learning are
probably confounded with the effects of an
increased rate of production.

(3) Firms that assume the rate of learning will
significantly diminish after some finite point
of time or amount of cumulative production
have probably inferred about as much as is
possible from their company's program history.
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LEARNING CURVES: A REVIEW

" / Roland D. Kankey
Assistant Professor

Cost Analysis and Pricing
School of Systems and Logistics

AIR FORCE INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY WPAFB OH 45433

0 When forecasting or estimating costs, analyst's are always looking for

logical relationships and patterns. These relationships and patterns

help us better understand and estimate costs. One of the most widely
applied cases where patterns are used involve production. These cases

- call for use of learning curves.

Learning curve theory states that under certain conditions and due to

several reasons, there are patterns in direct costs in a production
situation. Several patterns, including the unit, cumulative average,
and Cochran's S, have been identified and used in cost analysis. This

article discusses the conditions which are necessary for a learning curve
pattern to be expected, the reasons for the pattern, and some of the

specific patterns that have been noted.

What kind of cost behavior is generally expected with production? We of

course expect costs per unit to decrease as more and more units are pro-

duced, at least from once production really gets started, to well along in

the production run. Now what form will the decrease take? We expect the
costs to decrease at a decreasing rate and if we define the unit number

as X and the cost of unit X as Y then we can graphically indicate our ex-
pected pattern as:

yx

UNIT
COST

UNIT NUMBER X

and the questions that remain deal with the exact shape of that curve as

well as what do we expect at the beginning and at the end of the curve.
The various formulations of the learning curve vary primarily as to what

is expected at the start of the production and at the end.

Does application of learning curves always make sense? Should their use

always be required? The answer is no, of course not. Some insight as to
when their use would seem appropriate can be gleaned from the following

O' ditions that seem necessary for reasonable expectation of a learning

pattern in costs.

.4



SITUATIONS WHERE THE THEORY

SEEMS TO FIT

.- High proportion of manual labor

Uninterrupted production

* Production of complex items

. No major changes

. Continuous pressure to improve

TABLE 1

While it is true that the learning which occurs, i.e., the lower resources
required for items later in production, does not depend solely on the
worker, it does seem that learning curve patterns are expected more when
we have manual labor involved. A great deal of the savings can be due
to organizational learning or improvements. It has even been proposed that
a more correct name for this theory would be "improvement curve". But
learning curve has been used successfully for many years and there appears

to be no need to add confusion by a name change. It also seems that when
more automation is involved in the production, less improvement is expected.

Uninterrupted production of the same item, using the same processes, will
allow the smoothest type of pattern. When interruptions occur, we have
the difficult job of trying to determine how our learning disappears over

time. Addressing and quantifying expected perturbations of the curve due to
breaks in production is one of the most difficult problems in learning curve
analysis. Some items (such as production lines and soft tooling) disappear
more quickly than others (such as special facilites and hard tooling). In
general, the approach is to address these separate components "unlearning"
rates, and use the composite to go back up the learning curve. For example,
a six month break' in production after 200 units had been produced could
result in unit 201 having an expected cost equal to what unit 150 cost.
The break would have cost you learning equivalent to the last quarter of
your prior production run.

Production of complex items seems to be a prerequisite if you expect a

learning pattern to continue. Complex items imply that there are many
opportunities for the worker and the organization to learn or improve.
There is doubtlessly learning at the beginning of production on non com-
plex items, but we would not expect it to continue for long. Indeed, the
production of only a few complex items may not be sufficient for a learning
curve pattern. For example, ships are very complex items but many analysts
feel that the numbers now Produced are so suall t no learnin -%attprn

should usually be expected.

2
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Major changes either in the item being produced, or in the production process,
.[ will also perturb the pattern. Changes in the product can be considered as

either deletions, additions, or substitutions. Since a substitution can be
considered a simultaneous addition and deletion, it is sufficient to sketch
how those two affect the curve. A deletion occurs when a portion of the item
being produced will no longer be included. This means that the cost will
drop by the percentage of the work deleted. I.e., if the deleted item was
5% of the workload, the learning curve will drop 5% and continue the pattern.

X

FIGURE 1: DELETION

If on the other hand we have an addition to the item, we are adding something
to it. The added item will be produced and will have its own learning curve
pattern. These two should not be forced into one curve, they should be kept
separate because the unit numbers are different. They are on different por-
Lions of the curve.

Y

x :

FIGURE 2: ADDITION

Treatment of technological changes in learning curve analysis would depend
upon what kind of changes were made. A typical change might be more auto-
mation in the production process. This would be expected to lower the cost
per unit but would also probably reduce the chances for future improvements
and thereby decrease the "slope" of the curve.

YX

FIGURE 3: AUTOMATION
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The last condition is that we need continuous pressure to improve. It is
almost a given that lack of pressure will result in lack of improvement.
If pressure is maintained for a period of time and then stopped, learning
would be expected to stop.

Now is those are some of the expected conditions for a learning curve pattern,
*. what are some of the causes of the decreases?

TABLE 2: Some Causes for the Learning Pattern

. Direct Worker Learning

. Associated Workers Learning

. Management

Many studies and experiments, as well as our own personal experiences, indi-
cate that the individual is able to perform tasks better and/or faster with
repetition. The same is true of those workers who perform labor on pro-
duction of the item. A certain portion of the learning must therefore be
attributed to direct workers. In addition, other workers perform tasks that
aid the direct worker. As the line continues, those associated workers
develop better procedures to assist. For example, the necessary tools may be
specifically set aside and more appropriate or better sized tools bought.
They contribute to the pattern. And of course, management learns. Lines may
be adjusted, more economic quantities or efficient sizes of materials pro-
cured. So management also gets some of the credit.

So, now that some conditions and reasons have been discussed, what about
some of the forms? The first form usually discussed is called the unit or
Boeing formulation. For this form the power function

Yx AXB is appropriate. Where: X is the unit number
Y is the cost of unit X

x
A is the cost of unit one

B is a number that varies with the rate of
learning

In this case, the cost per unit is expected to decrease in a regular
pattern matching the above equation. This form implies a rapid drop in

L. costs during the first few units and then slower decreases as production
continues. The normal way to discuss this learning is to define the learn-
ing rate as the percentage of cost decrease between doubled quantities.
For example, if unit 4 required 100 labor hours and unit 8 required 80

labor hours, there was a "learning" of 20 hours or a "learning rate" of
2C "C ... 2 or 20%. Another even more commonly used term is the slope of the
iearning curve where:

Slope - 1- learning rate

or

Slope (%) 100 - learning rate (%)
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We can quickly see that the slope is also equal to:

Slope Y 2x or Slope (%) 2x* 100

x x

and just for fun we can substitute into this equation and solve for B

Slope - Y2x = -2 B

AXB
Y A

and taking logrithms yields

log slope 
= B log 2 so B log Slope

where the slope is in decimal form.

There are normally constraints on the slope and on B. A slope of 100%

means the learning rate is zero and is the least we should expect. That
makes a good upper bound and would have a B value of zero. On the other
hand, the maximum (practical) learning rate seems to be 50% or a slope of
50%. This equates to a B of -I. There are no great secrets about the
mechanics of the unit formulation.

It is the first formulation introduced in most courses although most con-
sider it to be the second formulation developed. The credit for its develop-
ment goes to J. R. Crawford who was associated with the Stanford Research
Institute and the Air Materiel Command after World War II. Early work on
patterns in certain direct costs had been done by Col Leslie McDill at McCook
field in Dayton. A contract using learning curves (probably the unit formu-
lation) was awarded to Boeing in 1925 for the P-12E.

The cumulative average formulation was originally presented by T. P. Wright

in his 1936 article on "Factors Affecting the Cost of Airplanes". At any
rate, Wright states that his work with learning curves began in 1922,
so there are 14 years of development that are relatively undocumented. The
formulation can be stated as:

- XB

x

where X is the unit number

Y is the average cost of units 1 through X! x

A is the cost of unit one

B is a small negative number related to the rate of learning

Here the cumulative average cost decreases in the same pattern as the unit
costs did in the unit form. The slope in this form is defined as:

Slope - 2x

J x
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If we fix the slope and A, this formulation assumes more learning during
the first units than did the Boeing (unit) formulation. This can be quickly
verified by recognizing that for an 80% slope and A value of 1000, the
following unit costs apply.

Unit I# Unit Costs - 80% Boeing Unit Costs - 80% Cum Avg

1 1000 1000
2 800 600
3 ..

In their theoretical form above, both unit and cumulative average formulations
have a smooth pattern that never changes. Learning goes on so long as units are
produced. Their primary difference is at the start of the production. Reasons
given for this difference have to do with the management of the company and the
amount of work done before the beginning of production. Companies that do a
lot of prior planning and work to get manufacturing problems resolved would

* - more probably experience the unit pattern. Companies that buy time and address
these problems during production would be more likely to experience a cumulative
average pattern. Does use of one pattern versus another indicate good or bad
management? Of course not. In some cases, the uncertainty inherent in the
situation would lead good managers to postpone solution of the manufacturing
problems.

Logrithmic Transformations.

One handy feature of the power function form of learning curve patterns
is that the relationship is linear when transformed to logrithms. So,

Y = AX and log Y = log A + B log Xx x

are equivalent. Since most analysts prefer not to work in logs, the use of
log-log graph paper is standard in learning curve application. Plotting the
costs against the unit number on log-log paper is the same as plotting the
log of the cost against the log of the unit number on regular (arithmetic)
graph paper. This linear charteristic makes costs very easy to project.
Most of us, with even limited artistic ability, can ( with the help of a
straight edge) draw a straight line and read a number off a scale.

The only remaining problem in the application of either formulation is
to somehow adjust what is often lot data to a form we can use on the graph.
If a lot of ten units (say units 31-40) required 20,000 labor hours, what
should be plotted? For the unit formulation, we should plot average unit
cost at the average unit. For other than the first lot we always plot
the lot average cost at the lot mid point (middle unit number). If plotting
the unit formulation we would thus plot the value 2000 at unit number 35.
For the first lot we typically use a rule of thumb to help find a better

" than the mid point. The rapid decrease during the first
few units causes the lots middle unit to no longer be average. Costs to
the left would overbalance costs to the right, so we say that if lot
one has ten or more units, n/3 is more appropriate to use as a lot mid
point for our graph.
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Now, if we wanted to plot for the cumulative average formulation, we should
plot the cumulative average values. That means we need a running total of
costs and total units produced after each lot. We will then plot the
cumulative average cost against the last unit of the last lot.

Analyzing the Graph

Now that the lot data is reduced to a graph, what should we do with it? As
always, a graph helps us visualize the situation that may be hidden in the
data. The graph may allow us to decide which pattern appears to fit this
case. It may illustrate additions and deletions. One thing it definitely
will do is lead toward questions. For example, an unusual decrease between
lots 4 and 5 might indicate some sort of deletion. The graph will not pro-
vide the answer, but its analysis will provide the question.

Slope Changes

Most people recognize that production situations can be very complex. There
are many different companies, managers, products, and constraints. It is
unlikely that any one or two formulations would apply in every production
case. This has proved true in learning curve analysis also with many well
thought out and logical alternatives.

One alternative is the variable slope or S-Curve proposed by Cochran.
His understanding of the production situation is that during the first few
units there is very little, if any, push for cost reduction. At that point
in time the company is exploring the different ways the tasks can be per-
formed. Once this exploration ceases and the company decides on how to
proceed, they press for cost reduction until they have a mature line. Once
mature, with costs that are reasonable, the companies pressure to .mprove
diminishes. This approach could lead to use of a 90% curve for units 1-5, a 75%
curve for units six through seventy, and a 85% curve for units 70 on.
One interesting item on this form is that the pressure to improve continues
longer for a larger buy.
Another form recently introduced says that unit costs depend upon two factors,

unit number and production rate. The theory is that faster production rates
will promote faster learning and that the form of the relationship is:

= AX B RC
x

where R is the production rate and C is a small negative number. This
was first published by Larry Smith in a Doctoral Dissertation form the
University of Oregon. While the logic is impeccable, and in some cases the
production rate does significantly contribute to the ability to project
costs, in other cases it does not. This may be due to the inability to
purify the data bases used (i.e., adjust for all changes such as additions
dnd deletions) or problems with accounting systems. It may also be the
case that the production rate changes in the data base were too small
to have much effect.
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The End of Learning

As has been stated, if pressure to improve ceases, improvement ceases. It
is thus important to decide when and if we expect learning to cease. A
company that expects learning to continue through unit 200 will probably
press up until that time. A European manufacturer at the National Esti-
mating Society's Conference '82 indicated that their analysts had expected
learning to cease at a certain point, but that it continued at least so
long as there was a reasonable production rate. World War II references
indicate the patterns continued. It thus seems that there is no magic
unit number for such a stop in learning. Some companies will indicate

that they experience learning until they achieve standards. This is
doubtlessly true, but probably reflects more on the diminished pressure
than on any flaw in the theory.

One thing that may be expected near the end of a production effort,
regardless of the unit numbers, is called toe-up. As a line winds down,
you experience personnel turbulence both in production and management.
This would result in some cost increases.

CONCLUSION

All in all, learning curve theory fills the bill for a logical pattern.
Each of the patterns discussed makes sense and has been used in cost analysis.
The choice of which formulation applies depends upon what is expected in
the particular case being worked. The solution to better learning curve

analyses is not to simplify the options, but to better recognize the
implications and appropriaLeness of each.

iI
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A

METHODS AND PROBLEMS IN MEASURING PRICE LEVEL CHANGES

INTRODUCTION

'This paper addresses a topic which is very familiar to cost analysts--

the importance of a price index in normalizing cost data for price level

changes. The issues at hand however, are not the necessary application of

a price index, but rather, (1) the methods used in developing a historical

index and (2) distortions which may result by applying one index as opposed

to another .

Most attempts to construct price indices have relied on the input

method of pricing. This approach resembles the way they used to weigh hogs

in Texas. They would get a long plank, put it over a crossbar and somehow

tie the hog on one end of the plank. Then they would search around until

they found a stone that would balance the weight of the hog. Then they

would try and guess the-weight of the stone. A great deal of the input

method of pricing seems to be analogous to the way they used to weigh hogs

in Texas. The input approach measures factor input price changes weighted

in fixed proportions to estimate the industry output price change. In

other words, labor, material and in some cases overhead and profit price

variations are used to estimate the price change of a completed product

such as an aircraft or ship. The input method of pricing has two major

drawbacks: (1) complications in accounting for output quality changes and

(2) any variations in productivity are extremely difficult to measure and

incorporate into the estimate of price change.

In industries where the output is clearly defined (for example the

steel industry) the output method of pricing is typically employed. Rather

than measure the price change of factor inputs, one measures the price

change of the output directly. In the steel industry, the output may be a

ton of similiar grade steel. The output is easy to define and has remained

similar in quality for many years.
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The output method of pricing is preferable since changes in produc-

tivity, the mix of labor and material, cost of capital and profit are in-

directly incorporated in the index. The output method of pricing has

generally not been employed in the shipbuilding industry, for example,

for two major reasons:

1. The quality of the output has been continually changing. Ships

today are different than ships built in the past in terms of

equipment and technical performance characteristics.

2. Many engineering changes are made on any given ship. Thus, even

two ships of the same class, constructed consecutively, can be

different by the time the second ship is commissioned.

Section I of the paper discusses a few of the problems which may be

encountered due to an index based on input price variations. Among these

problems is the difficulty in normalizing for substitution among fact,)r
Ir

inputs. For example, the Merchant Marine Act of 197r stimulat-d shipyard

modernization. Y This increase in capital goods d in oehary,

reduce the labor content on ships. This implies the fixed weigntings of

factor input price variations may have changed over time. Also addressed

in Section I is a theoretical approach, at an aggregate level, of develop-

ing an index based on the output method of pricing while holding output

constant.

Section II discusses distortions which may result in cost analysis

due to the selection of one particular index over another. Topics include

the influence an index may have on CER developnent and total factor pro-

ductivity trends.

The shipbuilding industry and to a lesser extent the aircraft indus-

try, are used as examples throughout the paper. Many of the ideas pre-

sented could equally apply to other industries. The shipbuilding industry

I/ Relative Cost of Shipbuilding, Dept. of Commerce, Octobr 1979,
pg. 5.
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is emphasized because of our recent work for Naval Material Command and

the long history between shipbuilders and price indices. In fact, the

Consumer Price Index (CPI) was born and first used by the government to

adjust the wages of shipbuilders during the World War I inflation. 1_

I. METHODS IN DEVELOPING INDICES

Most attempts to construct prices for ship and aircraft construction

in the past have relied on the input method of pricing. Since the ouput

is very difficult to price, the material and labor inputs are used to

develop estimates of the output price change. An example of this type of

index is the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) Shipbuilding Index. The

index is based on a 50/50 weighting of labor and material price changes.

The index is only used for contract escalation purposes and may not be

representative of historical price changes. Our concern is simply to

illustrate the method of developing an index based on factor inputs. The

material portion of the BLS index is based on three Producer Price Indices

(PPI) and weighted as follows:

45% Iron and Steel

40% General Purpose Machinery and Equipment

15% Electrical Machinery and Equipment

The labor portion of the index is based on straight-time average hourly

earnings for shipyards selected by Naval Sea Systems Command. Other in-

dices are also constructed using this approach, most notably, the Consumer

Price Index (CPI). Analysts familiar with DoD are aware that there are

many indices available which may be appropriate for normalizing historical

cost data. In terms of the aircraft industry there are several indices

available. Generally, aircraft indices are developed as a composite of

1/ "Our Flawed Inflation Indexes," Edward Meadows, Fortune, April 24,
1978, p. 67.
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three indices, one for airframe, one for engines and one for avionics.

Each of these subindices, are then weighted by a factor which reflects

the percentage of aircraft cost changes which are attributable to, for

example, engine cost changes. The weightings used in particular Air

Force 1_ and Army 2 indices are tabulated below:

% OF AIRCRAFT COST

SUBINDEX USAF USA

Airframe 60 70

Engine 20 20

Avionics 20 10

100% 100%

Each of the subindexes are then weighted between labor and material. The

weightings for the engine index for the sane Air Force and Army indices

are:

% OF ENGINES COST

USAF USA

Labor 65 47

Raw Materials 35 53

100% 100%

The raw material portion of each subindex are comprised of several PPI and

the labor portion are based on Employment and Earnings data for selected

industries by SIC code. For example, the PPI for aluminum represents 7.1

percent in the engine subindex for the Army and two percent for the Air

Force. Whether any of these weightings are truly representative is not

the concern of this paper. The point is to simply illustrate the method

of input pricing and to point out its relatively wide acceptance among

cost analysts.

1/ "Generic Inflation Indexes for Weapon Systems," AFSC CAIG Research
6 Report NR1, Allen Fatkin, HQ AFSC/ACCE, July 1981, p. 4.

2/ "Historical Inflation Program," U.S. Army Troop Support and Aviation
Material Readiness Command, Technical Report 82-2, Warren Gille, Jr.,
March 1982, p. 23.
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From the foregoing discussion it should be obvious there are three

essential ingredients to any index based on the pricing of inputs: (1)

knowledge of what inputs are required in the production of the output, (2)

the weightings or share of each component making up the composite index,

and (3) information concerning the price change between time periods for

each component of the composite index. However, before discussing each

of these ingredients a cursory review of the OSD indices for Naval pro-

curement appropriations is provided.

The Office of Secretary of Defense, Comptroller, approves four Naval

procurement indices. The four procurement appropriations for the Navy are

aircraft procurement (APN), weapon procurement (WPN), other procurement

(OPN), and shipbuilding and conversion (SCN). The four indices, along

with others, are periodically published by the Chief of Naval Operations,

Systems Analysis Division (OP-96D). Exhibit 1 displays the four indices

with base year equal to mid-fiscal year 1981 over the time period FY65-

FY81.

Apparent from Exhibit 1 is the APN, WPN and OPN indices are exactly

the same. This occurs since all four of the procurement indices reflect

the actual change in one index, the Federal Purchases Deflator for De-

fense. The SCN index appears to be the only one of the four which has

been adjusted to perhaps more accurately reflect historical shipbuilding

price changes.

Surely, the aircraft industry has experienced different price varia-

tions than the weapon corstruction industry and both in turn different

from other Naval procurements. The point is that Pll of these indices

leave much to be desired and all cost analysts should be concerned about

applying these indices when normalyzing historical cost data. I/
The following subsections return to the discussion of the three

necessary ingredients to any index based on the pricing of inputs.

I/ New historical inflation indices have been promulgated. These
have not been included in this discussion.
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EXHIBIT 1

NAVAL PROCUREMENT INDICES

Base Year: Mid-FY81

FISCAL

YEAR APN WPN OPN SCN

1965 39.67 39.67 39.67 22.28

66 40.99 40.99 40.99 23.55

67 42.45 42.45 42.45 25.10

68 43.90 43.90 43.90 26.86

69 45.29 45.29 45.29 29.90

70 47.07 47.07 47.07 32.34
71 49.21 49.21 49.21 35.25

72 51.09 51.09 51.09 37.83

73 53.21 53.21 53.21 40.59

74 56.28 56.28 56.28 46.88

75 61.24 61.24 61.24 54.52

76 65.28 65.28 65.28 63.08

77 67.60 67.60 67.60 64.41

7T 70.16 70.16 70.16 68.19

78 74.93 74.93 74.93 73.92

79 81.46 81.46 81.46 81.17

80 89.37 89.37 89.37 89.37

81 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

•_-/ "Escalation Indices and Outlay Profile Factors," Chief of Naval
Operations, Systems Analysis Division (OP-96D), Resource Analysis
Group, May 1982.
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A. What Are The Inputs?

There are three categories of basic inputs to the production of

a good or service: labor, capital and environment. Materials are simply

a portion of the capital required in the production process. Costu which

cannot be segregated as direct cost related to specific contracts such as

environmental and non-material capital costs are pro-rated to overall

company operations as overhead. Normally, overhead costs include a sub-

stantial amount of labor costs and labor related costs as well as taxes,

depreciation, plant maintenance, modernization and repairs, utility costs,

selling expense and numerous costs of lesser consequence. Thus, every

index based on input pricing should include an overhead component along

with direct labor and material price changes. Many price indices avail-

able within DoD do include overhead components. Two such indices are the

one developed by Naval Air Systems Command Y_ and Naval Sea Systems

Command. 2

The difficulty with overhead costs is the method of assigning

these costs to specific company operations. Overhead costs may be con-

sidered to have fixed and variable portions in the short run. Variable

overhead costs may be the indirect labor while fixed overhead costs are

items such as depreciation, and other expenses which do not fluctuate with

business vol ume. Recognizing the impact business volmne may have on over-

head rates, it may be desirable to normalize overhead costs by an index

of plant utilization or capacity.

B. Weighting Of Factor Input Prices

The weighting factor reflects the portion of output price change
which is attributable to a particular input price change. For example,

I_/ "Aircraft Escalation Index," Tom Gilbride, NAVAIR 5243.

2/ "NAVSEA Ship Price Index," SEA017. Note this index only includes
overhead price changes for selected years.
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labor costs may comprise 50 percent of the cost of a ship. Note, it is

necessary to know the cost of the output in order to calculate the weight-

ing factor for each input. In general the cost of the output and all in-

puts are known for at least one time period, referred to as the base peri-

od of the index. The weightings are then calculated for the base period.

However, the goal is to know the price change of that particular well de-

fined output if produced in a different time period. This requires re-

calculating of weighting factors which in turn requires knowing the output

price in the second time period. It appears logical to simply calculate

the price change of the output produced in the two time periods. The out-

put pricing method is usually not used in the shipbuilding industry for

at least the following two reasons:

1. The quality of the output has been continually changing.

Ships or aircraft today are different than these systems

built in the past in terms of equipment and performance

characteristics.

2. Many engineering changes are made on any given ship. Thus,

even two ships of the same class constructed consecutively

can be different by the time the second ship is commissioned.

Resulting from these and other reasons it is assumed that the

weighting factors determined in the base period are applicable in the

second time period and usually it is assumed that these weights are

appropriate over the whole time range of the index. Therefore, the

weighting factors become fixed which assumes no substitution among factor

inputs and output quality is held constant over the range of the index.

The issue then becomes a matter of determining the effect of not

allowing for input substitution and quality changes. The following quo-

tation is offered concerning the consumer price index calculated from a

fixed market basket. "A dollar cost rise of two-to-four percent over one
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a

year for that rigid consumption combination could occur even though the

nominal dollar cost of living did not change after allowing for substitu-

tion possibilities and quality changes." 1/ If two percent a year is

considered a reasonable margin of error in the shipbuilding industry after

allowing for input substitution and quality change, then a ship built in

1962 inflated to 1982 dollar levels could be over inflated by 49 percent

(1.0220). Certainly the possible error from ignoring factor substitu-

tion and quality change may be substantial.

Consider the following comments regarding factor substitution in

the shipbuilding industry:

The Merchant Marine Act of 1970 shifted the
accent of U.S. shipyards' investments from re-
placement to modernization and expansion and
recently there has been an expansion of ship
repair and conversion facilities. Since en-
actnent of the 1970 Act, the shipbuilding in-
dustry has invested approximately $1.7 billion
for facility modernization and improvements,
such as new building basins, new floating dry-
docks, cranes of unprecedented lifting capac-
ity, plus the introduction of automated equip-
ment and highly mechanized production systems.
By these investments, the industry has in-
creased both its capacity and its capabil-
ities. Z/

Capital can very effectively substitute for
labor if the work is sufficiently repetitive
in nature or can be engineered to become
repetitive. An example of the later is the
design practice followed in the highly auto-
mated Panel Shop at General Dynamics' Quincy
operation. 3/

1_/ Exchange and Production: Competition, Coordination and Control,
Armen Alchian, William Allen, Wadsworth Publishing Co., 19//, P. 484.

2/ Relative Cost of Shipbuilding, Dept. of Commerce, Maritime
Administration, October 1980, p. 5.

3/ "U.S. Shipbuilding: The Seventies in Retrospect-The Prospects
for the Eighties," Naval Engineers Journal, Capt. J. R. Fisher,
CDR Philip Coady, August 1980, p. 29.
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The point is there certainly has been, at least, a partial sub-

stitution of capital for less labor in the shipbuilding industry. The

effect of the substitution concerning price indexes and overhead rates in

particular is unclear. However, the problem should be recognized when

applying or developing price indices based on fixed weights of factor in-

put price changes.

C. Prices Of Factor Inputs

As mentioned earlier, prices of factor inputs are typically mea-

sured using PPIs and labor price variations are measured by BLS Employment

and Earnings data. Consider for a moment what any particular producer

price index (PPI) measures. PPI measure average changes in price received

in primary markets of the United States by producers of those commodities.

The price reflects the market determined value of the particular commodity

at a point in time. For example the producer price index for electrical

machinery and equipment reflects all factors which affect price, such as,

technological improvements, productivity changes, prices of substitute

goods, prices of materials, and other supply and demand considerations.

The input method of pricing requires that one assume that the factors

affecting input price changes also affect output price change. This may

not necessarily hold. For example, there have been relatively large

technological advances in the electronics industry. By including this PPI

into a composite output index requires the assumption that the technolog-

ical advances made in the electronic industry are applicable to the ship-

building industry, for example, multiplied by some fixed factor. Further,

producer price indices reflect productivity changes in input markets, not

the output market. There may have been productivity advances in the

electronics industry over the past decade. However, the productivity of

integrating the electronics equipment into the respective weapon system

may not have changed. The productivity changes reflected in the input

industry PPI will only by accident reflect productivity variations in the

output industry.
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The BLS Employment and Earnings data measure the straight time

average wage rate for labor- in the output industry as reflected by SIC

codes. An increase in wage rates may to some extent indicate labor

productivity advances. By using the BLS labor cost indices with fixed

weights, allowance is being made for labor productivity changes, only to

the extent that wage changes match labor productivity changes.

Recall that the input method of pricing is used to estimate the

price change of the output. Certainly, if one could measure the output

price change directly, this approach would be preferable. The output

method of pricing is discussed in the following section.

D. Output Pricing

The output method of pricing, while theoretically preferable, has

generally not been used primarily as a result of quality changes in the

output. Other difficulties with this approach, particularily with ships,

concerns the amount of time required to construct a ship. For some ships,

especially lead ships, the construction period may be several years.

Thus, it is extremely difficult to measure the value of the output on a

yearly basis.

One approach to avoid these problems is to re-price a "frozen

design" every year. This is the approach used by the Bureau of Economic

Analysis when calculating price changes of military ships. 1/ Ship

designs were held constant and the changes in labor hours, labor rates,

materials and overhead necessary for producing identical ships in succeed-

ing time periods were estimated. Since designs were identical in two time

periods, the aggregation of the second set of costs compared to those of

the base period yield the change in price for the identical amount of ship

construction in the second period. The frozen ship approach has few

theoretical problems. Inputs are specifically related to a defined output

1_/ Price Changes of Defense Purchases of the United States, Dept. of

Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, March 1979.
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and current period price changes were reflected in the output price defla-

tor. The method reflects price effects of changes in production implic-

itly. Since the inputs to produce the identic3l output were measured over

time, input mix changes due to productivity, labor/capital substitutions,

or any other cause were reflected in the mix of inputs priced and, there-

fore, in the output price that was estimated.

The frozen ship approach eliminates, by definition, quality

changes in the output. Since engineering and design changes do occur in

ship construction, this renders the "frozen" ship design obsolete. The

Bureau of Economic Analysis estimates that a frozen design should be re-

placed every five years. A new design must then be selected and an over-

lap period priced for both ships to provide a link period for the new

design. It appears that the frozen design approach may be the solution

to a very difficult pricing problem.

From a practical standpoint, the frozen ship approach requires

that shipyards re-price the frozen designs every year. This may be

analogous to the fox watching the hen house. Further, it is unclear

whether the shipyards expend the resources to adequately re-price the

designs each year.

This section has served to illustrate the variety of techniques

which may be utilized in developing a historical price index for a par-

ticular weapon system. Not surprisingly, there are a variety of indices

which are publicly available in order to normalize a historical cost data

base for price level changes. The following section discusses distortions

which may occur due to the selection of one index over another.

II. THE INFLUENCE OF PRICE INDICES ON HISTORICAL COST TRENDS

Any analysis of historical cost trends is highly dependent on the

selection of a price index to normalize historical costs. For example,

to compare a ship built in 1960 with one built in 1980 requires inflating

the 1960 ship to 1980 price levels. The higher the inflation over the

time period, the higher the 1960 ship becomes in constant dollars, rela-

tive to 1980. Consider a 1960 ship costing $10,000 per ton and a 1980

-12-



ship costing $25,000 per ton both in current ("then-year") dollars. If

the price level only doubles in the 20 years, then the 1960 ship costs

$20,000 per ton in 1980 constant dollars. But, if inflation triples, then

the 1960 ship costs $30,000 per ton, or more than the 1980 ship. Thus,

ship costs per ton may be increasing or decreasing depending on the selec-

tion of a price index.

The first subsection below calculates total factor productivity

trends for the shipbuilding industry using different indices to adjust

the industry output prices. The second subsection discusses distortions

which may occur in CER development as influenced by the price index

selection.

A. The Influence of Different Price Indexes on Productivity Measures

Productivity is a measure of comparison between what is produced

and the quantity of resources employed in production. In an industrial

process, output is sales, units, or a physical property such as weight.

Inputs are classified as labor, materials and capital (plant and equip-

*ment). When productivity increases, fewer inputs are required to produce

a given amount of output. Consequently, enhanced productivity results in

lower real costs, increased rewards or returns to productive resource

inputs, or some combination of these two effects. A corollary is that

reduced productivity leads to higher output costs, reduced real rewards

for inputs, or some combination of these effects. If productivity gains

fail to match increases in input resource costs, higher unit costs result.

Thus, wage increases without concomitant increases in worker productivity

are inflationary.

The way productivity is measured determines the meaning that it

carries. Productivity can be any output measure divided by any single

input measure or some combined measure of input resources. Traditional

discussions of productivity focus on real output per man-hour as for ex-

ample in the well known series prepared by the BLS. The Bureau of Labor

Statistics computes its series for output per man-hour for the private

sector as the ratio of gross domestic product originating in the private

-13-



sectors to the corresponding hours of all persons employed. The output

figures are deflated to constant dollars by adjusting them with price

indices.

A more inclusive index of productivity change is "total factor

productivity" calculated as the relationship of output to a weighted

combination of quantities of different factor inputs used. This measure

is preferred to more simple output per man-hour measures since in prin-

ciple it captures the effects of all factors of production. By way of

illustration, output per man-hour may display growth because substantial

capital investment per man-hour has occurred. However, total factor pro-

ductivity may at the same time decline or fail to grow as rapidly as out-

put per man-hour as the productivity of capital declines. Total factor

productivity is more difficult to measure in practice since it requires

computation of capital services employed.

The method used here is to compute total factor productivity

from the well known Cobb-Douglas production function:

(*1) Q = PLa Kl-a

where:

Q = output

L = labor input
K = capital input

P = measure of total factor productivity

a, (i-a) labor and capital shares of output

Dividing the production function by L yields:

a L-a K a
Q/ PKa L = P()

L L

Differentiating gives:

Q Ka-l K K a
d(I L)= aP( r d(v) + (E) dP

-14-
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And dividing by [ gives:
L

QKd(IL) a d(-) dP

L L(-) P

Hence, the change in total factor productivity (dP) is:
P

dP _ d(Q/L) a L
P Q _
P (QL) K -

L Lii

or

(2) P= (Q/ - a

Where * indicates percentage change.

This formula states that the extent of total (factor) productiv-

ity growth is the difference between growth in real output per worker and

the contribution due to more capital per worker. As a limiting case, it

states that if no additional capital per worker occurred, total productiv-

ity growth coincides with the growth in output per worker. The more

popular but more simple measure of productivity change (output per unit

of labor) ignores the right hand term of the equation, the effect of

substitution among factor inputs.

We have prepared separate estimates of labor and total factor

productivity growth for the U.S. shipbuilding and repairing industry (SIC

3731). Exhibit 2 presents trends in labor productivity, assets per unit

of labor and following equation (2) above, total factor productivity

trends. All data used to calculate these trends are publicly available

through the Department of Commerce, Census of Manufactures.

-15-
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EXHIBIT 2

PRODUCTIVITY MEASURES *-/

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
ANNUAL % ANNUAL % CHANGE IN DE- ANNUAL % ANNUAL %
CHANGE IN CHANGE IN FLATED FIXED CHANGE IN CHANGE IN
VALUE ADDED VALUE ADDED ASSETS ADJUSTED CAPITAL TOTAL FACTOR TOTAL FACTOR
PER PRODUCTION PER PRODUCTION FOR CAPACITY COEFFICIENT PRODUCTIVITY PRODUCTIVITY
WORKER HOUR WORKER HOUR PER PRODUCTION IN VALUE (CIA) (NAVSEA

YEAR (CIA) (NAVSEA) WORKER HOUR ADDED (1)-((3)*(4)) (2)-((3)*(4))

K 1967

68 - 8.98% -13.07% + 5.11% 16% -9.98% -13.89%

' 69 + 1.17 - 3.03 + 4.74 17 + 0.36 - 3.83

70 +15.67 + 9.94 + 8.09 28 +13.40 + 7.67

71 - 3.66 - 9.69 +14.40 26 - 7.40 -13.43

72 + 1.89 - 0.18 + 9.59 25 - 0.51 - 2.58

73 +10.78 + 7.10 + 2.22 30 +10.11 + 6.434

74 - 0.67 - 0.20 -11.21 31 + 2.81 + 3.275

75 -1.01 - 1.41 - 1.86 32 -0.41 - 0.81

76 + 2.66 - 2.28 +17.03 33 - 2.96 - 7.90

77 + 2.75 - 0.09 - 9.91 35 + 6.2? + 3.38

78 + 2.59 + 2.67 - 3.22 36 + 3.75 + 3.83

_* All data backup is available in the Appendix.
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Referring to Exhibit 2, two trends of labor productivity are dis-

played under two assumptions. The first column reports the annual percent

change in output per production worker hour where output is deflated using

the NAVSEA Ship Price Index available through NAVSEA 017. The second col-

Linn displays the annual percent change in output per production worker

hour, but output is deflated using a shipbuilding index prepared by the

CIA Military Economic Branch. Both indices are shown in the Appendix.

The measure of output is value added by the shipbuilding and repair in-

dustry (SIC 3731).

The third column in Exhibit 2 displays the annual percentage

change in capital per production worker hour. This ratio allows insight

into the degree of substitution of capital for labor in the shipbuilding

industry. Capital is measured using Census data on value of fixed assets

for SIC 3731. Value of fixed assets has been deflated to constant dollars

using the BLS capital equipment deflator. Fixed assets were further ad-

justed by a capacity utilization index for the transportation sector of

the economy (SIC 37). In effect this last adjustment reflects the overall

business cycle in the transportation industry. This last adjustment is

necessary since a measure of capital employed in the production process is

preferable to a measure of the capital on hand in the industry. If one

believes there was excess capacity in the shipbuilding industry relative

to the transportation sector as a whole, then total factor productivity is

understated in this report. The fourth column in Exhibit 2 presents the

capital share coefficient for capital in value added. This coefficient

is calculated as:

Payroll
1 - Value Added

The final column reports total factor productivity annual percentage change

under the two assumptions: (1) output deflated using the "CIA Index" and

(2) output deflated using the "NAVSEA Ship Price Index".

-17-
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Exhibit 3 develops two total factor productivity indices based

on the information provided in Column 5 of Exhibit 2. Finally, Exhibit 4

is a graphical display of the two productivity indices.

Apparent from these Exhibits, particularly Exhibit 4, is the se-

- lection of an index is extremely important when examining productivity

trends. When output (value added) is deflated with the NAVSEA index, pro-

ductivity appears to have declined over the time period. When the CIA in-

dex is used, productivity is shown to increase. The true direction or

magnitude of the productivity trend is irrelevant to this paper. The

important factor to note is the selection of an index to adjust historical

cost data is critical to the analytical results.

The following section briefly addresses distortions which may oc-

cur when normalizing historical costs for price variations in the develop-

ment of cost estimating relationships (CERs).

EXHIBIT 3

TOTAL FACTOR PRODUCTIVITY INDICES

PRODUCTIVITY INDEX PRODUCTIVITY INDEX
BASED ON CIA BASED ON NAVSEA

YEAR DEFLATED OUTPUT DEFLATED OUTPUT

1967 1.000 1.000

68 0.911 0.878
69 0.914 0.846 A

70 1.037 0.911

71 0.965 0.803

72 0.960 0.783
73 1.057 0.833

* 74 1.087 0.860

75 1.083 0.853

76 1.051 0.791

77 1.117 0.817

78 1.159 0.849
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EXHIBIT 4

TOTAL FACTOR PRODUCTIVITY INDICES

____Productivity Index Based7
On CIA Deflated Output

-------------------------- Productivity Index Based
On NAVSEA Deflated Output

1.2

1.1A

1.0

01

0. NAVSEA

1967 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 77 78



B. Inflation Indices and CERs

JWN developed a series of cost estimating relationships (CERs)

for ship costs under contract to the Navy. Two different indices were
used in normalizing the data base: (1) the then approved SCN index and

(2) an index derived by Data Resources, Inc. (DRI) under contract to the

Navy. The same explanatory variables were used and CERs were generated

for both SCN and DRI adjusted data. CERs in the following format develop-

ed for non-nuclear surface combatants will illustrate two problems that

result. The form of the CERs was:

C = a Xb Yc

where C = Cost, X = light ship weight and Y shaft horsepower, and a, b,

and c are statistically derived parameters.

Two elements of cost were estimated: ship construction cost and

total cost less plans cost. Ship construction cost (plus propulsion costs

when provided as GFE) represent the price paid to the shipyard. Total

cost includes other hardware like weapons and electronics (almost always

GFE) and a variety of services provided by various Navy commands and con-

tractors other than the yard. Plans cost, which includes the detailed

design of the ship, were excluded arid estimated separately.

The CERs based on costs adjusted with the SCN index predicted

substantially higher costs than the CERs based on the DRI index. The CERs

based on the SCN index estimate 20 percent higher costs for the larger

ships in the particular stratification of ships analyzed and 60 percent

higher for the smaller ships in the sample. The fact that the SCN-based

CERs predicted higher costs than the DRI-based CERs is not surprising.

Since the SCN inflation factors are substantially greater than DRI, the

normalized costs for each ship in the SCN sample is substantially greater

than the cost for the same ship when adjusted by the DRI factors. The

difference between small and large ships is surprising since, in general,

one would not expect this result from the form of the CER used. It turns

out, however, that the smaller weight ships in the sample analyzed were

-20-



actually produced earlier in time than the larger ships so that the dif-

ferences in inflation rates had a more complex effect on the CERs rather

than the expected scaler effect. More precisely, the statistically de-

rived parameter b, the exponent on light ship weight, changes significant-

ly; the parameter a which should reflect the scaler effects of the differ-

ing indices also changes; and C, the exponent for shaft horsepower is

relatively stable. 1Y
Thus the index used to normalize historical data can impact on

the predictive capability of the resulting CER often in unprpdictable

ways. The substantial difference between the predicted cost of large and

small ships was not readily apparent but is of importance in applying the

CERs to derive estimates for new ship programs. There is a second problem

which is not as demonstratable but is none the less real. Total ship

costs, the second set of CERs developed, include a mix of ship construc-

tion, electronics (radar, sonars, fire control systems) and weapons hard-

ware, and engineering services. Can any one index properly reflect price

change impacts over time for such a diverse set of activities? Clearly
the mix of shipyard work and government furnished equipment such as elec-

tronics changes when one considers various missions, yet the SCN index as

promulgated is generally applied to all types of ships: submarines, sur-

face combatants, amphibious, auxiliary and others. While the example

cited may be an extreme case, it seems clear that improper application of

indices to account for inflation in normalizing costs can inhibit the

utility of otherwise useful parametric CERs.

1_/ Part of the difference in coefficient values results from the high,
and perhaps too high, degree of colinearity between light ship
weight and horsepower. This aspect of the CERs is not important to
the discussion here.
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APPENDIX

BACKUP DATA TO PRODUCTIVITY ANALYSIS
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SHIPBUILDING AND REPAIRING

SIC 3731

PRODUCTION GROSS VALUE PAYROLL
VALUE WORKER OF FIXED PERCENT
ADDED HOURS ASSETS OF VALUE
(M$) (1000) (M$) ADDED

1967 1430.4 231.0 689.5 75

68 1345.9 232.6 729.2 84

69 1451.3 235.3 826.6 83

70 1609.8 212.8 948.1 72

71 1575.3 207.9 1021.5 74

72 1881.3 233.4 1227.3 75

73 2216.1 239.0 1297.2 70

74 2547.3 249.5 1531.2 69

75 2923.2 253.9 1808.7 68

76 3287.3 261.6 2156.9 67

77 3825.0 277.2 2090.0 65

78 4106.5 268.4 2138.2 64

79 4586.9 268.1 (NA) 64

0i



SHIPBUILDING

1/ 21 3/ 4/
CAPITAL SHIPS
EQUIPMENT CAPACITY

CIA NAVSEA DEFLATOR UTILIZATION

1967 100.0 100.00 100.00 84

68 102.66 107.50 103.50 87

69 108.17 118.17 106.9 84

70 114.70 131.83 112.0 75

71 119.25 146.21 116.6 81

72 124.50 155.82 119.5 85

73 129.29 167.37 123.5 87

74 143.31 184.66 141.0 78

75 163.25 211.20 162.5 76

76 173.56 235.89 173.4 82

77 185.49 259.26 184.6 86

78 200.48 279.98 199.2 85

79 218.28 307.41 216.5 80

1/ "Shipbuilding Index," CIA Military Economic Branch, March 19, 1981.

2/ "Ship Price Index," NAVSEA 017.

3/ "Producer Price Index," Capital Equipment, BLS.

-4/ "Capacity Utilization Rates (%)," Statistical Abstract of the U.S.,
Transportation Equipment.
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i

NORMALIZED SHIPBUILDING INDUSTRY DATA

VALUE VALUE PRODUCTION VALUE
ADDED ADDED WORKER OF FIXED
CIA NAVSEA HOURS ASSETS

1967 1430.4 1430.4 231.0 579.2

68 1311.0 1252.0 232.6 613.0

69 1341.7 1228.1 235.3 649.5

70 1403.5 1221.1 212.8 634.9

71 1321.0 1077.4 207.9 709.6

72 1511.1 1207.4 233.4 873.0 a'
73 1714.1 1324.1 239.0 913.8

74 1777.5 1379.5 249.5 847.0

75 1790.6 1384.1 253.9 845.9

76 1894.0 1393.6 261.6 1020.0

77 2062.1 1475.4 277.2 973.7

78 2048.3 1466.7 268.4 912.4

79 2101.4 1492.1 268.1 (NA)
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EXHIBIT 4

TOTAL FACTOR PRODUCTIVITY INDICES

____Productivity Index Based
On CIA Deflated Output

------------------------------Productivity Index Based
On NAVSEA Deflated Output
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Nunn Amendment
by

CPT John C. Franks

I. History of Amendment.

The Selected Acquisition Reports (SAR's) were instituted in 1967 as a
Department of Defense (DOD) internal management reporting system. In 1969

) Congress started receiving a limited number of SAR's with Public Law 94-106
requiring quarterly DOD SAR submissions. The SAR's for 31 December 1980

I registered a whopping $47.6 billion quarterly increase in the acquisition
costs of the 50 defense major weapon systems. After this report was

0 released, Senator Sam Nunn (D-GA) reportedly stood before Congress holding a
copy of one SAR over his head, asking Congress what should be done about the

0 skyrocketing weapon systems costs and the SAR's complexity which makes it
virtually impossible to be read or understood by Congress. From this start,
the Nunn Amendment evolved. The purpose of the Amendment has been expanded
from the control of the weapon systems cost growth and the implementation of
an understandable reporting system to Congress; to incorporate the
involvement of top level defense managers in controlling costs, and finally
the utilization of more realistic inflation indices by the Defense
Department.

-ihe Nunn Amendment is the name given to Section 917 of the FY 82
DOD Authorization Act passed in early December 1981. Under this Amendment
there are two types of unit costs reported: the total program acquistion
unit costs, and the current procurement unit costs. The unit costs are
compared to the baseline unit costs as reported in the 31 March 1981 SAR's.
For each quarter of FY 82, the Amendment requires the Program Managers (PM's)
of the weapon systems which reported SAR's on 31 March 1981 to submit a
quarterly unit cost report not later than the seventh day of the month
following the close of the quarter to the appropriate Service Secretary.
Additionally, a special unit cost report is required from the PM if there is
treasonable cause to believe* a breach has been incurred in the weapon system
at any time during any quarter of FY 82.N

N
There are two possible levels of a breach. The first is at the Service

Secretary level. This is incurred if a weapon system exceeds the unit cost
of the 31 March 1981 baseline by more than 15 percent. The Service
Secretary, who is responsible for determining whether an actual breach has
occurred, is then required by law to report to Congress within 30 days after
his determination of a breach. This report must include the following six
items:

a. A statement of the reasons for the breach.

b. The identities of the responsible officers (military and civilian).

c. Corrective actions taken to control future cost growth.



d. Performance or schedule milestone changes which caused the breach.

e. The identities of the principal contractors involved.

f. An index of all Congressional testimony on the weapon system.

The second level of breach rests with the Secretary of Defense. This
occurs if there is more than a 25 percent increase over the baseline. In
addition to the submission of the Service Secretary, the Secretary of Defense
must certify to Congress within 60 days of determination that:

a. The breached weapon system is essential to the national security.

b. There are no alternatives to the breached weapon system which will
provide equal or greater military capability at less cost.

c. The new cost estimates are reasonable.

d. The management structure of the breached weapon system is adequate to
manage and control costs.

Failure to provide either the report or certification to Congress on time
automatically revokes the PM's authority to obligate funds for the breached
weapon system. There is no provision in the Nunn Amendment to restart the
funding process once either the late report or certification is provided to
Congress.

II. Implementation.

The three services have implemented the Nunn Amendment in a similiar
fashion. The Army and Navy are utilizing the same format in submitting the
PM's input to the Secretariats. The Navy's SSN-688 Class Submarine's
31 March 1982 unit cost report is provided as an example. (Inclosure 1.)
Although the Air Force utilized a different format, their content is
identical to that illustrated.

The SAR's are required by Congress 30 days after the end of each fiscal
quarter except for the 31 December SAR which is due 20 days after the
President has submitted his budget. The Nunn Amendment unit cost reports are
required on the seventh of the month following the end of each fiscal
quarter. Both the SAR's and the quarterly unit cost reports should have
identical costs. But, as has been the case in the past three quarters, all
three services have met with time-phasing problems in data collection and
assimilation for consistency between the two reports. Therefore, updated
Nunn reports are often necessitated for the quarterly unit cost reports to
agree with the final SAR's submitted.

III. Breaches.

During the first three quarters of FY 82, the three services reported 28
breaches (7-Army, 10-Navy and 11-Air Force) involving 21 weapon systems

2
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(5-Army, 8-Navy and 8-Air Force). These 28 breaches were separated into two
types: nine current procurement unit cost, and 19 program acquisition unit
cost type of breaches. Seven were Service Secretary and 21 Secretary of
Defense level breaches. It is possible to incur both a current procurement
unit cost and a program acquisition unit cost breach for the same weapon
system; and indeed, that situation has occurred within several systems. The
table below provides a breakout of the levels and types of breaches
incurred:

Level of Breach

Army Navy Air Force

Type 15% 25% 15% 25% 15% 25%

Current Procurement 0 3 1 2 0 3

Program Acquisition 0 4 2 5 4 4

The unit cost changes (cumulative percentage change from the 31 March
1981 SAR baseline) for the three services' major weapon systems are at
Inclosures 2, 3 and 4. The Army and the Navy incurred all of their breaches
in the first quarter and then remained fairly constant; whereas, the Air
Force incurred two additional breaches during the second quarter and one in
the third.

The Army's seven breaches occurred in five weapon systems. (Inclosure
2.) Accounting for four of the seven breaches are PERSHING II and APACHE;
wherein, each breached both types of unit costs. This was caused primarily
by low initial cost estimates compounded by the high rate of actua,
inflation. The other three Army breac!es do not reflect upon the Army's cost
management efforts. PATRIOT breached the total program acquisition unit cost
primarily due to a change in the definition of the basic weapon. Initially,
a PATRIOT fire unit included only 12 missiles; whereas, current doctrine
dictates 32 missiles per fire unit. This increase in firepower requires
additional launchers and missiles while the number of fire units remains
constant. The HELLFIRE current procurement unit cost breach resulted from a
November 1981 Congressional reduction without prejudicial language of FY 82
procurement funds by $15 million. Since the program is in the first year of
production, the high ratio of fixed-to-variable costs forced the breach once
the Congressional decrement was invoked. The ROLAND program acquisition unit
cost breach was caused solely by the Army's September 1981 decision to
terminate the program beyond FY 82.

For the Navy eight of the 23 major systems have unit cost increases
greater than 15 percent with the SPARROW and SSN-688 Class Submarine
breaching both types of unit costs. (Inclosure 3.) Of these eight breached
weapon systems, one (the 5-inch Guided Projectile) was cancelled by the
Secretary of the Navy. Six (SSN-688 Class Submarine; FFG-7 Guided Missile

3
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Frigate; F-14A TOMCAT; PHOENIX; SIDEWINDER, and TRIDENT I missile) exhibited
increases attributable to changes in the total program quantity. Increasing
the quantity in the outyears appears as a unit cost increase; when in fact,
it is the product of escalation compounded over many years. The one Navy
program that has a valid unit cost increase is SPARROW. The SPARROW's cost I
growth stems from program restructuring dictated by difficulties encountered

in transitioning from development to full production complicated by the
Congressional cut of 320 missiles in FY 82.

The Air Force reported seven breaches in six weapon systems for the first
quarter of FY 82. (Inclosure 4.) Only the SPARROW (for which the Navy is
the lead service) breached both types of unit costs in this quarter. During
the second quarter, ending 31 March 1982, both HARM (the Navy is also the
lead service in this joint program) and the Ground Launched Cruise Missile
(GLCM) programs breached the 15 percent level. Both the F-15 and F-16
breached the 25 percent level of the total program unit cost due to the
inflated costs accentuated over many years by the procurement of additional
aircraft and supporting equipment in the outyears. The A-10 exceeded the
current procurement unit cost limit due to a decrease in the planned FY 82
aircraft procurement. The high ratio of fixed-to-variable costs forced the
breach. The majority of the Defense Satellite Communication System (DSCS),
GLCM, and MAVERICK's cost growth stems from low initial cost estimates;
although, design and schedule changes contributed to the cost growth. HARM
incurred an Air Force, but not a Navy breach. The cause of this breach is
the slowdown by the Air Force from an aggressive build-up rate initially
planned in March 1981 combined with the addition of a second source
contractor. This provided for a higher production rate and completion of the
required buy at an earlier timeframe. The Navy priced a very conservative
build-up rate and thus incurred no breach.

IV. Future Amendments.

The Nunn Amendment as described above was a one year effort; however,
Congress has made it clear they desire a continuing unit cost breach
reporting effort. At one time there were five proposed Congressional
Amendments for FY 83, three in the House and two in the Senate, which
surfaced as possible Nunn successors. Highlights of these FY 83 Amendments
as they differ from the present FY 82 Nunn Amendment are as follows:

a. McCurdy Amendment (House).

- Comprehensive SAR's are required annually, 30 days after the submission
of the President's Budget to Congress. Abbreviated SAR's are required for
each intervening calendar quarter if there has been a change in program cost,
performance or schedule since the last report.

- All weapon systems are automatically included in SAR's as soon as the
estimates by the Secretary of Defense exceed $200 million in RDT&E or
$1 billion in Procurement (in FY 80 dollars).

4



- A breach reportable to the Service Secretary is also incurred if
contract costs or schedule variances exceed 15 percent of the cost of the
contract as of the time it was awarded. Additional reports will be submitted
for each five percent incremental increase until the next annual SAR resets
the baseline.

b. Emery Amendment (House).

- SAR's are required for all defense systems estimated to cost more than

$200 million in RDT&E or $1 billion in Procurement.

- Reporting may be waived by majority vote in the House and Senate Armed
Services Committee.

c. Hertel Amendment (House).

- The House version which combines all parts of the Nunn and Levin Senate

Amendments, which are addressed below.

d. Nunn Amendment (Senate).

- Baselines are reset each year to the current estimate in the December
SAR which reflects the President's Budget for the current FY (e.g., the
December 1981 SAR reflects the FY 83 budget submission and will be used as
the baseline during FY 83).

- Service Secretary is required to make the threshold breach
determination within seven days and to inform Congress within ten days of
receipt of the PM's notification of a possible breach.

e. Levin Amendment (Senate).

- Copies of the Service Secretary's report and the Secretary of the
Defense's certification are to be submitted to the Government Accounting
Office (GAO) and Congress, concurrently.

- GAO must then submit a report to Congress within 45 days stating the
Comptroller General's opinion on the report or certification. The GAO report
must also include a recommendation on the need for additional cost control
efforts.r - These requirements do not apply to programs that breached due to
cancellation.

As of mid-August 1982, the Senate passed both the Nunn and Levin
Ammendments, and the House passed the McCurdy and Emery Amendments. In a
joint committtee the House and Senate Conferences are deliberating the FY 83
DOD Authorization Bill and will address the future of unit cost reporting at
that time.

5
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The McCurdy Amendment appears attractive on the surface due to the annual
comprehensive and quarterly abbreviated SAR's. A closer review of the
McCurdy Amendment reveals a tremendous increase in the number of SAR's to be
reported to Congress along with requirements for the PM's to report contract
costs or schedule variances exceeding 15 percent to the Service Secretaries.
These negative features far outweigh the benefits derived from an annual SAR.
The new Nunn Ammendment would require revisions granting the Service
Secretaries more time to make a breach determination. It also would include
a provision authorizing re-obligation of funds if either a late report or
certification is submitted to Congress. The Levin Amendment pertains more to
the GAO than the Defense Department. Naturally, the Defense Department would
prefer an environment without these reporting requirements. The next best
alternative according to DOD would be the new Nunn Amendment with revisions,
although the McCurdy Amendment with some alterations has support within DOD.

V. Summary.

As previousy mentioned the Nunn Amendment has four objectives of various
scope. Of the four none has met with overwhelming success in the course of
the past three quarters. The Nunn Amendment has apparently not been able to
control costs in the short run, although more time would be necessary to see
how effective the Amendment or its successor are in controlling costs over
the long run. Secondly, the SAR's have not been revised into an
understandable reporting system. Congress may well give up on the SAR's as
currently structured and be forced in the future to rely on the Nunn
Amendment or its successor for an understandable report. Thirdly, top level
defense managers' involvement has been evident thus far; but in the future,
the Nunn Amendment or its successor might Just become another routine report
which is delegated to subordinate levels. Although the Defense Department
was allowed to use the Defense Market Basket rates in January 1982, there is
still a long ways to go toward estimating realistic inflation indices.

The only valid observation which can be drawn from the Nunn Amendment
thus far is that it will certainly continue for some years.
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Report as of: 31 March 1982

UNIT COST REPORT (RCS DD-COMP(Q&AR) 1591

PROGRAM: SSN-688 Class Submarine

A. TOTAL PROGRAM ACQUISITION UNIT COST

31 Mar 81 Current Difference
Baseline Estimate +/-

Total Quantity: 44 56 +12

Total Cost in Escalated $: $14,567.2 $24,266.1 +$9,698.9

Program Unit Cost in Escalated $: 331.073 433.323 +102.250

Escalated $ Percentage Change: +30.88%

Total Cost in Constant FY 71$: $7,084.2 $9,203.1 +$2,116.9
Program Unit Cost in Constant $: 161.005 164.341 +3.336

Constant $ Percentage Change: +2.07%

B. CURRENT (FY 1982) PROCUREMENT UNIT COST

31 Mar 81 Current Difference
Baseline Estimate +/-

Procurement Appropriation(s): SCN

FY 82 Procurement Quantity: 2 2

FY 82 Procurement Cost in Escalated $: $1,396.6 $1,632.6 +$236.0

Procurement Unit Cost in Escalated $: 698.300 816.300 +118.000

Escalated $ Percentage Change: +16.9%

Inclosure 1
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PRIC. COMPETITION BETWEEN
MAJOR WEAPON SYSTEM CONTRACTORS6

INTRODUCTION

One of the key functions of competition is to assure the
cost of the product reflects the cost of an efficient production

Zprocess plus an equitable mark up. Certainly with the high cost
of modern weaponry there are strong incentives to increasing the

''L emphasis on competition for major weapon system contracts as a
means of assuring the taxpayers they are getting their money's
worth.0

In fact, increased use of competition is, and has been, the
C backbone of Department of Defense policy for many years. This

policy is fully endorsed by Congress, and DoD is continually
urged to place even greater emphasis on competition as a means of
controlling and reducing weapon system cost. Yet, not much hap-
pens. It is difficult to recall a major weapon system where com-
petitive procurement has been a key feature of. the program. A
few small missiles (SIDEWINDER, DRAGON, SPARROW, TOW) come to
mind. However, price competition during the procurement phase
has been restricted mainly to items such as trucks, ammunition,i radios and black box subsystems. Certainly major systems such as
the F-15, F-16, AWACS, MINUTEMAN, HARPOON, S-3A, POLARIS, TRI-
DENT, M-1, M-2/3 are all costly, but have not enjoyed the bene-
fits of competition.

The remainder of this paper will examine the major disparity
between the policy and the practice. The reasons for the dispar-

. ity will be addressed and an assessment made as to whether the
practice should be (and can be) realigned to match the policy, or
vice versa -- or whether it really matters in the first place.

TRENDS IN KEY VARIABLES

Competition can be achieved in more than one manner, can be
achieved at various organizational levels and can have objectives
other than cost control/reduction. For example, competition dur-
ing the early stages of development can result in different and
innovative technological approaches to a common problem or mis-
sion. These benefits are quite meaningful, but are not attained
by price competition. This paper will address only the economic
aspect of competition for major systems and only at the prime
contractor level. At that level there are several key variables,
which in composite, will determine the magnitude of any reduction
in cost attributable to competiton.



The following paragraphs identify the key variables and the

manner in which they have changed in the past 10-20 years.

1. Production Rate

Economic benefits are most easily attained if high rates
of production can be achieved. However, production rates for
virtually all classes of weapon systems have been drastically
reduced in comparison to rates that were common 20 or so years
ago.

2. Duration of Stable Production Period

Economic benefits of competition require that the system
be produced for at least a five year period and preferably over
eight or more years. (The long time period relates mainly to

* .variables 4 and 5.) The duration of the production cycle has not
changed appreciably over time. However, the rate of production
has not remained stable. Instead the rates of production on many

" systems have been altered year by year, often being reduced as a
means of accommodating unit cost growth.

3. Production Quantity

If factors 1 and 2 are considered jointly they obviously
imply that large pro uction quantities are required for economi-
cal second sourcing. However, production quantities during the
past 10-20 years have been reduced, often drastically, for nearly
all classes of systems.

4. Time Required to Stabilize Design

Production by the second source requires that the devel-
opment process be essentially complete and engineering/production
changes have dropped to a modest level. However, as a conse-
quence of increased weapon system complexity and increased empha-
sis on operational testing, the design of today's weapon systems
requires more time to stabilize.

5. Time to Qualify Second Source

The benefits of competition will be maximized if the time
required to validate the second source's production line is small
in comparison to the total period of production. As a corollary,

two

1/ In this paper the second source is assumed to compete wth the
Seveloper/initial producer on a winner-take-all basis after an
initial learning contract.
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the number of units produced by both contractors prior to valida-

tion of the second source's production line should represent a
small percent of the total production quantity. Unfortunately,
as a consequence of greatly increased production lead times in
recent years the time to qualify the second source has increased
substantially from the time required 10-20 years ago.

6. Learning Curve Slopes

Competition is more likely to be beneficial if the nature
of the product and production process lends itself to steep
learning curves. (Given that steep -learning slopes are possible,
it is also necessary that the prime contractor be an inefficient
producer, i.e., he is attaining learning slcpes that are flatter
than are possible for an efficient producer.) However, today's
learning slopes are relatively flat, often in the range of 85-90%i compared to the 80-87% range common in the 1950s and early 1960s.
The flatter slopes are largely the result of a higher degree of
automation in production and the higher electronic content of
todays's weapon systems.

7. Rate-Cost Sensitivity

There is now mounting evidence of diseconomies associated
.,with producing-systems at-low rates.- Some analysts feel that re-
ducing the production rate by half will increase production re-
curring unit costs by 10-15 percent. Yet an inherent penalty of
second source production competition is that -a higher percent of
the total items will be produced at lower, less economical rates.

8. Nonrecurring/Recurring Cost- Ratios

The economic benefits of competition occur only during
the recurring production phase of the program. Therefore, net
economic benefits will be maximized when nonrecurring production
costs are small in comparison to recurring costs. However, in
the last 10-20 years nonrecurring production costs have increased
markedly in relationship -to recurring costs. This increased
ratio has been caused by increased weapon system complexity, and
increased use of automation in production and acceptance testing
as well as the reduced number of production units, discussed
previously.

9. Value Added

Economic benefits of competition at the prime contractor
level requires that value added by the prime contractor be large
in comparison to the value of subcontracts. Due to the higher
electronic and electro-mechanical content of modern weapon sys-
tems (subsystems in these categories are often subcontracted) the
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value added by the prime contractor is usually less today than
10-20 years ago. Final assembly is -invariably performed by the
prime contractor, but today this function often constitutes as
little as 25 percent of the total recurring unit cost.

10. Facility and Worker Availability

Competition is likely to be most beneficial when the de-
sired production rates overtax the facilities and the existing
production work force of the prime contractor. However, the
aerospace industry is characterized by an over abundance of gen-
eral purpose facilities, tools and workers of low and medium
skill levels.

11. Special Production Skills/Facilities

It is easier to establish a second production source if
the need for specialized production skills and facilities are
minimal. However, most modern weapon systems require specialized
production techniques to enable the system to achieve its per-
formance and reliability goals. Typically there are intermittent
shortages of special purpose facilities and of highly skilled
production workers. These shortages are caused by the unique
production skill requirements of individual weapon systems
coupled with low profit margins and high interest rates which
prevent many companies from purchasing modern equipment.

12. Unique Production Processes

It is easier to establish a second source if the produc-
tion drawings are available from the prime contractor and com-
patible with the production processes used by the potential
second source. Most companies do utilize production processesthat are quite similar for common systems and for comparable pro-

duction rates. However, companies almost invariably have some
unique production processes and their existence inhibits inter-
company technology transfer.

13. Proprietary Data Rights

It is difficult to establish a second source if the de-
veloper/prime contractor retains proprietary data rights to key
weapon system features. Negotiating for a technical data package
in a sole source environment can be expected to be time consuming
and often unproductive. Today's weapon systems are larger, more

complex and their production is more likely to involve proprie-
tary data. These problems are solveable but the solutions in-
volve careful planning and agreements made at program inception.
Government planners have become more adroit in recent years at
causing companies to give up proprietary data rights as the price
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of entry into the competitive process. The net long term gain of
this practice is questionable, in that it inhibits innovation and
free exchange of information with government employees.

14. Availability of Other Cost Reduction Incentives

Competition at the prime contractor level is most likely
to yield substantial reductions in unit cost if the prime con-
tractor has few incentives other than the threat of competition
to cause him to produce efficiently. Through the years managers
in the Department of Defense have experimented with a variety of
techniques to reduce costs. These have varied from total package

* procurement to the concept of design to cost. Overall, the abil-
ity of Department of Defense managers to incentivize the aero-
space industry to maximize production efficiency has not changed
appreciably through the years.

ASSESSMENT

Review of the 14 variables discussed in the previous para-
graphs leads to a simple and clear cut conclusion. Competition
at the prime contractor level for major weapon systems for pur-
poses of net cost savings is substantially less plausible than
was the case 10-20 years.ago. Further, the track record of com-
petition for purposes of cost savings 10-20 years ago was not
very good. There are very. few instances where clear economic
benefits can be shown even in those decades when the environment
was much more conducive to savingsthrough price competition.

BASIS FOR CURRENT POLICY

The previous paragraphs make the case that the Department of
Defense policy endorsing competition is not viable. In the main
it will cost money, due to the high nonrecurring costs associated
with establishing the second source. This assertion leads to two
rhetorical questions. The first, "Why does the policy exist if
it is not logical?" The second question is, "Is there a better
way?"

Addressing the first of the two questions, there appear to

be 6 categories of reasons for the current policy. These are:

Tradition and Politics

Traditionally, American industry has thrived on competi-
tion. In the absence of definitive evidence it has been assumed
that what is good for America, in general, can also be benefi-
cially applied to the aerospace industry. This line of reasoning
is intuitively acceptable to the law makers and is understandable
to their constituents. Further it is consistent with the views
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of Congress that competition represents an eqyitable means of
geographically distributing aerospace contracts.

Absence of Definitive Studies

There has not been a truly definitive, comprehensive study of
the aerospace industry since the 1959-1960 period. The "Weapons
Acquisition Process" was the last study with the sufficient depth

* and breadth to provide a bisis for challenging or validating the
assertions in this paper. The value of a new comprehensive
study of the industry would extend well beyond the study of the
policy on competition.

Misused Analysis

Quantifying the economic benefits of competition is inher-
ently difficult. Precision is impossible due to the many vari-
ables that cannot be quantified. Analysts that attempt quantifi-
cation are put in the position of predicting, "what would have
happened, if". Still, analyses have been made and in general
provide a reasonable basis to support price cmpetition for the
types of items analyzed. The 1978 Army study and the 1979 IDA
study4 were probably the two best efforts that tried to establish
the magnitude of dollar savings. These studies analyzed elec-
tronic subsystems, items of ammunition but very few weapon sys-tems. For example, the average unit cost in the 16 Army caseJ

_ histories was $14,525 in 1972 dollars. (The average cost, ex-
* cluding the three highest cost items was $4,950.) The 1979 IDA

summarized the data bases from three prior studies. In all, they
considered fifty five cases. Forty eight of the fifty five items
had unit costs that ranged from $4,100 to $8,400 in 1980 costs.

*One ship, one medium size missile and one small helicopter were
the only systems that had unit costs that allow them to be clas-
sified as major weapon systems. (Small missiles are a special
case to be discussed next.)

1/ "Competition in the Acquisition of Major Weapon Systems:
Legislative Perspectives", RAND Report R-2058-PR, November 1976.

2/ The Weapons Acquisition Process, An Economic Analysis, Morton
T. Peck and Frederic M. Scherer, Harvard University, 1962.

3/ "Determining and Forecasting Savings From Competing Pre-
viously Sole Source/Noncompetitive Contracts*, Army Procurement
Research Office, October 1978.

4/ "The Effect of Price Competition in Weapon System Acquisition
Costs", IDA Paper P-1435, Institute for Defense Analyses, Septem-
ber, 1979.
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Yet these studies provide the analytical basis, to the ex-
tent that one exists, for the present policy on price competi-
tion. These studies simply do not provide a logical basis for
the current policy unless one is willing to assume that the
acquisition variables that predestine the economics for small end
items and subassemblies are the same as those that affect major
weapon systems. This would be a most heroic assumption.

Extrapolations From Small, Simple Missiles

Through the years, some small missiles (SIDEWINDER, SPARROW,
TOW, DRAGON, SHILLELAGH) have been competed. It is likely that
on the DRAGON program the net cost to the government was
reduced. However, there is room for argument even for this

* system. These systems are characterized by their simplicity,
high production rates, large quantities and relatively low
nonrecurring to recurring cost ratios -- all characteristics
which favor competition. Because these items are called weapon
systems, policy makers use them as exampies of cost savings
achievable through competition. They are even the basis for the
old wives tale that competition will reduce costs by 25 per-
cent. This assertion cannot be fully supported for even one of
these small missiles, much less for complex weapon systems.

Faulty PPBS System

The- planning, programmingi budgeting system in the Department
of Defense has many virtues and these are widely recognized. One
major fault of the system -is that it allows and incentivizes the
military departments to initiate more major weapon systems than
can be produced at economical rates. Consequently, policymakers
often believe competition will be beneficial based on review of
planned rates/quantities in the Five Year Defense Plan and the

* Extended Planning Annex. Later, as vast plans change to budget
realities the actual rates and quantities are often very differ-
ent, with most of the adjustments being downward.

Assumed Collateral Benefits

Many have recognized the shaky logical foundation for assum-
ing that price competition will provide net economic benefits.
Some sceptics use the argument that since other cost control
mechanisms do not seem to be effective, imposing the threat of
competition will cause the prime contractor to operate more effi-
ciently and with modest profit margins. There is merit to this
line of reasoning but here again there is no free lunch. The
threat cannot be maintained without occasionally carrying through
the process. Further, the prime contractor cannot be expected to
invest in equipment to enhance production efficiency if he does
not have the expectation of enough production to amortize the
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equipment cost. Perhaps of greater importance is that the main-
tenance -of a policy of price competition reduces management in-
terest in other policies that have a much higher likelihood of
economic benefit. These policies will be discussed next.

POLICIES THAT ARE MORE APPROPRIATE

The following four policies should be emphasized as a means
of controlling and reducing costs of major weapon systems. These
policies should be emphasized in lieu of the current inordinate
emphasis on price competition at the prime contractor level.

More Virtual Competition

The most effective and cost effective competition is the
threat to the new developer/producer from the currently fielded
system. The threat of product improvement of the fielded system
versus new production is termed virtual competition. This form
of competition is normal, inexpensive and can be extremely effec-
tive. It deserves much more emphasis. Full implementation will
require that weapon systems be designed with even greater growth
potential than is presently the case.

A fundamental requirement of virtual competition is that the
producer of the fielded system not be the producer of its comple-
ment or replacement. For example, you cannot have effective vir-
tual competition if Chrysler builds the M-60 and M-I tank, if FMC
builds the M-113 personnel carrier and the M-2/3 series or if
Raytheon builds the Improved HAWK and PATRIOT missiles. Accord-
ingly, companies should effectively be prevented from bidding if
the award would give them a monopoly in an important mission
area. On the other hand, in many military product areas there is
no need for an exclusionary policy. For example, McDonnell Doug-
las produced the F-4 and is producing its successor, the F-15 and
also the F-18. In this product area General Dynamics (F-16),

Grumman (F-14) and Northrop (F-5 and a major subcontractor on the
F-18) represent sufficient threats to guarantee reasonable
efficiency by McDonnell Douglas.

Competition at Subcontract Level

Since the value added for major weapon systems is increas-
ingly at the subsystem level, competition should also be focused
at that level. The government's role should be to provide
guidance and funding to assure there are alternate suppliers for
commonly used and expensive weapon subsystems. In some cases
where there are clear technical interfaces, the government may
wish to establish a policy of directed subcontractors. However,
the selection of subcontractors normally should be left to the
prime contractor with policy guidance provided by the government
program manager.

-8- "
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More Emphasis on Breakout

After the first two-three years production of a weil managed
program that has attained design stability, the integration of
certain subsystems involves little more than routine acceptance
testing by, the prime contractor and assembly as a part of the
weapon system. Even though the process has become routine the
prime contractor can sometime negotiate a contract incommensurate
with his value added. The best policy to combat this profit
pyramiding is to break out the subcontracted assemblies with the
government providing the assemblies to the prime contractor as
government furnished equipment. If breakout is to be effective,
the design must be stabilized and the technical interfaces must
be clearly established.

More Equitable Contracts

The old rule in the aerospace industry was to perform re-
search and development at cost, make money in production and make
larger profits (sometime excessive profits) on the sale of fol-
lowon spares. This policy worked with reasonable equity as long
as development costs were relatively small in relationship to
production costs. However, this is no longer the situation. In
the last five years the military departments have forced increas-
ing use of fixed price contracts for high technology develop-
ments. The result has been government inducement of major corpo-
rationi to help fund the front end, implicitly in exchange for
the later production of end items. This policy is shortsighted
and represents government encouragement of "buying in". If the
developments are of medium or high risk, cost growth is inevi-
table and the companies involved stand to lose money on these
contracts.

The government should fully fund development contracts,
using cost plus incentive fees/award fees for virtually all
development contracts. On the other hand, the government should
strengthen its ability to negotiate tough but fair procurement
contracts once the design has stabilized. Usually this can be in
the form of firm fixed price contracts. Implementation of this
policy will require the government to improve the quality of its
cost analysis personnel and of its negotiators.

SUMMARY

* This paper has addressed the subject of price competitionfor major weapon systems at the prime contractor level. It has
been shown that most of the 14 variables that determine the eco-
nomic benefits of price competition have changed over the last
10-20 years. They have changed in a direction that opposes com-
petition as a useful way of reducing and controlling the cost of
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major systems. The nonrecurring costs associated with establish-
ing a second source are typically greater than the recurring
costs that can be saved through competition. Still the policy
lingers on, in spite of its lack of viability. The paper has
offered reasons for this inconsistency between policy and prac-
tice. More importantly, alternatives are offered which, if emph-
asized, will help control and reduce system costs. These include
use of virtual competition, competition at the subcontractor
level, breakout and more appropriate contract forms..

It should be emphasized that this paper supports the use of
competition. Competition, appropriately used, can promote inno-
vation and in most cases can assist in cost control. It just
happens that price competition at the prime contractor level for

* major systems is an exception to that rule. It is time we
recognized the exception and get on with other means of cost
control and reduction.

ri
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1. INTRODUCTION

The AVRADCOI Directorate for Plans and Analysis develope~d an investment

cost model that provides quick reaction "time phased" cost estimates. It

incorporates the "learning curve" lot size technique and Production Rate

Adjustment Factors (PR.AF) to calculate "adjusted average lot costs" by year.

The PRAFs are results of complicated mathematical equations; their

assumption is that the "average unit cost" increases whenever the lot size

is varied.

This program also stratifies the total investment costs by partial "work

break-down structure" and by year.

*
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2. MODEL DESCRIPTION

2. 1 MODEL METHODOLOGY

This Production Rate Adjustment Factors (PRAF) Cost program employs two

specialized estimating methodologies; learning curve theory and PRAF techni-

ques.

2.1.1 LEARNING CURVE THEORY

Learning curve theory, simply stated, says that the cost to produce the

"next" item is less expensive than the previous item. This phenomenon

happens because the producer literally "learns" better production methods

as he is producing the items.

The PRAF model makes use of the learning curve methodology by extraccing

the following information from a previous lot of the same type of items

under analysis (for instance, U.S. Army Helicopters): He selects a

learning curve slope, which can range from 1. to 0. (More accurately, he

uses the commonly accepted slope for the item in question.). A slope of

'I' means there is no learning; a '0' indicates perfect learning (the second

"* item would then have a zero procurement cost). The user then extracts the

. production numbers of both the'lirst unit" and "last unit" in the Lot. For

example, if the first Lot had 10 units and the second Lot has 15 units, the

first and last units of Lot #2 are 11 and 25 respectively. The user finally

-- calculates the "average unit cost of the lot" by dividing the known total

Lot cost by the number of units in the Lot.

The model, itself, then calculates "A", the First Unit Cost in the

- following manner;

".B o.(L2IP) = Learning curve parameter
log (2)



M Average unit cost of the Lot

Q First unit of Lot

Q Last unit of Lot

A = First Unit Cost

M (Q2 - (Q1 - 1))
A B+ )B+-

Q2  -(QI-.

The First Unit Cost (this is, the first unit of first Lot) can then be

used to help determine the cost of any subsequent Lot;

B learning curve parameter

A = first unit cost (of first Lot)

F = first unit of given Lot

L last unit of given Lot

AUC = Cost of average unit in given Lot

B+1 B+lA(L) - A(F-1)

AUC = L-(F-1)

AUC determines the "average unit cost" for any Lot. However, the PRF

theory states; when the production rate varies among Lots, the 'average unit

cost' will increase.

2.1.2 PRAF TECHNIOUES

The 'adjusted unit cost' will always increase as the production rate is

either increased or decreased. The underlying rationale is that the learning

process regresses due to a variation in the procedure.

There are 3 PRAF production efficiency rates (X, Y, Z). Common values

ire (8, 5, 3); however, these parameters can be modified. (A lenithv . ,['scus-

sion on ideal PRAF values is beyond the scope of this paper.)

3



The 3 PRAF parameters are calculated;

lO0-X
log 100

P1100
P1 log(2)

'100+Y
P2 log 100
P2 =

log(2)

lo 100-Z
P3g 100

log(2)

The actual PRAF factor for a given Lot is;

Pl PX

PRAF - CURRENT YEAR QTY. P1 CURRENT YEAR QTY.

BASE YEAR QTY. PRIOR YEAR QTY.

where,

CURRENT YEAR OTY
PX =P2 if > 1

PRIOR YEAR QTY -

and

PX = P3 if CURRENT YEAR QTY <
PRIOR YEAR QTY

The 'adjusted unit cost' is also calculated;

Adjusted Unit Cost PRAF X (Average Unit Cost)
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2.2 MODFL INPUTS

PRAF is an interactive model: the user sits at a computer terminal,

initiates the program, and answers the questions which are displayed.

Figure 2.1 gives a sample of the first phase of the PRAF model inputs.

The program first identifies itself. It then asks the user to type in

the "Base Year Quantity" and "Prior Year Quantity". These Lot size values

are needed to help determine the PRAF factors. (All variables must be

separated by at least 1 space; decimal values are acceptable but not necessary.) P

Figure 2.1 shows that the next inputs are the 3 Production Efficiency Rates.

As previously stated, the standard values are (8, 5, 3). However, the user is

free to input any values he deems appropriate.

The fiscal year of the first procurement Lot under analysis is the next

" number that the computer requests.

The advance procurement input section follows. Some long lead time parts

must be purchased in the previous year to be available when needed. The

computer asks: What percent of the current years gross Weapon System cost

was required in the prior year's Advance Procurement? This cost will be deduc-

ted from the current year and added the prior year. The model adds flexi-

bility by allowing the user to input (in constant dollars) the prior year

Advance Procurement for the first Lot under consideration.

The next input group is designed to allow the computer to calculate the

"First Unit Cost" (See Section 2.1.1). The slope, first unit, last unit, and

average unit cost of a Lot (whose cost is known) are given to the model.

The final part of the first PRAF innut phase asks the user to tell the

number of Iot; th:at will be costed in the curreti analysis. The maximumn

nurm,,r is 30 Lots.

5



Figure 2.1
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The second phase of the input defines the characteristics of the various

Lots (See Figure 2.2). The "Lot EscalatLion Factor" allows the "Work Break-

down Structure" (WBS) part of the PRAF report to be expressed in escalated

dollars . The "first unit in Lot" and "last unit in Lot" (along with the

previously determined A and B parameters of Section 2.1.1) give the computer

sufficient information to calculate the "average unit cost" for each lot.

The "Number of Costed Units in Lot" gives the number of units that apply to

the project under consideration. Some units may be requisitioned by other

agencies. The total Lot cost is the joint multiplication of "average unit

cost", 'PRAF factor", and "Number of Costed Units". The "Cost for Initial

Spares" (in constant dollars) is tacked on for analysis in the WBS section of

the output report.
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7* Figure 2.2
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2.3 MODEL REPORTS

Figure 2.3 shows the entire PRAF report.

A and B (the computer calculated learning curve parameters) are first

displayed. The cost of the 'Nth' item is:

Cost(N) AxN
B

-, The cost figures of the various Lots are next displayed. The first and

last units of each Lot (and the curve parameters) determine the "Average

Unit Cost". (See Sector 2.1.1.) The PRAF factor was calculated according

to the mathematics of Section 2.1.2. The "Adjusted Unit Cost" results from

the multiplication of the "Average Unit Cost" with the PRAF. And the "Total

Cost" equals the "Units Costed" times the "Adjusted Unit Cost".

The "Procurement Cost Summary" is the final part of the PRAF report. The

columns stratify the costs by Fiscal Year (FY). The Five Year Development

Plan (FYDP) contains the costs of the first 5 FYs. The CTC column has the

total costs of the outlying years. And the right-most column shows the

ground total cost.

The first row shows the FY. The second row gives tha Lot quantity (Units

Costed). The third row supplies the Gross Weapon System Cost. The Gross WS

is identical to the inflated "Total Cost" in the first part of the PRAF report.

The "Prior Advanced Procurement" i. subtracted from the given FY and is added

to the previous FY as "Current Advanced Procurement". The "Initial Spares"

are then added to the adjusted "Weapon System Cost" to produce the finalized

PRAF Procurement Costs.

[-9



Figure 2.3
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3. OVERVTEW

The coding of this model resides on a permanent disk pack in the Mid-West

Scientific and Engineering (S&E) I.B.M. Computer System. (Appendix A shows

the computer listing of the PRAF Model.). An explanation of most computer

model symbols is given in Appendix B. -

The model is executed directly by the "Time Sharing Option (TSO) system.

The TSO user logs onto the computer, furnishes his password, then types --

CALL 'LAVBCAA.FAUC2.LOAD'. The program will begin executing. It will prompt

the user to insert the proper input data, process these data, and print the

PRAF report.

r..4

" 4,



4

APPENDIX A

Computer Listing of PRAF Model
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4
C

C
REAL AIJC(33), PRAF(3)3),TCOST(33),SPARI(33),PROC(33)
INTEGER FUN(33),LUN4(33),RFU,RLU,UNITS(33),PYQ,BYQ,JNC(33)
DIMENSCON IFY(33),rWS(33),APC(33),APP(33),AkNWS(33),WS(33)
DIMENSION APA(33), NM.E(33)
DATA IYES/'YES '
DATA 13LNK/' FY IIFYDPP'FYDP'/, ICTCI' CTC'/,

*ITOT/'TOTL'/
10 CONTINUE

DO 3344 1-1,33
* 3344 NME(I1)= IBLNK

DO 888 N=1,33
* UNC(N)=O.

GWS(N)=O.
APP(N)=O.

* ANWS(N)=O.

WS(N)=O.
SPARI(N)=0.

888 PROC(N)=O.
WRITE(6,999)
WRITE(6,990)
READ(5,*) RYQ,PYQ

- WRITE(6,985)
*READ(5,*) EXPA,EXPB,EXPC

EXPA =ALOG((00. - EXPA)/100.)/ALOG(2.)
*EXP3 = ALOG((100. + EXPB)/100.)N/ALOG(2.)
*EXPC = ALOG((100. - EXPC)/100.)/ALOG(2.)
* WRITE(6,987)

READ(5,*) TEFY
WRITE(6 ,986)
READ(5,*)PAP,PYAP
JRITE(6 ,998)
READ(5,*)SLOPE,RFU,RLU,RAUC
WRITE(6,997)
READ(5,*)NLOTS
WRITE(6,996)

* DO 50 t=1,!NLOTS
WRITE(6,995) I
READ(5,*) APA( 1),FUN( t),LUN(l),UNC(I) ,SPARI( t)
SPARlI )=SPARI(I)*xPA(r)

* 50 CONTINUE
B=ALoG(SLOPE)/AL0G(2. )+I.

* RFU=RFU-1
* A=RAUC*(RLU-RFU)/(RLU**3.-RFU**B)

DO 100 I1i,NLOTS

13



C COVRP=UNITS(I)/PYQ
A.AA=UNITS( I)
BBB=PYQ
COVRP=AAA/ BBB
PEXP'=EXPC
IF(COVRP.CE.1. )PEXP=EXPB
CCC=BYQ
COVRB=AAA./CCC
PRAF(I)=COVRB**(EXPA)*(COVRP)**PEXP
TCOST(I)=AUG( E)*PPRAF(E)*UNC( [)

* 100 PYQ=UNITS(1)
WRITE(6,994)
READ(5,909) K-K
B=B-1
WRITE(6,993)B,A
WRITE(6,992)

* DO 150 I=1,NLOTS
* ADJUC = AUC(.t)*PRAkF(I)
* 150 WRITE(6,991) FUN(I),LUN(l),UNITS(t) ,UNG(I) ,AUC(l),PRAF(i),

*ADJUC,TCOST(I)
GWS(NLOTS+1)=0.0
APPC 1)=PYAP
DO 300 I=1,NLOTS

300 GWS(t)=TCOST(t)*APA(I)
DO 301 I=1,NLOTS
IFY(O)=IBFY+L-l

* APC(E)=GWS(I+1)*PAP
IF(I.NE.1) APP(t)=GWS(E)*PAP
ANW4S( I)=GWS( I)-AP( I)

31WS(I)=ANWS(I)+APC(l)
31PROC(t)=WS(i)+SPARI(E)
N=NLOTS+3
NANME(NLOTS+1)=IFYDP
N&'ME(NL0TS+2)=IGTC

* NAME(NLOTS+3)=ITOT
* DO 3002 IK=1,3

IF(IK.EQ.l) IXX=l
* IF(IK.EQ. 1) IYY=H1IN0(5,NL0TS)

IF(IK.EQ.2) I'X= 6
IF(IK.EQ.2) IYY=NILOTS

* IF(TIK.EQ.3) IYX=l
IF(IK.EQ.3) IYY=:,L0TS
DO 302 I=IXX,IYY
IF(IYY.LT.IXX) GO TO 302
U NC( N LOT S+IK) = U C(. LO T S+ IK) +tUNC(I)

oGWS (NLOT S+ IK) = G'IS~ (NILOT S- IK) i-CW S I)
APP(NL0TS+IK)=APP(NLOTS+tK)+APP( I)
AN4S (N LOTS+ItK) =ANWS(; LOTS -I-IK)A S 1I)

*WS(NiLOTS±1i+K)=WJS(NLO,(TS+IK)+WS( L)

14



SPARI(NLOTS+IK)=SPARI(NLOTS+IK)-+SPARI(l)
302 PROC(NLOTS+IK)=PROC(NLOTS+IK)+PROC( I)

IFY(NLOTS+IK) =99999999
IE =0

3002 CONTINUE
JJ=-1

810 JJ=JJ+1
*IF(IE.EQ.N) GO TO 800

IS=1+9*JJ
IE=9+9*JJ
IF(IE.GT.N) IE-N

WRITE(6 ,994)I. READ(5,909) KK
IF(JJ.EQ.O) WRITE(6,900)

WRITE(6,1899) (NAMlE(E),I=IS,IE)
WRITE(6,899) (IFY(I),I=IS,IE)
WRITE(6,898) (UNC(I),I=IS,IE)
WRITE(6,897) (GWS(I),I=IS,IE)
WRITE(6,896) (APP(I),I=IS,IE)

*WRITE(6,895) (ANWS(I),r=IS,rE)
WRITE(6,894) (APC(I),r=IS,IE)

*WRITE(6,893) (WS(I),I=IS,IE)
* WRITE(6,892) (SPA.RI(I) ,I=IS, TE)

WRITE(6,891) (PR0C(I),I=IS,IE)
GO TO 810

* 80C CONTINUE
WRITE(6 ,994)
READ(5,909) la
WRITE(6 ,989)
READ(5,908) I
IF(I.EQ.IYES)GO TO 10

1000 STOP
999 FORM4AT(//' THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES AVERAGE UNIT COST ACC',

*'ORDIrNG TO LOG LINEAR CUM-AVERAGE CURVES'//)
998 FORMAT(/' INPUT DATA SPECIFIED BELOW IN ORDER GIVEN',

*WITH SPACE BETWEEN NUMBERS:'!' SLOPE OF CURVE',
~(DECIMAL)'/' FIRST UNIT OF BASE LOT',

*1 LAST UNIT OF BASE LOT',
~' 'I'AVERAGE UNIT COST OF THE LOT',

*'(CONSTANT $ IN MILLIONS)'!)
9 97 FORMAT(/' INPUT NUMBER OF LOTS TO BE CALCULATED) (MAX 30)'!)
996 FORMtAT(/' IN1PUT FOLLOWING FOR EACH LOT:'/

LOT ESCALATION FACTOR'!' FIRST N'
K'IN LOT'!' LAST UJNIT IN LOT'!' NtT ' *i OF COSTED',

~'UNITS IN LOT'!' COST FOR [NIT [A.L SPARE:
~'(CONS"IANT 5 ~ MILLIONS)'/)

995 FORAAT( DATA "OR LOT ' ,12)

* 994 FORNPAT(!'.)
99, F ORMAT(' CURVE INFORMATION!: R ,I.,,~='FO./I
992 1FORMAT(' FIRST LAST LOT U JTS',

15



h.i

AVERAGE PROD. RATE ADJUSTED',

"i TOTAL COST'/
*' UNIT UNTT SIZE COSTED
*'UNIT COST ADJUSTHENT UNIT COST '

* ' (UNITS COSTED)'/)

991 FORALkT(19,19,19,19,F 7.3,F17.8,2FI7.3)
990 FORIMAT(' INPUT PRAF DATA SPECIFIED BELOW IN ORDER GIVEN',

*' WITH SPACE BETVEEN NUMBERS:'/" BASE YEAR QUANTITY'/
PRIOR YEAR QUANTITY'/)

989 FORMAT(//////" DO YOU WANT TO RERUN PROGRAM, YES OR NO?')
987 FORMAT(/ INPUT FISCAL YEAR OF FIRST PROCUREMENT LOT',

*'S (4 DIGITS)'/)
986 FORMAT(/' INPUT DATA SPECIFIED BELOW FOR ADVANCE ,

*'PROCUREMENT COSTS:'/
*" % OF NEXT YEARS GROSS WEAPON SYSTEM REQUIRED FOR ',

*'ADVANCE PROCUREMENT (DECI,'MAL)'/' PRIOR YEAR ADVANCE '

*'PROCURE'-fENT FOR LOT # (CURRENT YEAR $ IN MILLIONS)'/)

900 FORMAT (40X,'*** PROCUREMENT COST SUMMARY ***'/
*45X,'CURRENT $ IN MILLIONS'!)

1899 FORMAT( ',9(7X,A4))
899 FOR!IAT( ' FISCAL YEAR ',9(7X,14))
898 FORMAT( /" UNITS COSTED ',9111)
897 FORTMAT( / LOT COST ',9F11.3)
896 FORMAT( ' LESS PRIOR AP ',9F11.3)

895 FORKLAT( ' LOT COST ',9F11.3)
894 FORtIAT( ' PLUS CURRENT AP ',9FI1.3)
893 FORI!AT( ' LOT COST ",9FI1.3)
892 FORMAi T( ' INITIAL SPARES ',9F11.3)
89! FO'AT( ' PROCUREMENT ',9F'1.3)

90S FORIAT(A3)
90E FOR!AT(A3)
985 FORMAT(/' INPUT THE 3 PRODUCTION EFFICIENCY RATES (EXAMPLE --

- * '8 5 3)'/)
END

16
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BYQ = Base Year Quantity

PYQ Prior Year Quantity

IBFY Beginning Fis. -l Year

PAP = % next years GWS required for Advance Procurement

PYAP = Prior Year Advance Procurement for LOT #1

SLOPE = Slope for learning curve factor

RFU = First Unit of Lot of Known Cost

RLU = Last Unit of Lot of Known Cost

RAUC = Average Unit Cost of the Lot

NLOTS Number of Lots to be Calculated

APA(I) Lot (I) Escalation Factor

* FUN(I) =First Unit in Lot (I)

LUN(I) = Last Unit in Lot (I)

UNC(I) = Number of Units Costed in Lot(I)

SPART(I) = Cost for Initial Spares (Constant)

B = (ln(Slope) l in (2)) + 1

A = First Unit Cost

UNITS(I) = Number of Units in Lot (I)

AUC(I) = Average Unit Cost for Lot 'I)

COVRP = Units in Lot (I) Units in Lot (1-1)

COVRB = Units in Lot (I) Base Year Quantity

EXPA First Production Efficiency Rate

EXPB Second Production Efficiency Rate

.XPC Third Production Efficiencv Rite

PEXP .XPB (if C7RP is I or greater)

PFXP - ;xpc (if COVRP is lc-s thin 1)

['RAF CC)VRB ;* (EXPA) * (COVRP) A* PFXP

18



TCOST(1M Total Cost for Lot (1)

ADJUS = AVC(I) * PPJAF(I)

GWS(IM Gross WS for Year (1) =TCOST(T)*APA(I)

IFY(T) Fiscal Year (1)

APC(I) =GWS (1+1) * PAP Current Appropriation

APP(I) GWS(I) *PAP =Prior Appropriation

AN'WS(I) GWS(I) -APP(I) Net WS

WS(I) ANWS(T) + APC(I) =Weapon System

PROC(I) =WS(I) + SPARI(I) =Procurement

* 19
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DUD COST A14ALYSIS SYiIPOSLUM~

12-15 SEP 832

VU6RAPH i (PhLS HEADJER) U N

I H PkUK~l liAwAbLN~iwT CUw~T"OL SYSTL-M (PUiS) WAS DEVELOPLD

1 U PtOVIv d~.IURL LEEtLCIIVE vlANAGiErIEWT CGNTiROL Awl) BETTER

LOS] CON] KUL. IHL 14LLD FUR SUCH CONTROLS ARE APPARENT

IILMlibS 1ii Irk 17 ARM"Y SAR SYSTLMiS. BETWEEN FY79 AND

FYo±, ]nL PRUUKAM ACQUISITION COSTS (RIJT&E, PROCURLMENT

AND HLIlAKY LU14TRACTloiw ARMIY) ROSE FROM $50.7b TO $78.5b.

* iiJUR CUITKMLIORS 10 THAT IWCKt.ASL WERE: ESTIMATING6

LKK(U~ LhA~bLS Iii UUA141I1Y, SCHEDULES, SUPPORT ANDi ENGL-

IILiul1iu. If wAS ObiVIOUS THAI IF THESL CHANGES COULD BE

LON1IKOLLLiD, Iiid' A MAJUK STLP WOULD bE TAKEN TO ARRESTING

LU6] kNqLKLMAC.S uF THE AbOVE lA~iwlTUlJL

hOU(1U1LLY, Irk US AIR FORCE SYSTEMS COMf-AND, UNDER

bL14Lh-iL SLAY, HAD i-E'tNiS UF A SYSTEMl WHICH CONTROLLED

6UI'IL b- IliLSL CHA14UL6. O1WL PORTION OF THE SYSTEM, AFSC R

:)U-i7, i,6iAIvlLDj THAI FORMIAL SYSTEM LDEFINITION bE APPROVED

D)Y 111L AIR 6TAF[ AN~D CHANULS TO THAT' DEFINITION COULD O1NLY

OLAHPr(Oi, bY THL AIR STAFF.



SLLoivD, bUwjL A.FSC R 550-i&, PROVISION WAS ihADLh FOR A

rORr'IAL CbINIRiAc diLTWLN THE PkOJ'LC] MIANAGIEK AND THE

LUti ViI41JjLk AV'L~ ERTAIIN iiLFIIJED SCOPE. OF WORK( ANb A N

LALLI,1AbLL LLVLL OF FUNINiG FOK THAI SCOPE. IMPLICITI IN

IHA] CUbiiKAL WAS THL LOildCL.PI OF A~ ZERO UROWTH ALTERNATIVE,
1w~ uIhLK vWOKS, A LELNIiy'6 OF SCLU 0 LAIPLTii

b~iJWtiI A CuSi OriLiw1ii OLUI.,kI&b. ALSO CONTAIiNLb IN TH'-

ZYS ILI-S "UIVib £JIRLL]IiVL, WAS 6OfiTiiLLLIJ DECENTKALILAItw.

viAjOi( 6Y6TLf'S WOULDj 6r iAAGD bY Hu SYSTEMS CUMMAWD WHILE

-)IdMLLLr( 6YilthS WiOULD DL N1AFAGLIi 6Y THE PRODUCT COMiMANDERS
617 SY")*lU!5 LO"MinAi.

6SIiNb iLSL B3ASIC ELEMELNTS ANDJ WITH ADDITIOWAL ARMY

KI~iLh, H~U DAiCOII TASK WAS 10 DEVELOP AND IMPLEMENT A

:)YSILIi wfihiH PKOVIDLD A FORMAL PROGRAM LLFINITION, A CHA14GE

LUikUL PiUL.LSS, A IRALKABLL AUDIT TRAIL, A BLUEPRI1NT FOR

PRbiif tALCU1I iO, A~ji A PLKIODIL STATUS REPORT. THESE

* - ih-IS, 1r1LN, CAMEL TO FORM THE PIICS SYSTEM. I WILL ADDRE-P SS

LAiLA I14 ZUUL DL IAIL LATi

VUukhPH I OFF

VbURAPH Z (P~I'CS KLY i.VLNIS) ON



[IlL LHirU14ULUUY Ut- KEY EVENTS FUR PVICS IS AS FOLLOWS:

VUURAPH -OFF

V~oRAPH (PriCS SYSTEM~ COMPONEWT~S) ON

Ii W ~UUL ivOW LIr'& 10 ADDRJL6S THE SPLLIFIC FEATURES OF PUCS.

hiuS lo U~iiPU6LiD OF FOUR LOOiWNT")I. THE PROURMHli DIRLTiI VE

vULOiIL14I, IHL LOSI bASELL, IHL A16UAL EXECUTIONi PLA14j AWD

brIL ]XLhIlvU AIVD LViiLUM] IOw &iLHIISM WHICH, INJ ESSEN~CE, IS

hI'iONdrILY STATUS RLPUtKT. THESE. CONPUNWENTS, A1ND THE CUMBI3-

* .wi M], IUiOF PROMLIIVrL Awb REACTIVE MlANAGthLNI ACTIONS WHICHj

it-Y SOLILIi1, ARk INTENDEID TO PHDVIDL A KIND UF MlANAGEMENT

- PUULS LONDUCLIVL TO INFOkML'.b DJECISION MAKING. THIS

HAI-AULVILli1 SYSI POSSt.SSLS SOl'tL VERY BE14EFICIAL FEATURES.

* (1) ITHL Pbib IS A RELATIVELY CON~CISE LOCUMEWI WHICH INDI-

LAILS -IIL bKOAb, uIRLTIOli AN'D SCOPE FOR A SPECIFIC WEAPONI

0 s~YSkil Vr OORAg'i IHl Pr<OURAM 1LFI14ITIO IN~ THE PROGRAMI

DjIRLLI IVt. DCiuLLI REPRESENTS A COOR DIW'ATtb, AGREED TO

mC~iuI%.IlI~iO Pi ouRAN~ AMUNU~J DARCOM, IRAUC AND THlE ARSIAF FOR

hiMh] WLtiPON YSIhw.



(L)JHL LXA1LIT OF TlJ RESUUIRCLS THAT ARL NEiiDLL TO CARRY

* uUI111hL D(LLU01 IlW lHL Pt(UURI iIRLCTIVE bUCUiLENT IS CON-
* 1MAIANLi I" ILL~TLS.IL TIL COST tDASELIWL~AJTFL

ihL KLUUI(LL i~bTot PIKULURLfvILI1, MIILITARY CONSTRUCTION ARMY

* ~(ni), iiho UI-'t'jTIOhNS ANDj. i1AidTA'CL (0111A) FUNDS.

* U) [HL A1wUAL LALUU-110ON PLAN (ALP) 61VES A HIGH LEVEL

* ~ ~ )ILli ul- 111L L14TIKL PrKOORA AN'D A CONCENTRATID LOOK Al

Irk. uftCiiIw iz-.io 1-1O1H PLRIOIJ. IT INDICATES SIUNIFICANT

HIiLLSTiUL6 AWL, 11IMtULIL~I ACT IONS. IT IS A IMANAGEMENT

IJDULUIlLI41 1-0K ]HL HtAuWUOATkRS, AWD A COURSE OF ACTION4 FOR

- * I111L P1WJLL[ MINULIK.

(4) IlUW WLLL 1HL PI'i LXLLOTLS HIS AEP IS TRACKED IN THE

tIvlu iIOlInLY SIJSRLPO0T. THlL STATUS REPORT CON4SISTS OF

IHi(LL PAUL iAND RLI(LS A Pf'S RATING6 OF HIS PROURA,] IN 11

r-Oii Iluw~Al_ AkL.M (SLhLDULE/(ThANTITY, SYSTLMV/TECHN\ICAL,

LUu , UUNIKR~d, lANPUWLR, ILS , TLSTlIib, INTEORATIOlN INTER-

* 1mLL, LIUN 10 UL,'), PROD)UCT ASSURANCE, AND HRUbUCT I ON

ILhINLS ) 11 ALSO bL CRIbLS CORRLCTIVE ACTIONS WHERE

II-ILIL MA.L AviViJSL TRLWDS.

f) JL ALF, UPMiA'Lbi AwwUALLY, PROVIDES Ali iUijI[ABLE TUACK

lU ',rIL rKL IbLigT', i.U66r&. ]HIS ALLOWS CLOSL LINK bETWEEN

* Id~L LOU I hhiMl~vf I LUnILNS A16 THE PROGRAM11M1iN/DU~uET IN6

*LYLL.

Lo



-~~ (6) FINALLY, ITHLRL IS A FORMAL LHAiW6E CONTROL PROCESS,

6h-UULb ilibl-FICA'i OW OF IHL Pbb 3E itELOLL. THE EMPHASIS

hLIKL 1$ hU iKLUUL ii~-4r bUT AT THL SWuL i1f'IL, NOT bE

VuGkAxPn l OFF

Vuui0iiP1i (NAiNAUL,\i4(IAL VALUE) -ON~

Pi~L~ ~1IIfiL DISLUS6'EW ILA1UKLS, W4ILL P TVE1 HAVE

61wdICAl i I6MUL1Li VALUE.

(1) LOS] oij.LIPLItNL vILL D FMAOL HIUHILY VISIDILL. bY

HAIliiU A iLHITIVL Atii IkALKAMDLL NRORM, THE COST ASSU-

LI/IILD dlh A PkUbiiii ChANUL OR\ RATHE-R THL LFFECT OF

PrKOPU6Lb ChAI' ULS UN~ SYSLI COM CANI CLLAiRLY biE PART OF THE

i LISIO~ t'ROLLS&(.

(L)IAiNiLi'ILit LuI.A NOL W ILL bE $TKLNGI HLN~Eb AS A kESbLT OF

i11% LU6-1 DIl6IPLINLJ hht~ INILNSIVE PROGRANi VISIbILITY

iitUUu~i lirh NL~LuuIitN-I FUR( lilh LEVEL APPRUVAL ANjD 0000-

A~i -1ul. OF PlI,u ili Lhli OL



) i1I't.LUb~l ]rL illuidriLY STIU6O NEPURI, IrlLKL vdILL 6L

Ltil\LILJ V161LlLIIY OF PHoU(i 'li TREHIUS, c-SPLLIALLY THOSE

vviliLht MPkc. AMVL.R%'-). Wi1H THIS, ~ILL L01,iL l~ib ONLY PRUDLEfI

6IMAILdfl, D)Ui iiOiL I'iPOhIiAhNLY, ITHE CON LLTIVL hiAWAGL-

(q) 111L Phi-i IRACrdi46J AiNu LVALbAJIuNt PROCLSS WILL ALLOW

tFt( LhKLIL k I iL LiJIF IC Al IlION OF PRiOD LEO'S AlqJ bITriL IR A SSOCI ATLD

DjL~li6ILJ AL1WC-KNII'VLS, hOPLFULLY REii0Vl~u US FROM~ THE ALL

lob FAI'IILIAr SI[OA]IOUN OF i-iiNAULLIJ bY CRIISIS.

I) lIj rL Pi(UKA i DitiLCTIVL u~OLUilLNI", THL LRuAD OUILIIIE

Ur ALUU1 iS~li~ SIRAlLOY WILL bE DISCUSSED. THIS WILL

* LdNSUtL r'IAhgUL'iL~i LOruIilfiIiLN1 AI ALL LEVELS To IHL APPROVED

61IAILUY AN KLUUIKL bU(UOLiI~ATIOji~ OF iLLCI lolS AND DIREC-

IoILJ WhThr 6ItKMY6 [RKi THAI STRATEGY.

*(u) AiLL OiF 1HLSL FALTORS) 6hOULb LEAD 1O 6RLATER PkOGRAii

61AD)ILIlY A~iL IHLKLFOI t, DjLiTU( LXtCUTI lOW OF IHL PROGR1.

IlilS 16 IhiL K'LY 10 THEL SbCCLSS OF PMCS, OR TO AN'Y ACQOI-

* I UN r hIiA UL i L 1[ )Y6 I r-. IF WE CAi KLijUCL PURArI IUR-

I DOULLliLL 1 flibuOth iLLiuLTIlON OF PkuGRAil ChAW~k. ANDJ I NSTI IUT

A 11Or~L bi,1LIPLINLb [iLili OF f-4Aa61NU ]Hu E CHANOLS THAI ARE



WLuLs~ii~y, WL WILL [IMVL IMI\IV A MAJOR~ SILP I1N IMPROVINU THE

A Mr(iY MulI1 10i, Pkui.',.SS. PflCS IS A MIECH1ANISM TG "SIGN UP"

A UIAL AtliiY IINAUbLwlI 10 A PRU6RAM PLAN AiND COMMIT THEti TO

1iillMi lfli A PLAN IHiR~ibil A STAbLE LVIKUIEtT.

Vb6RAPH 4j - OFr"

VUbRA-Pt1 (CIRLULAI 11-1 CHANUES) -ON

iiS PRK.VIoUuLY i'L4IUAt-lb, JRIAFT ClkCULA, 11-i WAS APPROVED

U ii Li iUtirKY. LXPLRILNCL UAINLL. FROM THt SYSTEMS BROUGHT

UliiLK PiiLS, AS WELL AS RECUfiNLNDM1 IUi4S bY MR. MILLER,

wIimkivIqM uF lIHL COST D)ISCIPLINE ADVISORY COMMITIE (CDAC)

lLWUIriL !\LVI$I1ij 01- THt. CIRCULAR. AM'ONG 1K. NORE SIGNIFI-

Lii KLVI IUiWS ARE:

*(1) IviLITIFYIN(J ANu TRACKING OF ILS FUNDS AND TASKS IN4 THE

* niNN0ML LALLU1IW~l PLAiW AND fIhINTHLY STATUS REPORT. WHILE THE

1ULNIF [uIoN Oh- DISCRETE ILS LLr'MLIS HAS NOT bEEN FIWA-

LILLL, THEY WILL INCLLUDE, bUT NJOT bE LIN~ITEb TO: SPARES AND
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SOLE SOURCE AND COMPETITIVE PRICE TRENDS IN
SPARE PARTS ACQUISITION

I. INTRODUCTION.

While the benefits of competition are widely recognized, most US

Department of Defense (DOD) procurement is accomplished in a sole source

mode. For example, in FY 79 over 60% of the dollar value of DOD contracts

were awarded on a noncompetitive basis [7]. A large portion of the dollars

awarded on a sole source basis is related to major systems, both for end

item awards and spare parts. For major systems, special studies may be

required to investigate the potential risks, costs, and benefits of

introducing competition into the system's production phase. Such studies

require the estimation of several parameters affecting the acquisition

method trade-off. One of the key parameters required is a forecast of the

recurring savings to be realized from competition. The data that has been

available for assistance is limited [1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8]. One obvious

limitation is the relatively small nuner of major systems with competitive

production histories.

The purpose of this paper is to present empirical data for analysts

to consider in making savings forecasts. Two principal questions guided

this research:

1. Is the rate of decline in price (constant dollars) more rapid

under competitive procurement then under sole source procurement? That is,

does competitive procurement reflect a steeper learning (or experience)

curve than sole source procurement?

2. What percentage savings is realized on the first competitive

buy?



1I. DATA.

In order to have a large data base with both competitive ano sole

source buys, this study examines the price behavior of spare parts for

major systems. The data were obtained from the US Amy Troop Support and

Aviation Materiel Readiness Command. The Command provided a list of over

1300 spare parts which had been competed. These items are used on a

variety of Army helicopters and major components.

The complete procurement histories of approximately 200 randomly

selected items were screened for possible use of the items in this study.

To survive the screening process a candidate item needed to have been

procured at least three times in the sole source mode followed by at least

three competitive purchases. Another criterion was to avoid Items with a

gap of several years between consecutive buys to minimize distortion due

to dominance of price index effects. A sample of 39 items was finally

obtained and analyzed. While 26 items were originally acquired from a

single sole source, their learning curve and savings performance paralleled

the 13 items from four other sole sources. The unit price of the items

ranged from a few dollars to several hundred dollars. The items represented

ten Federal Supply Classes used in Army aviation.

Several adjustments were necessary to transform the data into a form

,e suitable for analysis. Prices were adjusted to a constant dollar basis

using the producer price index for metal and metal products [10]. This

index, being rather specific to the sample products, should better enable

* true competitive effects to be revealed. The midpoint between the date the

contract was effective and the date the contract was physically coupleted

was used for price index adjustment. In order to use the typical concepts

* of learning curve theory, accurate cumulative production quantities were

required for each item for each contract period. To obtain cumulative

quantities, the production of the item as a part of its applicable end

2
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article system contracts was separately determinec. These quantities were

added to the replacement contract quantities which were already available

on the procurement history files. Price data for an individual item was

available on the procurement history file for all buys.

III. ANALYSIS.

The data analysis is prefaced with the following observations. First,

nonparametric statistical tests are used since past studies have revealed

that the data in this area tends to be highly variable and does not reflect

a clear underlying distribution. Second, the basic premise on which this

analysis rests is that prices (y) are reflected by a learning (or experience)

curve: y = axb, where x represents the cumulative quantity and y the V,

price of the xth item. The learning curve slope is given by 2-b x 100%.

For example, a slope of 80% means that each doubling of quantity reduces

the unit price by 20%. Finally, key data are displayed in the Appendix.

The first issue tested deals with differences in learning curve

slopes between competitive and sole source procurement. One theory explaining

competitive price behavior suggests that competition induces a downward shift

from the sole source learning curve and possibly a change in its slope.

This viewpoint on projecting savings due to competition Is illustrated in

Figure 1. A steeper learning curve due to competition (line C) leads to

the projection of much higher future savings than the alternative shown by

line B. Line B illustrates. the case where the learning rate is unchanged

by the introduction of competition. Empirical evidence bearing on this

issue is scanty [4, 9]. In past analyses the slopes have been assumed to

be the same or different with little basis for either.

3
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Figure I -- Models for Price Behavior

Under the Introduction of Competition

Explicitly stated, the null hypothesis is as follows:

HO: The learning curve (i.e., price improvement) slope
for a product procured sole source is the same as the
slope for that item procured competitively.

To test this hypothesis, least-squares regression lines were fitted

separately to both the sole source and competitive portions of each of the

39 sample items. The data points were weighted according to the order

quantity they represented. The fitted lines were based on the logarithmic

transformation of the price improvement curve: In y - In a + b In x.

The sign test was applied to the differences in slopes between sole

source and competitive portions of the buy for each item. There was an
4
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overall tendency for competitive slopes to be steeper, but the result was

not statistically significant. Twenty-three cases had steeper slopes under 7

competition, and sixteen cases had steeper slopes during the sole source

portion of the buy. Almost identical results were obtained when equal

weighting was given to each data point with only one case switching sign.

However, the order quantity weighted regressions are felt to be more logi-

cally defensible. Statistical highlights of the learning curve data are

displayed in Table 1.

Table 1

Statistical Summary and Sign Test Results:

Sole Source Slope Minus Competitive Slope

Sample Median 28.2

95% Confidence Band C-12.7, 45.7]
for Estimate of
Population Median

Sign No. of Cases

+ 23

16

.13 for 1-sided test of Ho vs HI: SS slope > Competitive

slope.

The slope data were treated as paired data since a slope of each type

was computed for each of the 39 items. Moreover, in the typical analysis

using results from a study such as this, one is interested in the savings

achieved in shifting a particular product from sole source to competitive

5



procurement. Application of the Kendall test for independence [5, pp. 185-

194], however, showed a lack of correlation between the competitive and sole

source slopes for an item. The hypothesis of independence between the two

slopes is accepted (cL = .3, where a is the lowest level of significance

calling for rejection of the null hypothesis). Thus, knowing the sole source

slope seems to be of no benefit in predicting the competitive price improve-

ment slope.

Examination of these slopes as independent data suggested that more

slope variability occurred under competitive conditions. Indeed, further

statistical tests indicate that the two samples of learning curve slopes can

be considered drawn from different distributions. That is, the dispersion

of the competitive slopes is greater than that of the sole source slopes,

and it is unlikely that this dispersion can be attributed to mere randomness.

The Moses ranklike test [5, p. 93) was used to test for a difference in

dispersion for the two populations. The finding was significant with

I< .05.

Having examined slope effects, the principal remaining question concerns

the percentage savings expected on the first competitive buy. The regression

lines fitted previously to the sole source cases were projected to the

cumulative quantity appropriate for the first competitive buy. This esti-

mated sole source price was compared with the actual competitive price. The

sign test was applied, and it was concluded that a savings resulted from the

introduction of competition. The statistical test is summarized in Table 2.

Note that for ten of the 39 cases the projected sole source cost is less

than the competitive cost.

6



Table 2

Estimate of Savings - First Cv.retitive Buy

Sample Median 24.3%

95% Confidence Band [3.4, 37.3]
for Estimate ofPopulation Median

Sign No. of Cases

+(Savings) 29

-(Loss) 10

=.0012 .for 1-sided test of Ho: Median Savings 0 V's Hl:

Aedian Savings > .

An attempt was made to determine whether certain factors applying to

sub-samples would alter the savings forecast. For example, most of the

cases contained buys under small purchase procedures which is a limited

type of competition. The nine cases in which no competitive buys were

done by small purchase methods were examined separately. Three of these

cases had negative savings projections, and the sub-sample's overall behavior

did not differ significantly from the remainder of the sample.

Another test was made to determine whether order quantities were affecting

the savings results. The quantity of the first competitive order for each

item was expressed as a percentage of the three largest sole source buys for
that item. The Kendall test for independence was used [5, p. 185]. The null

hypothesis of independence between order size and savings percentage was

accepted. Thus, the savings percentage could not be predicted from knowledge

of the relative order quantity.

7



A statistical test for independence [5, p. 185] was performed to assess

whether a relationship existed between the percentage savings on first

competition and the subsequent competitive improvement curve slope. The .*

null hypothesis of independence was rejected with _ < .05 for a 2-sided

test. Thus, the higher percentage savings tended to be matched with the

flatter price improvement curves.

The final question investigated is whether the median savings determined

from this sample agrees with the findings of other studies. The Wilcoxon

rank sum test [5, p. 68) was performed to assess whether the savings found

in this sample and the savings found in Lovett and Norton [6] could have

come from populations with the same medians. The result is that this data

and the Lovett and Norton data appear compatible in their savings estimates

despite being focused on different types of products ( _ .4). The median

recurring savings from the Lovett and Norton data was 11.9% [6, p. 68] versus

24.3% reported in this study. Although the two sample medians are sub-

stantially different, the great dispersion of the data in both samples

results in an inability to distinguish between their underlying populations.

IV- SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS.

The basic intent of this study is to provide additional empirical

evidence to analysts evaluating whether a system ought to be competed to

obtain overall cost savings. Although the items studied were not major

systems themselves, they were components of major systems, and unlike major

systems they were numerous enough to readily test statistically. The extent

to which these items have competitive savings behavior similar to that of

major systems is not known. Comparison with Lovett and Norton data [6],

8
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however, suggested similar characteristics may be present.

The findings of this study are fairly consistent with other related

research. An analyst would be prudent to treat sole source and competitive

learning curve slopes as equal or with slight improvement for competition,

and to remember the greater variability of competitive slopes. A reasonable

percentage savings estimate is likely to be between 15% and 25% with the

distribution modified by specific considerations of the system under study.
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Cost Analysis and Cost Estimating in DOD has been making quite a few headlines
lately. Although normally one would appreciate the publicity, unfortunately most
of this has been adverse. The GAO and the various audit agencies have been persistent
reporters of our cost estimating activities. Largely -- all of these reports have
addressed themselves to what we do badly, -- or what we may not be doing at all. Unit
prices on sophisticated hardware are quoted at double and triple other media numbers,
often on the very same day. What is their data base? I would like to take a few
minutes to speak to our common data problem in cost analysis.

The specific objectives of cost analysis in support of the materiel acquisition
process include identifying and summarizing the expected total resource requirements
of materiel systems, recommending cost goals for those systems and validating those
estimates through independent costing methods. The collection of data and the
structuring and maintenance of a credible data base to adequately respond to these
objectives is a continuous struggle by all DOD analysts. We have all experienced
the characteristics of new military programs, i.e., increasing complexity and
diverse technical nature, multiple labor skill demands, use of more sophisticated
materials, requirements for management control systems, and interactions with other
systems/organizations/environment, etc. Following upon these characteristics are
the work assignements with which we are so familiar, i.e., Baseline Cost Estimates,
Independent Estimates, SSEB Estimates, COEAs, updates, "what if(s)," etc. All of
these activities demand much cost data and bring about those cviimon data problems
of large volume of data, redundancy of data, discovering that data sources don't
always agree and then the limitations of the available contracts/contractor data.

No amount of sophisticated statistical analysis can compensate for gross inadequacy
in the data base. Since the data problem is fundamental, our analysts devote most
of their time to collecting data, to making adjustments in the raw data to help
insure consistency and comparability, and to providing for proper storage of
information so that it may be retrieved rapidly when it is needed.

DOD has been developing information systems and collecting a huge volume of data in
numerous areas for maT.y years; contractors in the aerospace industries have been
doing the same thing.

There is the often sta-ed declaration: "If there is a data problem, let's solve it
once and for all _by e-stablishin& the information- collection system to meet all our
needs." Answers have fallen into the following categories:

a. A cost analyst who is working in support of the long-range planning process
cannot specify his information needs once and for all. Data and information require-
ments are not constant over time, or even for a given small interval of time. Hence,
an all purpose information system is not possible.

I

b. Large information systems can be very expensive. The question to be asked
would be: Would the large 'incremental cost of a new complete information system be
justified in terms of the bgnefits to be derived? (In the long-range planning
context, high precision in an absolut. sense is usually not a prime requirement.)

L - - - - - - - -
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C. DOD has to deal with rapidly changing technology. This means that in waly

instances, only a relatively small number of objectives will be available for a

certain rime frame or type of technology.

And then, there is always the question: "How can there be a data problem?" More

specifically:

a. Information in the wrong format. Present information systems generate a

tremendous amount of data. In many instances, however, these data are not in the

appropriate format to be very useful in a cost analysis activity directed to serve

a long-range planning process. These information systems were established primarily

to serve the needs of: (1) managers of functional areas of operational activity,

(2) managers responsible for fiscal accounting requirements, (3) managers concerned

with critical resource items, and (4) managers of the budget. Little or no provision

has been made for making meaningful translations reflecting impacts on cost analysis

studies.

b. Integration problem. The analyst (in the development of CERs) must not only
collect historical cost data in the right format, but must also obtain information

of quantities, physical and performance characteristics, usagei "flying hour" rates,

and other types of cost data points. r

c. Differences in definitions of categories. Problem occurs -hen the definition

of content of categories in the input structures set up for the cost analysis fails

to correspond to the definition of analogous categories in the existing data and

information collections systems. It is not possible to set up an input structure

that will simultaneously meet the requirements of cost analysis in support of long-

range planning and be in complete harmony with existing data systems at any point

in time.

d. The influences of temporar factors. Information collection systems them-

selves have a habit of changing over time. For example, the appropriate definition

of the content of various categories being used to accumulate the historical data

may change as the system evolves. DOD deals with a rapidly changing environment,

both in hardware and organizational and operational concepts. Almost by definition,

this means that even with a near perfect information collection system, only a

relatively small sample of data can be generated for a given time frame or class of
technology.

e. -Comparabilityproblems. The need for comparability among various case

histories is generally a requirement in major cost analysis studies. The effort

to collect data on a certain class of equipment for more than one military service

typically gives rise to what might be called "The Interservices Comparability

Problem." Significant differences, differential and otherwise, in the systems used

to collect information in the DOD still exists. Moreover, there still remains the

differences in the accounting systems among the contractors.

To summarize, the data base is deficient in one way or another:

- Information is usually in the wrong format for analytical purposes.

- Various irregularities, inconsistencies, and noncomparabilities are always
present.

2
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- Gaps in information must always exist at various critical points.

- Only a small number of relevant cases from the historical record may be
available.

We never seem to have the leisure for development and the necessary time to gather
* all of the data elements we feel is necessary. We seem to work with a premeditated

chaos. It is improbable that a system of a standard data base can be developed to
satisfy all of the many and varied crisis informational requirements. Efforts to
reach this end would inevitably produce a torrent of information - much of it in
unusable form, outdated, and inaccurate. Of equal concern, demands for unnecessarily
detailed information superimposed on already overburdened reporting systems would be
detrimental to any crisis management process. We must, on the other hand, provide
for the collection, evaluation, and storage of essential planning data as immediately
available; accurate operational information is vital to effective crisis management.
Ideally, of course, pertinent data, structured generally, would be prepared in
appropriate detail prior to a crisis. A complementary objective should be the develop-
ment of an effective process for the rapid analysis of the fragmentary and often
conflicting data received from many sources during the course of a crisis. Hopefully,
these capabilities will evolve from current and projected development efforts.
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I will follow the outline shown in my discussion today. I

think you should know a little about the U.S. Army Aviation

Research and Development Command and the Army's Helicopter Improve-

ment Program (AHIP) before I discuss the cost problems we had and

the experience we had with our ASH estimating.

PRESENTATION OUTLINE

6 OVERVIEW OF COMMAND

0 AHI PROGRAM

0 COST DEFINITIONS

* COST ESTIMATES

* REASONS FOR DIFFERENCES

0 LESSON LEARNED
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IN IROI)IICT ION

USAAVRADCOM HAS AN AUTHORWIED MANPOWER LEVEL OF OVER 2000 AND AN ANNUAL OPERATING

BUDGET OF APPROXIMATELY $800 MILLION WITH THE ASSIGNED MISSION OF CONDUCTING AND

MANAGING RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND ACQUISITION OF U.S. ARMY AVIATION AIRCRAFT

* SYSTEMS. FUNCTIONALLY, THE COM'MD PLANS, DIRECTS, ACCOI'PLISHES AND SUPERVISES

THE DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT AND MAJOR MODIFICATION OF AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS, AND SUBSYSTFIS

AND PROVIDES FULL TECHNICAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT TO PROJECT MANAGEMENT OFFICES.

ITS ASSIGNED AERONAUTICAL MATERIEL INCLUDES BOTH FIXED AND ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT

SYSTEMS, DRONES, GROUND SUPPORT DEVICES AND ANCILLARY EQUIPMENT'AND AIRBORNE

COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS. WE HAVE LABORATORIES CO-LOCATED WITH NASA DESIGN/TEST

FACILITIES AT THREE OTHER LOCATIONS AND OUR PROGRAMS ARE INTERNATIONAL IN SCOPE,

INVOLVE MAJOR AND HIGHLY DYNAMIC ADVANCES IN TECHNOLOGIES, HAVF SIGNIFICANT IMPACT

ON INDUSTRY, AND ARE ESSENTIAL TO THE TOTAL DEFENSE POSTURE.

*MISSION AND FUNCTIONS:

a. AVRADCOM IS THE DARCOM LEAD CO,MAND FOR CURRENT AND FUTURE ARMY AVIATION

RELATED RESEARCH DEVELOPMENTS, AND INITIAL PROCUREMENT. WHILE AVRADCOM HEADQUARTERS

IS IN ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI, AVRADCOM ACTIVITIES ARE LOCATED THROUGHOUT THE UNITED

STATES.

b. THE AVRADCOM ORGANIZATION INCLUDES THE PROPULSION, STRUCTURES, AEROMECHANICS,

AVIONICS, AND APPLIED TECHNICAL LABORATORIES: A FLIGHT TEST ACTIVITY AND; ARMY

PLANT REPRESENTATIVE OFFICES AT BOEING VERTOL, BELL HELICOPTER TEXTRON, AND HUGHES

HELICOPTERS, INC. PROJECT MANAGIRS FOR THE CH-47 MODERNIZATION, THE ARMY HELICOPTER

IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM, THE REMOTELY PILOTED VEHICLE, AND THE AIRCRAFT SURVIVABILITY

EQUIPIIENT ARE LOCATED WITH THE AVRADCOM HEADQUARTERS IN ST. LOUIS. THE PM FOR THE

ADVANCED ATTACK HELICOPTER IS UNDER THE DIRECT CONTROL OF HQ DARCOM; IT IS

CO-LOCATED WITH HQ AVRADCOM FOR ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT. THE TRI SERVICE JVX PM

WILL ALSO BE LOCATED AT AVRADCOM.

---..-°- -
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AHIP

THE ARMY'S IMPROVED SCOUT HELICOPTER

The Army Helicopter Improvement Program (AHIP)is a success story in the

checkered history of the Army's efforts to initiate a fully integrated

scout helicopter development program. The Army's extensive endeavors to

acquire an Advanced Scout Helicopter (ASH) were formally initiated in 1972

when contracts wire awarded to Bell and Hughes fo r a New Initiatives Aerial

Scout (NIAS) development effort. The program was structured as a feasibility

demonstration to examine improvements to current Light Observation Helicopter-,

(LOH's) such as stabilized optics, a night vision system, a computerized

havigation system, laser equipment, and improved survivabelity features.

This program was terminated in November 1972 when Congress disallowed the

FY 1973 budget request. The Army was instructed to re-evaluate ard redirect

the program. NIAS development efforts included the Observer's Target

Acquisition System (OTAS) and the Pilot's Night Vision System (PNVS), which

were later incorporated into the AH-1G OPTIC aircraft and used to validate

Advanced Attack Helicopter (AAH) and ASH night vision requirements.

Although effectively causing termination of the NIAS program, Congress

did not dispute the Army requirements for a helicopter which would perform

night as well as day aerial scout missions in the mid-intensity combat

environment. The need for an aerial scout continued, and pending approval

to pursue development of a fully capable scout helicopter, a performance

improvement modification of the OH-58 (designated the OH-58C) was undertaken.

During 1974 and early 1975, a task force appointed within the Army

* studied the aerial scout mission and arrived at the basic requirements and

n
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program structure for the ASH. A firm and valid requirement for a scout

helicopter was reconfirmed, and the program advanced through ASARC/DSARC I

in February 1975 and September 1975, respectively. A draft Request for

* Proposal (RFP) was prepared and released to industry for comment, and a

Project Manager (PH) was designated.

Both the Army and DOD concluded that some commonality between the ASH

and potential future helicopters in the same weight class, such as light

attack or light utility, was probably achievable. In March 1976 the DSARC

again reviewed the program, reaffirmed support for a helicopter in the ASH

*i weight class, and approved development of a Target Acquisition and Designation

System (TADS) and PNVS to be common to the ASH and the AAH.

Subsequent Congressional action denied the ASH FY 1977 fund request as

premature, increased the AAH funding to provide for TADS/PNVS development,

and called for disestablishment of the ASH PM office. Congress, however,

indicated that the ASH program would be considered later if proposed by the

" Army.

In July 1977, a TRADOC Systems Manager (TSM) office was established at

Ft. Rucker, Alabama, to represent the user in-all scout helicopter matters.

HQDA tasked TRADOC to update the ASH Required Operational Capability (ROC),

which had been approved in November 1974. This updated ROC, submitted in

-* January 1978, emphasized survivability and the incorporation of technology

.. advances not available in 1974. The DA ASH acquisition strategy was redefined,

- necessitating update of the Concept Formulation Package (CFP) to provide

quantifiable answers to such questions as scout-attack mix, ASH configuration

• "versus current airframes, and armament and configuration requirements of a

new development approach.i



The Army's request for FY 1979 funds to support these analyses and

tradeoff studies was approved by Congress, and in August 1978, a joint

user/developer ASH Special Study Group (SSG) was formed to conduct a

comprehensive ASH Cost and Operational Effectiveness Analysis (COEA); to

update the ROC, Mission Element Needs Statements (MENS), CFP, and Decision

Coordinating Paper (DCP); and to recommend a preferred system or systems to

perform the ASH mission. In September 1978, the Study Advisory Group (SAG)

for the ASH SSG met for the first time and approved the outline study

plans. In October 1978, Colonel Ivar W. Rundgren, Jr. was appointed as the

"" PM designee for the ASH program.

During 1979, a study by helicopter European manufacturers was conducted

to determine potential ASH'Rationalization, Standardization, and Interoperability

(RSI) suitability within the NATO forces. ASH design study contracts were

awarded to Societe Nationale Industrielle Aerospaiale, Messer scmit t-Bolkow-Blohm

GMBH and Construzi ai Aernautiche Giovanni Agusta in April 1979. This

effort was completed in June 1979 and resulted in two potentially viable

candidates--the Agusta A-129 and the Aerospatiale AS-350--which were then

included in gverall ASH COEA and SSG deliberations.

The ASH Special ASARC (November 1979) recognized that a pressing need

existed for full ASH capability. Two factors, however, deterred approval:

(a) a solution was required earlier than could be accomplished by a new

development, and (b) a new divelopment effort was not presently affordable.

The Special ASARC determined that Mast Mounted Sight (MMS) technology was

sufficiently mature to apply to an existing airframe, and redirected efforts

toward a near term program to furnish needed capability compatible with the
U

near term attack helicopter fleet, and also serve as a logical step toward

longer range objectives for the most survivable combat force.

*1%



Following the ASH Special ASARC, the OSD Program Review (December 1979)

reinforced the near term program redirection and led to discontinuance of

ASH RDTE funding which vas replaced by the AHIP budget line eff c-tive

FT 1981. OSD also stipulated that the 0R-58 and UH-1 be addressed as AHIP

airframe alternatives.

Intensive efforts ensued to reformulate program documentation, acquisition

strategy, and to complete technical/operational suitability analyses concerning

AIIIP alternatives. Mission profile "live" tests conducted with the OH-58

and UH-1 concluded that the UH-1 was not suitable because its size resulted

in higher detectability and increased main and tal rotor strikes when

operating in nap-of-the-earth (NOE) environment. These findings caused

reconsideration of the OH-6 as an alternative along 'writh the 0H-58.

A pragmatic recognition of potential worldwide (versus European-only)

coimmitment of the scout with rapid deployment forces caused reinstatement

of more stringent operational perf,)rmance requirements n the AIlP proposed

ROC. The Army presentation to the July 1980 ASARC Review, therefore,

recommended a competitive modification program for performance-improved

versions of the 0R-58 and OH-6A aircraft. The ASARC Principals approved

this recommendation.

In July 1980, approval was obtained for a total systems acquisition

strategy (entailing single contractor development and integration of the

mission equipment). This approach was selected based on reduction of

technical and schedule risks by placement of overall mission equipment/aircraft

interface and system performance/integrity responsibilities with the aircraft

prime manufacturer.

Specific AHIP performance and mission equipment requirements were

defined through Joint efforts of the- US Army user an developer communities.



Briefly, these requirements are: provide day and night target acquisition

and designation; improve NOE communication, navigation and target location

capabilities; provide performance and maneuverability margins in NOE and

hot-day environments; and achieve an acceptable level of crew workload and

survivability. The requirements were articulated in a solicitation to

industry in January 1981, and proposals were received from Bell and Hughes

in April 1981. An evaluation board, made up of the best available expertise

*" from Army technical and user elements and industry consultants, very carefully

compared proposed system capabilities with the requirements. In preparation

for the board, computer simulation models had been developed and correlated

with available test data. These models were used to develop independent

Government estimates of capabilities to substantiate proposed system performance.

- On 21 September 1981, after appropriate decision reviews at senior Army and

OSD levels, a contract was awarded to Bell Helicopter Textron, Ft. Worth, Texas,

for the development of the Bell Model 406 scout helicopter (Figure. 1!)

The program includes modification of the US Army OH-58A to the AHIP configuration,

qualification, and delivery of five AHIP prototypes to the Army for development

and operational tests starting in July 1984.

To fully appreciate what the AHIP program brings to the battlefield, we

need to recognize that current scout helicopters are inadequate in all

areas critical to the scout mission. The OH-58A is significantly underpowered,

has only visual (eyeballs/binoculars) target acquisition, limited NOE

communications range, and still requires the pilot and/or observer to use a

hand-held map for navigation. Additionally, the OH-58 aircraft does not

have the capability to designate a tareet for terminally guided munitions

(HELLFIRE, COPPERHEAD, and US Air Force precision guided munitions). Most

. ..
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scout pilot will acknowledge the fact that the scout mission often overwhelms

the capabilities of the current aircraft and existing mission equipment.

Each limitation of the current scout has been addressed and will be eliminated

or substantially improved as a result of the AHIP modification program.

The current lack of aircraft performance in the NOE environment is

resolved in the AHIP through the following modifications: (1) upgraded

engine (Allison 250-C30) which produces up to 650 Shaft Horse Power (SHP)

(30 minute limitation) or 600 SHP for continuous operation, (2) improved

drive system which includes a transmission rated at 609 SHP (transient) and

435 SHP (continuous), strengthened drive train components, improved tail

rotor thrust, four bladed main rotor, and three axis stability augmentation

system with head ing hold.

The power train modifications will provide the following aircraft

performance at primary mission gross weight:

Altitude/temperature Vertical Rate of Climb (VRC)

4000'/95"F 500 Feet Per Minute (FPM)

2000'/70"F 650 FPM

Sea level/59*F 750 FPM

Airspeed (IRP, 4000'/95"F) 112 knots

Endurance 2.4 hours

Controllable in 35 knot winds from any direction

These performance figures are contractually guaranteed by Bell Helicopter

Textron and, therefore, represent only the minimum levels of performance

achievable with AHIP. The agility, maneuverability, and stability required

in the HOE environment will finally be at the scout pilot's finger tips,

improving not only mission performance, but also reducing pilot workload

and eliminatinj numerous accient cause factors.

,i,.1 .: - .: L'. : : . . __ _ .' . -_ " . ' ' "
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In order to improve NOE communications, the aircraft will be equipped

* with two improved F. (IFH) radios, one VHF, one UHF, and full provisions

* for a HF-SS1 radio. The 114 radios will be capable of 40 watts output

versus the current 5 watts and have secure voice capability. The .UHF and

HF-SSB have the capability for secure voice. To further reduce crew workload,

the radio controls have been fully integrated to allow operation and frequency

selection by the pilot without removing his hands from the flight controls.

The NOE communication/navigation improvements will provide necessary aircraft

and target location accuracy and facilitate better and more reliable communication

between the scout helicopter crew, command elements, and companion aircraft.

To enhance navigation, the aircraft is equipped with a Doppler navigation

system and a flight plan display selectable on the MKS display. These

systems. are fully integrated to give the pilot current position, direction

and distance to the next way point and a variety of other required navigational

data. The scout pilot and observer will be able to devote their attention

to other mission tasks rather than being constantly involved in the process

of aircraft navigation.

The modern battlefield will be highly dependent on terminally guided

munitions, and the AHlP is Ideally suited to not only locate the target but

to also provide laser designation for the AAH (HELLFIRE missiles), COPPERHEAD

(artillery), and. US Air Force precision guided munitions. Incorporated in

the MS is a laser for ranging. and target designation, a TV for daytime

imagery, and Forward Looking Infrared (FLIR) for night imagery. The HMS is

located above the main rotor to allow the AHIP to acquire and designate

targets while masked behind terrain and/or vegetation, thus preventing

aircraft exposure to enemy air defense systems.



*The navigation, tariet acquisition and designation, flight instrumentation,

and comminication systems are all contained in a fully integrated cockpit.

Standoff ranges provided by the Mission Equipment Package (MEP), She reduced

detectability provided by the MMS, and the ultimate inclusion of the Miltipurpo&e

Lightweight Missile (MLM) self protection capability, will enable the AHIP

to perform its mission with a significant improvement in survivability.

The logistical supportability of the AHIP will also be improved where

possible over the baseline OH-58A aircraft. Airframe performance improvements

will be accomplished with the goal of providing the additional mission

capability with no degradation in airframe Reliability, Availability,

Maintainability (RAM) characteristics. Airframe components requiring

redesign to achieve performance requirements will undergo continuing review

to insure that RAM considerations are included in the design process.

Quantitative RAX requirements will be imposed on newly developed mission

equipment including the MNS and will be validated during testing. In

addition, extensive reliability growth testing will be performed on the MM'S

to ensure achievement of RAM requirements.

The program, which" does not require technological advancement, will

incorporate approximately 56 percent (by weight) of existing or 0 risk

hardware and components to include major structural elements, engine and

transmissions. The remaining 44 percent, though strictly classified as

"new design", is incorporation of existing technology through: (a) scalIng

of current capabilities to the scout helicopter (e.g., electrical capacity,

engine inlet and landing gear sizing, bracketry/wiring/plugs to mount and

install new equipment, structure for armament, etc.)--21 percent;

(b) modification of existing designs to the specific installation (e.g.,

. .. .. " "' '" ".. . ... ".."."..................,................-..-....*",.-. ,- ,'.* -.-.. .".. ",,



rotor blades and hub)--11 percent; and (c) repackaging and integration of

existing mission equipment capabilities (TV camera, laser, controls, displays,

and FLIR),--12 percent.

In summary, the AHIP/NTSH modification program will provide a day/night

target acquisition and laser designation capability through incorporation

of the MS into existing OH-58A helicopters. It will also include the

integration of improved NOE commnication and a doppler navigation system,

as well as space, weight, power, and structural provisions for later

incorporation of an air-to-air missile system as a self defense capability.

Aircraft performance will be improved to provide a minimum acceptable hot

day hover capability and an acceptable vertical rate of climb for worldwisle

deployment. The quantitative and qualitative improvements in scout missions

performance provwided by the AHIP will enable the scout pilot to at last

actually perform those scout missions that have been too long beyond his

and/or the aircraft's capability. The net result will be a significant

improvement in the effectiveness of the combined arms team on the modern

bat tlefield.



COST DEFINITIONS

This shows the cost I will be discussing these are only the Research

and Development Costs as outlined in DA Pam 11-2. It is the dollars

controlled by the Project Manager.

The TRACE is "Total Risk Assessing Cost Estimate" which are the

funds that can be applied to any of the areas shown to resolve

problems as the program evolves.
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Table 2-1. Re'cearch and Dci cloprnnt Cost Eleinents

Element Number Cost Element*
1.0 Research and Development Cost
1.01 Development Engineering
1.02 Producibility Engineering & Planning
1.03 Tooling
1.04 Prototype Manufacturing
1.06 Data
1.06 System Test and Evaluation
1.07 System/Project Management
1.08 Training Services and Equipment
1.09 Facilities
1.10 Other



,'!,-. Rvc.,arch and Deelopmven Cost Element c. Producibility Eigipiecring and Planning
-:KnDcnnitions a. Research and Development Coat. (PEP) (1.02). This clement includes cost incurred
:-rhe term, "R&D Cost" (1.0) is defined, in general, in assuring the producibility of the developmental
I .to be the sum of all costs resulting from applied weapon system, item, or component. PEP involves
research, engineering design, analysis, develop- the engineering tasks necessary to insure timely,
ment, test, evaluation and managing development efficient and economic production of essential ma.': efforts related to a specific materiel system. The terial and is primarily software in nature. PEP
term R&D cost includes: includes efforts related to development of the

-. (1) All costs to the Government, defined as Technical Data Package (TDP), Quality Assurance
contractor costs plus in-house costs, of products (QA) plans, and special production processes to
and services necessary to bring a specific materiel assess producibility. Also included are develop-
system from concept to serial production. ment of unique processes essential to .the design

(2) All costs to the Government of developing and manufacture of the materiel and details of
-. the specific capability, irrespective of how such performance ratings, dimensional and tolerance

costs are funded, i.e., irrespective of which appro- data, manufacturing assembly, sequences, sche-
priations (RDTE, MPA, MCA or OMA) are cited, matics, mechanical and electrical connections,
and irrespective of which organization within the physical characteristics including form, fit and

'K Army has responsibility, finishes, inspection test and evaluation require-
ments, calibration information, and quality con-

b. Development Engineering (1.01) This element trol procedures.
includes the costs incurred during study, analysis, d. Tooling (1.03). This element includes the plan-
design, development, evaluation, testing, and ning, design, fabrication, assembly, installation,

. redesign for the work breakdown structure (WBS)
component(s) during the system development ef- modification, maintenance and rework of all toos,fot ticue h esg foto rprn inspection equipment, and test equipment sup.
fort. It includes the design effort of preparing porting the development of a specified WBS com-
specifications, engineering drawings, parts lists,

* wiring diagrams, test planning and scheduling, ponent. It includes that time expended in determi-wi ri g d a g r m s, e st pl a ni n a nd sch d ul n g ,n a tio n o f to o l, in sp e c tio n , a n d te s t e q u i i~m e n t
analysis of test results, data reduction, report requirements; planning of fabrication and testing
preparations and establishment of reliability, reremes; annin of f tio n ad tsting
maintainability and quality assurance control re-tool records; schedulquirements. It also includes the cost of raw and ing and control of all tool orders; and programingand preparation of tapes for all numerically con-semifabricated material plus purchased parts con- trolled machine tools used in development of a
sumed in the performance of component engineer- WBS component It includes the cost of new mate-
ing effort. Included also are engineering test rial used in the fabrication, assembly, installation,
equipment such as oscilloscopes, transducers, re- modification, maintenance and rework of dies,
corders, radio transmitters, converters, discrimi- jifixture, inection ent, handing
nators, receivers, and other equipment required to equipment, work platforms, and test equipment
accomplish the engineering function for the speci- used to develop each WBS component, as well as
fled WBS element. Excluded from this element is
the engineering effort (Producibility Engineering, tools normally purchased in final form or which
and Planning) to insure producibility of the item require negligible effort to assemble.
or system prior to quantity procurement.

1i rm .. . . .. .



C. Pmtotype Manufacturing Jlncluding Spares) g. System Test and Evaluation (1.06). This ele-
.>..04). This element contains the cost of fabrics- ment contains cost of only system-related develop-

on, processing, subassembly, final assembly, re- ment and operational test activities (DT/OT l&II),
orking modification, and installation of parts including cost of specially fabricated hardware to

,ind equipment, power plants, boosters, electronic obtain or validate engineering data on the perfor-
*:equipment, explosives, and other items (including mance of the system. This element also includes

-~vernment furnished equipment) and the prov- cost of the detailed planning, conduct, support,
<ing of such equipment and instruments for the data reduction, and reports from such testing, as

specified WBS prototype element. This includes well as hardware items which are consumed or
. the construction of piece parts from raw mate- planned to be consumed in the conduct of such

rials, the cutting, forming, stretching, and blank- operations as well as cost of all effort associated
ing operations performed on material to make with the design and production of models, speci-
individual parts. It includes bench assemblies of men, fixtures, and irr.rumentation in support of
all minor and major assemblies, mating or joining the test program. The actual test article(s) (i.e.,
of primary sections, installation of special and functionally configured systems) are excluded
general equipment, instruments and accessories from this element; they were included in element
performed after the mating, and all other prepa- 1.03 (prototype manufacturing). Testing which can
ration andlor processing and preflight and produc- be associated with a subsystem (e.g., aircraft en-

- tion service operations. Also included are the raw gine) are included in the cost of that subsystem,
and semifabricated material plus purchased parts rather than this system oriented cost element.
used in the manufacture of the specified WBS
prototype item. The cost of prototype spare assem- h. System/Project Management (1.07). This ele-
blies and parts are also included within this ele- ment includes cost of the technical and business
ment. management effort expended by both the Govern-

ment and contractor(s) in the process of develop-
f. Data (1.05). This element includes the cost of ing an integrated system. It contains cost for

preparation, revision, and reproduction of draw- planning, directing, and controlling the definition,
ings, specifications, parts lists, test plans, testing development, and production/testing of the proto-
procedures, draft manuals and other documenta- type system/project and assuring that planning is
tion which is produced in support of project man- accomplished by organizations responsible for the
agement, engineering, tooling fabrication, and complementary functions of logistics and mainte-
testing functions. Relative to a contract, this ele- nance support, personnel training, operational
ment includes cost of all deliverable data listed on testing, activation, or deployment of a system.
a DD Form 1423, i.e., sucheffort as can be reduced This is a services cost element for the total system
or eliminated with reductions or elimination of the and is not to be confused with management effortlisted requirements. If the data are Government that can be specifically associated with subsystem
peculiar, include the efforts of acquiring, writing, hardware elements; the cost of which is included
assembling, reproduction, etc. If the data are not in the cost of that subsystem/element.
Government peculiar, but are identical to that
used by the contractor except in a different for-
mat, include cost of such efforts as reproduction,
packaging, shipping, and, if necessary, reformat-
ting.



i. Training Seriices a;nd Equippment (1.08). This
element includes costs of services. devices, acces-
sories, aids. eQuipment. facilities, and parts used
to facilitate instructions _Lh.rgugb.._bich..personnPI
acquire sufficientcmtcpA, skills, and aptitudes to
operate and maintain the system with maximum
efficiency. This element includes cost of effort
associated with the desim, development, and pro_
duction of prototype training.aqnipmernj, and the
execution of training services. It incljje the

.-- costs of training initial service test crews and
- maintenance personnel, including TDY of Govern-
-, ment personnel, involved in DT/OT I and II,

j. Facilities (1.09). This element includes costs of
any new building, conversion or expansion of

L: facilities or sites, and the acquisition of real estate,
for development and testing of the system. It
includes any construction cost for modification
and testing of systems already in the Army inven-
tory if necessary to the furtherance of the R&D
program.

k. Other (1.10). Any R&D cost not included in the
previous elements will be included here and com-
pletely identified as to kind and type, i.e, prime
contractor general and administrative expenses
and profit may be included in this category, if
parametric data base does not account for it
elsewhere.

2-6. Research and Development Cost Exclu-
sions. Specifically excluded from R&D cost esti-
mates are:

a. Costs incurred during the Investment and
Operating and Support phases of a program.
b. Research and Development costs which can-

not be directly related to the system itself or
which cannot be reasonably allocated to the sys-
tem. Research (6.1) and Exploratory Development
(6.2) categories are not considered to be program
peculiar R&D costs.

*I
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COST ESTIMATES;

You could see from my discussion of the History of the ASH

Aircraft there have been many, many estimates the ones shown here

are those just before and after contract award.

The estimates in 1980 were based upon a little simpler aircraft

then wound up in the RFP. As you can see the Oct 80 estimate

which was made using the draft RFP came very close to the final

program cost when the contract was awarded.

It must also be remembered that the R&D contract is a fixed

price contract and therefore the cost axposurer to the government

is limited.-

REASONS FOR DIFFERENCES

The next chart shows what I feel makes up the reasons for the

differences. As you can see I feel that the largest reason is

changes in statements of work. I feel this is usually the reason

the "Cost" grow.

J -
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LESSON LEARNED

The problem with a lesson learned chart is the once- you write

down the lessons they seem simple.

The list I have here is anything but simple: The reason I

say they are not simple because they require a lot of communication

between the Cost and Technical people.

Technical people don't communicate well period.and cost people

don't have time. In addition cost drivers are not easy to identify.

Usually a cost driver is something you wants,(or think you want),

or must have. I find it something better than what we now have,

we can identify what we would like to have and don't have in what

we got3 but are not good at saying its okay that way.

As an example: I own a Ford Escort with a wide ratio standard

transmission. Its a good transmission and its fine for my needs

it gets me around town and gives good gas mileages but the next

escort I will specify the close ratio transmission it costs more

plus does not give as good mileage. If the Army owned the thing:

some technical guy would be trying to replace all the wide ratio

transmissions with close ratio transmissions based upon Human

Factors, i.e. reduce noise, plus he would claim an increase in

gas mileage. In additon he would propose a development program

. for an "improve" close ratio transmission. Its that guy you got

. to find, which means you must know something about aircraft and

what makes them expensive.

~~9 *.-
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ABSTRACT

The Regression Line Is Always Linear,
Or, Is It?

J. L. Robbins

AFIT/LSPA

The paper discusses, illustrates, and contrasts the

Multivariable Linear Regression Model with the Multivariable

Nonlinear Regression Model. Emphasis is placed upon technique

and analysis of the curvilinear function. Identified are a

series of procedures and steps to follow in analyzing the data

base as a means of curvilinear specification. An example is

fully illustrated using first a linear approach and then a non-

linear approach. Results of this example are examined for

justification and ultimate logic.

The analysis presented is an overview only with the objec-

tive being to review the nonlinear model and encourage creative,

reflective analysis of the data base. Numerous resources are

listed in the bibliography. An indepth review of these materials

will enhance understanding and appreciation of the Nonlinear

Modeling technique.
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The Regression Line is Always Linear,
Or, Is It?

Introduction:

Today we find the political as well as societal and economic

spotlight firmly focused upon DOD spending activities. Pick up

most any issue of the Wall Street Journal and you'll find

reference made to the billions of dollars being considered and/or

appropriated for DOD programs. Such references are not always p

made in the most gracious manner; i.e., how do we cost analysts

respond to Art Buckwald's satire, "There isn't a man alive who

knows what a B-1 bomber is going to cost until he actually makes

one." ? or argue with the statement"...the politics of putting

defense spending on a rational basis are themselves formidable..." ?

Obviously this emphasis on DOD spending has tremendous

impact on estimating activities at the functional level. Ever in-

creasing pressure is experienced as the cost analyst is challenged

to identify, quantify, and utilize the most appropriate and refined

estimating methodology. While we all recognize the estimating

arena as a highly dynamic, pressure intensive environment IN OR OUT

of the limelight, we also recognize the need for periodic review

of methodology and application. With this need in mind, the pur-

pose of this paper is to provide a brief overview of the linear

versus nonlinear regression models.

I. q'1.



Basic Regression Model:

Briefly defined, regression is ..."the description of the

nature of the relationship between two or more variables."

Represented mathematically, the Population Regression Model is:

yi = a + Bxi + Ei

where: x = independent variable(s)
y = dependent variable

= y-intercept
B = slope of the regression line
E = error term

and graphically where:

y

a. + Bx

Intercept =Slope = B

| x

and as estimates of the population parameters

where: Sample Regression Line = Y = a + bx

Sample Regression Model = Yi= a + bXi + ei

The Model uses the ..."method of least squares, a curve-fitting

technique in which values of "a" and "b" are derived by finding

the sample regression line which provides the best fit to the

qi sample data." In order to make valid inferences from sample

data about population relationships, certain assumptions must be

satisried.

2
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Ideally, these assumptions are:

Multiple Variable Linear Regression Model Assumptions

1. The error terms (Ei) are all independent of each of the (m)

independent variables where independent variables are X1, X2 ,

Xm.

2. The error terms for all possible sets of given values of XI ,

X2 , .... Xm are normally distributed. (See Figure 1)

7 , /
/ /

A-'A"/, 4.

]' I /
/ / / / ~ i n

77/ /

Figure 1

3. The expected value of the error terms is zero for all possible

sets of given values of XI , X2 , ... , Xm .

4. The variance of the error terms is constant for all possible

sets of given values XI , X2 , .. ,X m . When this assumption is

met, the data is said to be homoscedastic. When it is violated,

the data is said to be heterscedastic.

5. Any twu error terms tzi aria Ej) are independent; L.e., their

convariance is zero. When this assumption is violated, the data

are said to be autocorrelated.

-3



(Note: This assumption of independence is not valid for most time

series data. Time series tend to move in cycles rather than

randomly about the trend, so that adjoining values; i.e., in

two boom years, are closely related. Independent and dependent

data are illustrated in Figure 2.)

INDEPENDENCE TIME SERIES (DEPENDENCE)

.. ta

x2  X2

Figure 2

6. None of the independent variables is an exact linear combination

of the other independent variables. (Note: This means that no one

variable Xi is an exact multiple of any other independent variable...

In fact, this is a weak assumption because it requires that the

variables not be perfectly related to each other in a linear

fashion. In practice, the independent variables are often partially

linearly related to each other, or sometimes perfectly related to

each other, in some nonlinear way. When two or ,more of the independent

p. variables are strongly related to one another (but not perfectly),

this situation is known as multicolinearity.)

4
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7. The number of observations (n) must exceed the number

of independent variables (n) by at least two; i.e., n a m + 2.

(Note: This assumption merely specifies that there be at least

one degree of freedom; i.e., n-(m+l) 1 1).

Multivariable Nonlinear Regression Model Assumptions

Looking next at the assmuptions required for the Multiple

Variable Nonlinear Regression Model, we find that we will use all

of the Linear Model Assumptions plus one additional assumption:

1. The sample data base will be linear in the specified variables;

i.e., mathematical transformations will result in linearity of

the specified variables.

At first blush, there appears to be very little difference

between the assumptions for a linear model and a nonlinear model.

In fact, as stated, nonlinearity requires but one additional

assumption--linearity of the transformed variables. Yet this one

additional assumption allows us to develop far greater refinement

in our estimate primarily because this assumption acknowledges

that all data sets are not linear. Few would argue with the

fact that at some point, costs increase at a faster rate for very

small performance improvements. To illustrate, the addition of

terrain-following radar to an avionics package while significantly

improving performance, may result in even greater increases in

cost. The same could be said about improving performance by in-

creased speed. Graphically, a relationship between cost and speed

could look like this (See Figure 3).

3L
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Figure 3

Obviously a linear equation would not be satisfactory; nor

would a parabola; but there is some evidence that a cubic pattern

exists.

Suggested is that the Cost Analyst not assume linearity but

instead test for nonlinearity as well. To illustrate just how

the analyst might best do this, the following detailed example

is provided. This example is designed to highlight the recom-

mended procedure for examining various data bases. It is not

intended to be a panacea, all-encompassing exhaustive checklist

of nonlinear versus linear application. It is purely an academic

exercise designed to encourage innovative analysis and as such,

may be appropriately viewed as a vehicle for identifying funda-

mental curvilinear function characteristics. Most likely the

analyst will wish to tailor this strictly academic approach to

something more practical; i.e., provide information regarding

known strengths (weaknesses) of various data bases, perceived

future trends, and overall confidence in the specific data base

6-9



being reviewed. With these thoughts in mind, let's examine

a sample data base where we wish to estimate just one element

of cost -- Direct Labor.

Example

(1) Our Estimating Data Sample consists of:

One Element of Cost: Direct Labor

with Design Parameters: fWeight = 24,000 lbs
Speed = MACH 2.0

For a Buy Quantity: 100 aircraft

(2) Our Historical Data Base is:

A/C Model Dir Labor at Unit Weight/Unit Speed
Number 100 (Constant $ in 000) (000 Ibs) (MACH)

1 1255.56 12.1 1.23
2 1255.13 13.4 1.51

3 1290.61 12.1 1.17

4 1221.04 8.0 2.00

5 1428.85 18.9 2.08

6 1327.12 8.8 0.92

7 1522.56 34.0 2.00

8 1419.82 14.2 0.95

9 1650.32 30.8 0.85

10 1342.76 6.7 0.85

11 1359.46 14.5 2.00

12 1469.32 18.2 2.27

Based on our knowledge of the independent variables, our

(3) CER Functional Rational is:

Weight -- Labor Costs will increase at a decreasing

rate as weight is increased.

Speed -- Labor Costs will increase at an increasing

rate as speed is increased.

7



(4) The Estimating Eqn Variables are:

Independent Variables -- fWeight
Speed

Dependent Variable -- Dir Labor Costs

. (5) The Estimating Eqn Characteristics are given by the Multiple

Variable Linear Regression Model where:

y = a1. 2 3 + b1 2 .3 X2 + b1 3 .2 X3 + e

(6) And the Cost Estimate which was developed using the Multi-

variable Linear Regression Model is:

(a) Direct Labor Costs = 1236.738 + 13.170(Wt) - 46.16(Speed)

Where: fWeight = 24.0
Speed = 2.0

--Evaluated for a point estimate:

$1460.496 = Cost for unit 100

--Calculations to determine the 1st unit value w/79% slope:

where: Y = AXb

A(E Xb - xb ) = 1460.496
100 99

1st Unit Value = 6992.80

--To calculate Lot Cost for 100 unit buy

100 b
where A(10X b ) = Lot Cost

$215,132.45 = Total Lost Cost

(b) Analysis of the Linear Equation provides these

--Statistical Results:

(1) Total Variation = 174,262

k2) Explaiw=t vcl&.dLions = 132,094

(3) R = 75.8%

(4) F Score = 14.09

(5) Std Error -68.4



-- Looking at a graphical Display of Residual Values where:

(1) The objective is: Equal distribution of the

residuals about the regression line w/no discernable

pattern.

(2) And the Procedure is: Develop & plot a Net Scatter

Diagram. (Note: See Appendix A for calculation of

Net Scatter diagram values.)

(3) Analysis of Residual values reveals:

No discernable pattern for weight (See Figure 4).

Obvious parabolic pattern for speed (See Figure 5).

-- We can now make some conclusions:

(1) Based on our estimating rational for weight, a linear

function is incorrect; i.e., our estimating rational

states that labor costs will increase at a decreasing

rate as weight is increased.

(2) Based on our estimating rational for speed and our

net scatter diagram, a linear function is incorrect;

i.e., our estimating rational states that labor

costs will increase at an increasing rate as

speed is increased and our net scatter diagram dis-

played a pattern.

9
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(3) Based on (1) and (2) above, a lot cost of $215,132.45 is

questionable. However with this linear analysis, it

is not possible to determine whether $215,132.45 may be

too high or too low.

(4) Conclude that while the statistical values fall within

a generally acceptable range, further analysis suggests

that a linear eqn will not generate the most viable

lot cost.

(7) So, now let's reconsider the Independent Variables with

emphasis on the estimating functional rational.

(a) Based on above analysis (6), the cost estimating

curvilinear function will not be linear. Therefore, the function

must be nonlinear. A number of nonlinear curvilinear functions

are depicted in Figure 6. Considering only those functions which

support our estimating rational (weight: increase at decreasing

rate; speed: increase at increasing rate), our choices are

fairly numerous -- parabola, cubic, hyperbola, and square root,

to name a few!

While there are several nonlinear forms which will

give results superior to a strictly linear form, for the purposes

of this example, a square root formulation for weight and a para-

bolic formulation for speed has been selected.

11
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(b) A general graphical representation of these non-

linear functions appear below:

(1) Square Root form: y = a +b x

(2) Parabola form: y = a + bX + cX2

(8) Our cost estimate is now developed using a nonlinear Eqn

with a square root formulation for weight and a parabolic formulation

for speed:

(a) Direct Labor Costs =

S1800.436+ 103.2817weight 1175.018(speed)+371.3047(Spd)2

Where ( weight = 24.0

[speed = 2.0

-- Evaluated for a point estimate:

$1441.5927 = Cost for unit 100

-- Calculations to determine the 1st unit value w/79% slope

where: Y = AXb

A( X 60- X = 1441.5927
100 X99)

1st unit value = 6902.2953

-- To calculate lot cost for 100 unit buy

where: A E100 xb Lot Cost

$212,347.98 = Total Lot Cost

13K
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(b) Analysis of nonlinear Egn provides these statistical

results:

(1) Total Variation = 174,262

(2) Explained Variation = 171,617

(3) R-2  98.5%

(4) F Score - 173.03

(5) Std Error - 18.2

-- Again, looking at a graphical Display of Residual Values

where:

(1) The objective is: Equal distribution of the residuals

about the regression line with no discernable pattern.

(2) And the procedure is: Plot a zero-line scatter

diagram.

(3) Analysis of Residual values reveals:

No discernable pattern for weight (See Figure 7).

No discernable pattern for speed (See Figure 8).

-- Conclusions?

(1) So far, so good! We conclude that further analysis

of the nonlinear function is appropriate.

-- Essentially, our analysis of the nonlinear forms selected

will be structured to insure that t. - functions ultimately

support our estimating rational and; additionally, that the equation

makes sense (i.e., a parabola has a vertex -- where-is the vertex

in r^--ti-- to the data base and the parameter to be estimated?).

(1) To do this analysis, we will use derivatives, graphs,

and general knowledge of curvilinear functions where our estimating

equation is:

14
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Direct Labor Costs=180O.436+103.28l7/ ight-1175.018(Spd)+371.3047(Sp)2

(a) Weight: Analyzed with 1st and 2d derivatives

(weight.= X

F(X) =103.2817 1 T

=103.2817 X/

F(X) =1/2 (103.2817) X 1/2-1

11/
F(X) -1/2(51.64085)X-121

-25.820425X -3 2

Conclude: When the 1st derivative is > zero and the

2d derivative is < zero, the function is increasing

at a decreasing rate. Graphically, the function is:

Weight

This function ultimately meets our estimating rational.

16



(b) Speed: Analyzed with 1st and 2d derivatives (Speed = X3):

2
F(X) = 371.3047X - 1175.018X + 1800.4363 3

1
F(X) = 2(371.3047)X 3 - 1175.018

- 742.6094X 3-1175.018

F = 742.6094

Conclude: When the 1st derivative is > than zero and the

2d derivative is < zero, the function is increasing at

an increasing rate. Graphically, the function is:

speed

(c) Because this is a parabolic function, the location of

the vertex must be determined. The location of the

vertex is important because for our estimating eqn to

make sense, we must be estimating in the 1st Quadrant;

i.e., only positive values for speed make sense!

Using the quadratic equation and parts thereof, the

vertex is:

Vertex -b -(-1175.018) = 1.58
2a 2(371.3047)"

A vertex of 1.58 falls approximately in the middle ot

our data base range and is to the left of the parameter

we wish to estimate -- conclude: our equation is still

good!

17
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(d) Lastly we are interested in where the parabola

crosses the horizontal axis because, again, we

must estimate in the ist Quadrant.

To do this, we will use the discriminant from the

Quadratic equation as follows:

discriminant =V2 4ac

=_-175.018)2-4(371.3047) (1800.436)

=-1.293,374.095

Since the value of the discriminant is imaginery,

the parabola does not cross the horizontal axis. The

general shape of our parabola is:

> x 3

Conclude: Our equation is good statistically and

gives logical results!

(e) One additional feature which must be analyzed is

multicolinearity where multicollinearity refers to how

independent our independent variables truly are.

~"h '"-'re are numerous mathematical approaches for

determining whether multicollinearity exists, the

following has been selected:

18



2
Test for Multicolinearity ,( X2 X) 6.69%

2 2

Using the Coefficient of Determination (R 2  formulation as the

indicator of the relationship between the independent variables,

conclude: We have a low percentage of multicolinearity. Hence,

we can conclude that our independent variables are essentially

independent.

(f) Overall Conclusions: Statistically, logically, ultimately,

our nonlinear equation is acceptable!

We may now compare the linear equation results with non-

linear equation results:

(a) Linear Equation:

Direct Labor Costs = 1236.738 + 13.170(Weight) = 46.161(Speed)

(b) Nonlinear Equation:

Direct Labor Costs 1800.436 + 103.2817JWeight - 1175.018(Speed)

+ 371.3047(Speed)
2

(c) Statistical Results:

Linear Nonlinear

Total Variation 174,262 174,262

Explained Variation 132,094 171,617

2R 75.8% 98.5%

F Score 14.09 173.03

Standard Error 68.4 18.2

(d) Estimated Costs ($000)

Linear Nonlinear

Lot Cost $215.132.45 $212,347.98

Avg Unit Cost 2,151.32 2,123.48

• IA



(e) Conclude:

-- Logically, statistically, and monetarily we obtain

better overall results with the nonlinear equation.

The process we go through in working with a Multiple

Variable Nonlinear Regression Model obviously requires an indepth

appreciation and knowledge of mathematics coupled with statistical

analysis. While this process may initially appear cumbersome and

lengthy, actually it is neither. To simplify and specify exactly

what we have done in our illustration, the following guide is

provided.

20
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A Guide to Multivariable
Nonlinear Regression Analysis

The first step in this type of analysis is deciding the ground

rules and the general shape of the function. Logic must guide

the formulation of the ground rules.

1. Symmetry: Is the relation symmetrical?

2. Is the relation monotonic; i.e., does it always go in the same

direction, continually increasing or continually decreasing?

3. Is the rate of change constant; does it increase (or decrease)

at an increasing (decreasing) rate?

4. Does the relation have an asymptote?

As you may have surmized, we are really establishing the

behavior of the function without specifying the function. By

combining the above ground rules with a graphical picture of what

we know about the relation, we may be able to use these to

identify the function. If so, we can then fit a mathematical

function.

With the ground rules or logic established, we follow a set

pattern:

1. Do a linear regression of the data.

2. Plot net scatter diagrams for each of the independent variables.

If the net scatter diagrams give a clear enough picture, draw a

function. If not, proceed to Step 3.

3. Group the observations and plot the averages. The objective

here is to get enough data k ,its to give -, ide for drawing

the function.

21
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4. Using both the logic of the function and the graph from Step 3,

draw in a function.

5. It is now possible to identify the function from this curve

and use a computer to try a mathematical fit. If this cannot

be done, correct the function and then try again!

Upon completion of these ground rules and procedure, the

analyst should insure that the mathematical function meets expec-

tations and obeys the logic. An unqualified 'yes' guarantees

an acceptable and defensible estimating equation!

22
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Summary -- When to consider using the MVNLR Model:

In working with nonlinear relationships, the analyst should

be ..."very familiar with the data." Selection of the appropriate

nonlinear functional form requires more than simple statistical

analysis -- the analyst must have a hypothesis against which to

check assumptions and knowledge of the data being analyzed..."

Logic and knowledge of the world should tell us that certain

relationships are important and how they should behave, then

mathematical skill will tell us what functional forms behave in

this fashion. Statistical analysis can then be employed to

determine whether or not the data will support the hypothesis

suggested by logic. An analyst should have, as tools of the

trade, a fair idea of the forms various functions tend to take

on net scatter diagrams. There is one article of faith that

should be accepted: statistical functions do not look exactly like

those of the mathematical functions. A cub ic relation will

almost never display those characteristics that distinguish it

from a parabolic; the domain over which the relative maxima

and minima occur is too narrow to be detected by a scatter diagram.

Our statistical tools are simply not sensitive enough to reveal

unsuspected critical points. If the critical points are to be

detected we must have the idea they are there and be looking for

them!

Acknowledging that ..."the cost analyst's problem is almost

ne';zr t- a good fit; his problem is to get reasonable predictions

or justifications. If, for example, one fits linear equations

when the relations are in fact square roots chere is a tendency
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to over-estimate at the extremes and underestimate in the middle

areas." ..."There is simply no guaranteed result that any chosen

function is the true function. Selecting logical functions and

then making comparisons of goodness of fit, including tests of

significance, helps in making a choice. However, we must go

beyond just statistical comparison. Logic must dictate the

statistical acceptability. The best choice is one which meets

the qualifications of statistical acceptability and the tests of

logic."

In summary, the analyst must:

(1) be familiar with the characteristics of the

various formulae:

(2) be familiar with the behavior of the elements with

which she is working; i.e., knowing the slope should be negative,

or that it should be nonlinear or asymptotic to a lower limit;

(3) be able to get expert advise from those who know;

(4) be able to fit the data statistically to verify or

reject the formulations suggested by logic.
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Conclusion:

The fully-illustrated example along with cautions and

recommendations for using the Multivariable Nonlinear Regression

Model has been presented primarily as a refresher. While we all

recognize this as a technique with which the cost analyst has long

been familiar, we also recognize this as a technique which can

easily be overlooked in preference for the linear regression model.

Obviously when the data base is linear, the linear regression

model is the model to use. However, let's not resort to use of

the linear model out of habit -- let's insure that our analysis

has at least considered the nonlinear model also and that

we make our model selection appropriate to the data base.

The illustration presented is an overview only. More

detailed information may be found by referencing the sources

identified in the Bibliography. The resource information has

been derived primarily from the AFIT Advanced Cost Estimating

coursework, QMT 550 and 551, where one can obtain indepth training

in the nonlinear techniques.
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Appendix B

Net Scatter Diagrams:

Objective: To identify any pattern in the diagram which can be

used to specify a curvilinear function.

Procedure: The steps in plotting a net scatter diagram are:

1. Do a linear regression of the data.

2. Calculate a liy or intercepts.

3. Draw net regression line.

4. Using residual values from computer printout, plot residual

at appropriate independent value using net scatter regression

line as a base; i.e., residuals with positive values will be

plotted above the regression line and those with negative

values will be plotted below the regression line.

Calculations for Direct Labor Costs:

1. Linear eqn = 1236.78% + 13.17028X 2 -46.16116X3

where X2 = weight @ 24.0

X = Speed @ 2.0

X = 1378.5458
1

X2 = 15.975

3 = 1.4858

2. Intercepts:

Weight = (a12 3 
= X, - b1 2 3 X2)

= 1378.5458 - 13.1702%(15.975)

= 1168.150577

eqn X12.3 = 1168.150577 + 13.17028X 2
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Intercepts X 2  0, X1 2 . 3  1168.15

LX2  35, X = 1629.110377

(b) Speed = (a 1 3 2 = - b 1 3 2 X3 )

*1 = 1378.5458 - (-46.16116) (1.4858)

§1 = 1447.132052

Egn X1 3 .2 = 1447.132052 + (-46.16116)X3

Intercepts IX3 = 0, X13.2 = 1447.13
X 2.5, 13.2 = 1331.729

3. See Figures 4 and 5 for graphs of Net Scatter Diagrams.

4. Residuals Weight Speed

-83.7 12.1 1.23

-88.4 13.4 1.51

-51.5 12.1 1.17

-28.7 8.0 2.00

39.2 18.9 2.08

16.9 8.8 0.92

-69.6 34.0 2.00

39.9 14.2 0.95 L

47.2 30.8 0.85

57.0 6.7 0.85

* 24.1 14.5 2.00

97.7 ]8.7 2.27

Note: Plotting the residuals can be seen by looking at the graph

for speed (Figure 5) and data item Number 11 where Speed = 2.00

and Residual - 24.1. The plotting of this point is located

by finding 2.00 on the horizor .al axis and then locating the

30



residual value of +24.1 at approximately +24.1 ABOVE the

regression line (For reference purposes, this point is boxed

on Figure 5).
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TIME SERIES ANALYSIS I
Roland D. Kankey

Assistant Professor
Air Force Insitute of Technology

aSomewhere between the simplicity of univariate statistics and the com-
plexities of regression lies the group of estimating techniques used
in time series analysis. They range in difficulty from very simple, to
fairly complex. All are based upon forecasting using a trend or pattern
over time.N'This article addresses some of the concerns and questions

about the use of time series analysis and covers~ome of the simpler, but
useful techniques.

To begin, time series analysis techniques are not deterministic techniques.

Unlike regression, they do not reflect a causing relationship. Instead,
they all take advantage of a pattern over time. In time series analysis,
it is recognized that there are many causing variables. If we expect
their magnitudes and effects to remain, we can accept that the net effect
of all those variables can be summarized by the changing pattern of cost
over time. We thus use time as a stand-in for all the causing variables.
We believe that future costs can be predicted based on the pattern formed
by past costs.

When this sort of pattern over time has developed, and we believe that all
the causiug va.iables Will continue to exert thp qme forces and move along
their same paths, then time series analysis techniques provide an excellent
alternative for the analyst.

Before using any technique, the analyst needs to have a feel for the situa-
tion being estimated. In time series, a critical question is, "Will the
trend continue, or will the trend change?" If the analyst feels it will
continue, a stable technique should be used. If the trend is likely to
change, a responsive technique should be used. The trade off is that a
responsive technique reacts more strongly to the expected random variation
in costs, resulting in forecasts that "jump around" even if the trend
does not change.

Another decision has to be made on what portion of the cost history is
appropriate. Graphing the data over time may indicate that the trend has

changed in the past. After determining why the trend changed and the
likelihood of such changes in the future, the appropriate most recent
portion of the data is selected.

Now, what kinds of patterns are possible? The possible patterns (without
c- -4-lering changeQ 4- tha nattern) include no-trend, linear trend,
LIU- Linear trend, ... " rend. A no-trend pattern is clearly possible

over time. In this case, time series may be of limited value in esti-
mating the future. A graph with this type of pattern looks like Figure 1.



Co 0 0

000

Figure 1: A No Trend Situation

Here we have random variation but an underlying constant value. Time
series techniques to forecast under this situation include use of the
mean, single moving averages, moving weighted averages, and single ex-

ponential smoothing.

A linear trend pattern indicates an underlying linear pattern over
time and is illustrated in Figure 2.

Yt 0

000 OQQ)

o
0

t

Figure 2: A Linear Trend Situation

If we had experienced such a linear trend in the past and expected it to
continue, we would use a linear trend technique such as a least squares
best fit line, double moving averages, or double exponential smoothing.

If we had been experiencing a non-linear pattern over time, illustrated
in Figure 3, we again have several choices.

t0
Q0

o

Figure 3: Non-Linear Trend

We can use a linear trend techniqia nnd attempt to adiust for the bias
(i.e., add or subtract the expecL-. _ or), or we c:-  .,formations
and best fit a non-linear curve to the data. Other choices include more
complicated time series approaches, such as triple exponential smoothing,
which are beyond the scope of this paper.
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Another possible pattern over time is the cyclic pattern, shown in
Figure 4:

0 o° o

Cyclic with no trend Cyclic with trend

Figure 4

In some cases costs will vary over time. For example, seasonal adjust-
ments are made to many government indices and fuel consumption rates
(gal/hr) in aircraft vary over the year with higher consumption in hot
months and lower consumption in cold. To address this cyclic problem,
we can change all the data to cycle-length averages and always forecast an
average. This effectively smooths the variations over the cycle. Other,
more complicated techniques, are also beyond the scope of this paper.

Now for a brief discussion of some of the basic time series analysis tech-
niques. These basic techniques are those designed for use in no-trend and
in linear trend cases. The decision as to whether a no-trend, or a linear
trend technique should be used is based upon which type of pattern exists.
A look at the data over time may indicate a clear pattern, or it may not.
If not, Spearman's Rank test will provide an answer as to which
type technique would be more appropriate.

NO TREND

If a no-trend technique is desired and a stable situation exists, then a
technique is to forecast future costs as the mean of past costs. If this
is felt to be too stable, or not responsive enough, then a single moving
average can be used. With single moving averages, the forecast is always
the average of the last n data points. The n can be made larger or smaller,
depending upon whether more stability or more responsiveness is desired.
Using this technique, only the last n data points contribute to the forecast.
Each time a new period rolls around and a new data point is developed, an
old point is dropped. An embellishment on this technique is the idea of
weighted moving averages. Here the analyst has some additional knowledge
that the last n data points should not be evenly weighted. For some
reason, certain data points should carry more weight than others. A
typical weighting procedure would give more weight to the most current
data. One procedure, when weighting is felt to be appropriate but no
apriori weights are known, is to use the sum of digiL -oach. This
approach for assigning weights says that if we are using n data points we
first find 1+2+...+n - k. We then assign weights. The most recent
receives a weight of n/k, the next most recent receives a weight of
n-,... and the oldest a weight of 1. Single moving averages and moving
kk

weighted averages are both very easy techniques to understand and use.

3



A last no-trend technique is called single exponential smoothing. Here,
as in each of the previous techniques, a new forecast is made each time
period. This technique is similar to the weighted moving average approach
but uses a very systematic weighting scheme. In a sense, the single
exponential average builds from an assumed starting value and weights
each new point with the following procedure:

El (c,t) = cY + (1-c) El (c,t-l)
t

where El indicates a single exponential average and El (c,t) indicates
the single exponential average with a smoothing constant c made at
time t.

Yt is the cost for time period t

El (c,t-l) is the previous single exponential average.

It is thus clear that we must start with an assumed exponential average
for time t=o and we never throw any data away. It stavs in the calculatorbut is given less and l-s weight as t gets larger. Tio ways to start the

2rocess are to let El (c,o) = YI or Y. The preferred method is to use
Y for the data that is available when you decide to start. Once started,
the process is iterative. You do not recalculate El(c,o) as more data
accumulates.

Since c, the smoothing constant, is vital to the process, it's appropriate
to look at its characteristics. Its value is bounded by zpro and one.
Normally the c value is greater than zero and less than .5. The larger
the c, the more responsive the technique, the smaller the c, the more stable.
It is thus necessary for the analyst to decide whether the pattern is ex-
pected to stay the same or change so that an appropriate c can be chosen.

No-trend techniques thus vary from very stable techniques to techniques
which can be adjusted for more or less stability/responsiveness. In general,
these techniques are designed to be iterated easily as we move through time.
All no-trend techniques forecast the future at our current average cost.

LINEAR TREND

If we have a linear trend pattern than our alternatives include the LSBF
line using all the data, double moving averages and double exponential
smoothing. The LSBF line uses all the (appropriate) data and is relatively
stable. Its forecasts will not be greatly affected by either random vari-
ation in the new data point, or a change in trend. It is thus, once again,
necessary for the analyst to decide whether the trend is expected to
continue or change before choosing a technique. If LSBF is felt to be too
stable, i.e., not responsive enough, then another technique should be used.

Double moving averages is a linear trend technique that allows adjustment
for more or less stability. The technique uses the following formulas:

4
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Ml(n,t)= Y + Y +'"+Yt t-l t-n-l
n

M2(n,t) = Ml(n,t) + Ml(nat-l)+...+Ml(nt-n+l)
n

Ml (n,t) Single Moving Average at Time t

Y t The Cost at Time t

M2(n,t) Double Moving Average at Time t

The single and double moving average is calculated for each time period
t when data is available. The n is consistent for both and is the number
of data points used in each average. Larger n's result in more stable
forecasting, smaller n's make the technique more responsive. When using
this linear trend technique the forecast is in the form of a straight line
ray with this ray used to forecast future costs. The forecast equation
made at time t for the future involves a and a b where:

t t

a = [2 Ml(n,t)] - M2(n,t)t

b = 2 [Ml(n,t) - M2 (n,t)]
n-i

The forecasting equation is then

FM2(n,t,t+i) = a + b *i
t t

FM2 Our forecast using double moving averages

n The number of items averaged

t The time period when the forecast is made

i The numbers of periods ahead for the forecast (the forecast interval)

If we graph this ray we have:

Yt
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-The data points used for a double moving average forecast are the last
2n-1 points.

Another linear trend technique is double exponential smoothing. This
technique is an expansion of the single exponential smoothing and likewise
uses a very systematic weighting process. The double exponential average
is:

E2(c,t) cEl(c,t) + (1-c) E2(c,t-l)

While the single exponential average remains:

El(c,t) = cY + (1-c) El(c,t-l)
t

and:

"E2 indicates a double exponential average

El indicates a single exponential average

t indicates the time period when the averages are made

c indicates the smoothing constant

Y indicates the cost at time t
t

This process is very easy to iterate. For example, if we find that the cost
for time 101 was 44, we can iterate from the data:

"t Yt El(', t) E2(.2,t)
t

100 40 38 36
101 44

To get the new single and double exponential averages:

Ei(.2,101) = (.2)(44) + (.8)(38) = 39.2

E2(.2,101) = (.2)(39.2) + (.8)(36) = 36.64

Since this is a linear trend technique, we will once again be forecasting
costs on a ray defined by a and b where they are now defined as:

t t

a = 2E1 (c,t) - E2 (c,t)
-. t

b t c (El(c,t) - E2(c,t))
l-c

Our forecast equation fmr veriods ahead "

FE2 (c,t,t-i) = a + b *i
t t
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If we use the example's data to forecast 4 periods ahead:

"a1 = 2(39.2) - 36.64 = 41.76

b .2 (39.2 - 36.64) = .64
101 .8

FE2 (.2,101,105) 41.76 + .64 * 4 = 44.32

The technique of using exponential averages to forecast costs is called
exponential smoothing.

One point on double exponential smoothing that should be discussed is

"How do we start?" As shown, each exponential average is a weighted average
of all prior data. How did we calculate an El (c,0) and E2(c,O) so that
the iterative process can begin? The recommended procedure is to do a
LSBF on the data available when you want to start the process. Set your

- regression equation a = a and b = bt, then work the formulas in reverse
tto solve for an El(c,O) and E2(c,0). Note that since we are now in a linear

trend situation , the continued use of Y as our first El(c,0) would be
illogical. Some will, however, indicate that how you start is not critical
since the process that assigns weights will assign less and less weight to
that assumed value. Exponential smoothing is a child of the computer age.
It is easy to iterate but it assumes a reasonable amount of data, say 15
data points (more or less data needed depending upon the smoothing constant
chosen).

SELECTING A TECHNIQUE

Now, how do we evaluate the forecasting ability of a particular technique

in a particular case. We do not have any probability assumptions and
cannot compare F tests or Prediction Intervals. What we can do is evaluate
how well the technique as performed in the past. To do this we make

forecasts for prevtous time periods and compare those forecasts with the
actual reported costs. Since we do not expect such forecasts to exactly
equal the costs we need to evaluate the errors.

The most useful measure of these errors is the Mean Absolute Deviation (MAD)

MAD = IERRORS1 or the average of the absolute errors.
terms
Number of Terms Considered

If the MAD is 2.13, we can say that on average the technique's forecasts
are off by 2.13 units. In general, a technique with a smaller MAD, based
on past (simulated) forecasting would be seen as a better choice to forecast
the future; if the technique is acceptable in terms of stability and respon-
siveness.

No technique is always useful, that is wt., analyst need-
several different techniques. Time series techniques are simpler to use
than regression techniques and help fill the gap between statistics and
regression. If a time series technique is appropriate and gives satisfactory
results, it should be used.
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Abstract

The Air Force VAMOSC system has been mandated by DOD to aid in decision-

making for modification and acquisition of weapons systems. VAMOSC data will

be'used in cost models that support decisions to obligate billions of dollars.

Therefore, the accuracy of VAMOSC's output and the validity of its logic are

paramount to the utility of the system to the user. For this reason, the Air

Force Office of VAMOSC is relying on independent contractors to validate the

VAMOSC logic and data sources. This paper discusses aspects of an ongoing

research effort by Desmatics, Inc. to validate the Weapon Systems Support

Cost (Dl60) subsystem of the Air Force VAMOSC.
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Introduction

In 1975 Department of Defense Management by Objective MBO 9-2 directed

each service to provide the means for identifying and providing visibility

of the operating and support (O&S) costs of its major weapons systems. The

vehicle for accomplishing this objective is referred to as the Visibility

and Management of Operating and Support Costs (VAMOSC) program. Through

this program, the Air Force developed its VAMOSC system, a comprehensive

management information system.

The Air Force VAMOSC system is designed to collect and display O&S

costs at MDS (Mission-Design-Series) and component levels of aircraft and

also at TMS (Type-Model-Series) and component levels of ground communica-

tions-electronics equipment. It consists of three subsystems:

(1) WSSC (D160), which deals with aircraft,

(2) C-E (Dl6OA), which deals with ground communications-electronics

equipment,

and (3) CSCS (DI6OB), which deals with subsystems and components.

Because the data provided by VAMOSC will be used to support decisions

involving large financial commitments, the accuracy of this data and the

validity of the VAMOSC logic are of prime importance. Desmatics, Inc.,

under Air Force Contract No. F33600-80-C-0554, is currently engaged in a

technical effort to validate the WSSC subsystem of VAMOSC. This paper ad-

dresses that validation effort. Although the paper focuses on WSSC, the

general concepts are also applicable to the other two VAMOSC subsystems.

Because the validation effort is ongoing, any conclusions in this paper

must be regarded as preliminary.
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The WSSC Subsystem

WSSC produces two annual reports which list O&S costs for each MDS.

These reports, which differ primarily in format, are termed the "DOD/CAIG

report" and the "USAF detail report." The former report is designed to

satisfy the requirements specified by the DOD Cost Analysis Improvement

Group (CAIG) . The latter report provides additional details that are

useful to various users within the Air Force. Other special interrogation

reports are available by MDS, command, and base.

A major problem faced by WSSC is that most available cost data is

not identified directly to an MDS. Most of the data sources used by WSSC

are functional data systems that do not relate consumption of resources to

weapons systems. Of course, in the case of indirect costs, such as instal-

lation support costs, there is no way to identify them by MDS.

Because of the lack of a one-to-one relationship between costs and

MDS, much of the cost data must be allocated. It is necessary for WSSC to

allocate not only the typical "overhead" types of costs, but also direct

costs which the input data systems do not identify by MDS. WSSC uses a

series of algorithms that relate functional costs to measures of activity

in order to allocate the costs to the weapons systems.

In WSSC four general quantities are used to distribute costs: (a)

personnel strengths; (b) the inventory of a particular MDS as measured by

2possessed hours ; (c) the number of flying hours for a particular MDS; and

l"Aircraft Operating and Support Cost Development Guide," Cost Analysis Im-
provement Group, Office of the Secretary of Defense, 1980.

2An aircraft may be "possessed" by different commands or bases during the
year. Thus, the 8760 hours in the year are used to determine the inventory
of an MDS for each command and base during the year.
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(d) reported maintenance direct labor hours. In addition, estimated cost

factors (such as annual medical care costs per person) are used in cost

allocation.
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Validation of WSSC: An Overview

The reports produced by WSSC serve as an important management tool for

providing visibility of weapons systems operating and support costs. The

extent to which WSSC cost outputs are satisfactory for their intended pur-

pose depends upon two components: (1) the soundness of system design and

(2) the accuracy of input data. The accuracy of VAMOSC's output and the

validity of its logic are paramount to the utility of the system to the user.

For this reason, the Air Force Office of VAMOSC is relying on independent

contractors to validate the VAMOSC logic and data sources.

The overall validation of the WSSC system may be viewed as the three-

phase process indicated in Figure 1:

(1) Phase I focuses on the allocation algorithms and data selection

logic comprising WSSC,

(2) Phase II addresses the accuracy of the WSSC inputs relative to

the books of original entry,

and (3) Phase III examines the accuracy of the books of original entry

relative to what actually occurred.

Phase I validation, which addresses the system design, is Desmatics'

task under its Air Force contract. Actually, Phase I validation concerns

itself with two types of validation: internal validation and external

validation. Often internal validation is referred to as "verification,"

i.e., verifying that the system performs as it was designed. Thus, internal

validation primarily involves debugging of the associated computer programs.

Similarly, external validation is often referred to simply as "validation,"

and addresses whether the system is designed as it should be. External

-4-



A: VALIDATION OF THE WSSC SYSTEM

~PHASE33I

VALIDATION

BOOKS OF ORIGINAL ENTRY
(REPORTED DATA)

I PHASE 1E
WSSC INPUTS I VALIDATION

(PROCESSED DATA) I

II

THE WSSC (DI60) SYSTEM (
(DATA SELECTION PROCEDURES) I PHASE I
(ALLOCATION ALGORITHMS) I VALIDATION

WSSC OUTPUTS
(MDS O&S COSTS) I

Figure 1: The Three-Phase Validation Process
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validation critically examines system logic, input data selection procedures,

and output data.

For the most part, internal validation has been accomplished by the

. Office of VAMOSC in its production test of WSSC. Thus, Desmatics is pri-

marily concerned with external validation. It should be stressed, however,

that the overall validation task consists of a large degree of interaction

and cooperation between Desmatics and the Office of VAMOSC. This synergis-

tic relationship has had a positive impact on the WSSC system.
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Indirect Validation

The best method of validation is, of course, a direct one--that is,

one in which the WSSC cost allocations are compared with the true costs.

Unfortunately, there is no way to validate the WSSC system directly, be-

cause the true costs are unknown. Thus, any validation must be of an in-

direct nature.

Indirect validation approaches may be classified as dealing with two

major types of validity: (1) face validity and (2) mathematical validity.

The former is concerned with qualitative assessment, while the latter deals

with quantitative assessment. Our validation of WSSC addresses both of

these validity components.

Face validity, in essence, is the examination of the WSSC system on

a subjective, common-sense basis. In conducting this qualitative assess-

ment of WSSC, Desmatics focused on whether the algorithms provide equitable

allocations, so that no group of MDS's bears an inordinate amount of the

allocated costs. Somewhat related was consideration of the allocation frame-

work to determine whether alternative allocation methods might provide better

results.

A major check on face validity is to determine whether potential users

have any suggestions for modifications to the system. Because such sugges-

tions often result in major improvements, the Office of VAMOSC has worked

closely with potential users of WSSC during its development.

In parallel with qualitative face validity, Desmatics is also examining

the WSSC system from a quantitative standpoint. This involves evaluation of

the mathematical framework of the system (including assessment of the alloca-

tion logic), consideration of algorithm sensitivity, and examination of pos-

-7-



sible data discrepancies. The following sections provide a brief discus-

sion of some aspects of the ongoing quantitative evaluation.
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Sensitivity Analysis

A number of FY81 costs within WSSC were allocated on the basis of

flying hours (FH) and possessed hours (PH), combined into an allocation

ratio. However, just how FH and PH should be weighted within that ratio

is an open question. To determine the impact the weighting has on the

resulting cost allocations, a sensitivity analysis may be conducted within

each cost category which uses flying hours and possessed hours as alloca-

tion variables.

Sensitivity of the WSSC results may be examined at different levels

of allocation. For example, WSSC not only allocates costs to the MDS level,

but also to the command-base-MDS level. ,if course, the amount allocated to

a particular MDS is equal to the sum of the amounts allocated to all command-

base-MDS combinations involving that particular MDS.

In the cases involving allocation ratios based on FH and PH, sensitivity

can be measured by examining the differences in allocated costs that result

from using only flying hours as opposed to using only possessed hours. There

are three measures that may prove useful in assessing the sensitivity of the

cost allocations to the use of flying hours, possessed hours, or a mixture

of both. One is an absolute measure; the other two are relative measures.

Consider a specific O&S cost category for which costs are allocated

by means of an allocation ratio involving flying hours (FH) and possessed

hours (PH). Regardless of the level of allocation, we can define

Absolute Sensitivity- A$

-$(FH only) - $(PH only). (1)

That is, we are measuring the change in dollar amount (either positive or

|-! -9-
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negative) that would result from using only flying hours as an allocation

basis instead of using only possessed hours. If, for example, we are con-

sidering the command-base-MDS level allocation, we would have a set of 435

sensitivity observations since there is a total of 435 command-base-MDS

combinations.

In addition to (i), two relative sensitivity measures provide useful

information. These are:

Relative Sensitivity #1i= AS/Total Cost Category $

and

Relative Sensitivity #2 =A$/Total O&S $

Measure #1 yields an indication of sensitivity of the measures for one com-

mand-base-MDS observation relative to the total cost category dollars to be

allocated, while measure #2 provides a similar indication relative to the

total O&S amount for all command-base-MDS combinations.

As an example, Figure 2 presents, for the general depot support cost

category, the distribution of the observed absolute sensitivity measures

for each of the 435 command-base-MDS combinations. As can be seen, the dis-

tribution is highly skewed to the right, which indicates that a number of

command-base-MDS combinations will be allocated a relatively large additional

amount of general depot support costs as weighting in the allocation ratio

shifts from possessed hours to flying hours.

The maximum observed value in this set of data is $2.56M. Relative to

the total general depot costs of $246.1M and to total O&S costs of $11,048.8M,

this is 1.04% and 0.02%, respectively.

• -Results such as these, which provide absolute and relative differences

in cost allocations, may be used in conjunction with the results from other

-10-



SENSITIVITY (GENERAL DEPOT SUPPORT)

DISTRIBUTION OF
SENSITIVITY MEASURES

FOR CMD/BASE/MDS

-1.0 -0.5 0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5
ABSOLUTE SENSITIVITY (IN $M)

MAXIMUM SENSITIVITY MEASURE:

$2.56M (ABSOLUTE)

1.04% (RELATIVE #1)

0.02% (RELATIVE #2)

Figure 2: Distribution of Absolute Sensitivity Measures for
General Depot Support Costs
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cost categories to examine the overall sensitivity of cost allocations to the

use of flying hours versus possessed hours. Based on this examination, a

judgment may be made about the criticality of determining the most appropri-

ate weighting of flying hours and possessed hours. If the overall sensitivity

were relatively small, for example, a "ball-park" estimate of the weighting

might suffice. However, if the sensitivity were quite large, further invest-

ment of effort aimed at homing in on the optimal weighting might be indicated.

-12•
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Examination of Apparent Discrepancies

To provide a quantitative check on the WSSC results, a number of sta-

tistical procedures can be used, including, of course, the calculation of

summary statistics such as means and standard deviations. Often graphical

presentations are helpful in indicating where there are possible problems

within the WSSC logic, because "a picture is worth a thousand words" (or

numbers).

Figure 3 depicts a simplified, somewhat diagrammatic, plot of one com-

ponent of installation support costs (RPM airman pay and allowances) at a

base against the number of supported people at that base. Each observation

in the plot represents one base. As can be seen, there are a few suspicious

data points: data point A and the clump of data points labeled B. Outliers

such as these provide a strong indication that something is wrong somewhere.

In this case, it has been determined that the existence of data point

A reveals a problem with the input data that must be taken into account by

WSSC. Within the Alaskan Air Command, all installation support costs for

its three bases are reported in the accounting system at only one base

(Elmendorf), while the strengths are reported to the appropriate bases.

Thus, the Flmendorf installation costs appear much out of line relative to

the base population. In tracking down the second apparent discrepancy, it

turned out that data clump B is explained by the fact that these five bases

are ones at which depots are located, and a larger share of RPM at depots

is done by civilians.

-13-
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" 1~Summary i

This paper has provided a brief discussion of the WSSC system vali-

dation, concentrating on the current research of Desmatics, Inc. That

research effort, which deals with Phase I validation, extends through

September 1983. Because there is no way in which to validate WSSC di-

rectly, Desmatics is using an indirect approach comprised of a qualitative

assessment (face validity) and a quantitative assessment (mathematical

validity).

To date, the major portion of the Desmatics work has concentrated on

the qualitative evaluation and on setting up the framework for the quanti-

tative evaluation effort. Although this paper has discussed some aspects

of the quantitative evaluation, a major portion of that evaluation will be

completed after the FY82 WSSC data becomes available early in 1983. None-

theless, a number of recommendations have already been made. For example,

Desmatics has suggested:

(1) investigating the application of regression techniques to sepa-

rate fixed and variable costs in certain cost categories,

(2) replacing allocations based on flying hours and possessed hours

with ones based on personnel strength ratios in some algorithms,

(3) revising some personnel strength allocation ratios to make them

more appropriate,

(4) providing separate reporting of direct and overhead maintenance

costs,

and (5) using a one-sage allocation as opposed to a two-stage allocation

in some algorithms.
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This paper is a brief description of the United States Air Force Visibility and

" Management of Operating and Support Costs (VAMOSC) development. This paper will

define the system, show VAMOSC's objectives, and briefly trace its history. Then the

regulations and directives that bound VAMOSC will be discussed. Finally, its output,

utility to the customer community, and enhancements will be stated. In the second part

of the paper, an example of the use of VAMOSC in the development of an analogy model

for operating and support (O&S) cost will be demonstrated and its utility discussed.

Life Cycle Cost is defined as the total cost to the government of acquisition and

" ownership of a weapons system over its entire life. It includes the cost of development,

acquisition, operations and support, and where applicable, disposition (3"1). Some

UQ techniques have been developed to estimate the research, development and acquisition

costs of new weapon systems, but the operating & support component of the Life Cycle

Cost has been more difficult to capture.,

The difficulty in estimating operating & support costs for new weapons systems was

not a serious problem, while their magnitude was small in comparison to total

expenditures. However, in the mid-1960s, it was noted by elements of the DOD that the

percentage of total financial resources consumed by O&S was increasing rapidly and soon

would surpass the percentage available for acquisition of new weapon systems. Taken to

its logical conclusion, the DOD would be ultimately expending all its available resources

in supporting existing weapons systems and would have no funds to develop new ones. In

1968, the O&S portion of the total cost of weapon systems exceeded 50% (3:29-30). And

inasmuch as the measurement of O&S costs were difficult and inaccurate, then the

* realization that their magnitude was increasing and would soon become critical, was not

*. readily apparent.

When these facts were finally realized in the DOD, action was taken. In October

1975, the Assistant Secretary of Defense promulgated a Management by Objective (MBO)

1
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9 with the stated goal of reducing operating and support (O&S) costs. A subset of MBO 9

was MBO 9-2 which is titled DOD Requirements for Visibility and Management of Support

Costs. This memorandum is the genesis of the DOD VAMOSC development. The guidance

tasked the military departments to (I) develop weapons systems operating and support cost

visibility, (2) develop component level cost visibility, (3) standardize O&S cost

terminology and definitions DOD-wide, and (4) institutionalize the O&S cost systems at

each service (1).

The MBO 9-2 guidance to the services pointed out historically that DOD components

did not consider the O&S costs as a major decision element in the design, development,

and procurement of a new weapon system. The MBO further states that:

• . . the decision to buy a new weapon system implicitly commits
the DOD to support the weapons system over its operating
lifetime. In all likelihood, the costs of this support will - for
major systems - exceed the initial cost of acquisition. Thus from
the viewpoint of the total cost impact on DOD, it is clear that
. operating and support costs of current systems be identified and
examined with a view toward controlling the costs of new systems
entering the operating inventory and providing a baseline for hard
decisions on affordability and operation and support concepts
(1:1).

VAMOSC provides for the user the visibility of O&S costs; that is, "The attribution

of operating and support costs to the weapon system for which the costs were incurred

and the ready availability of this information to all levels of management ()." VAMOSC

provides this visibility of O&S costs so that others may manage them and reduce and

control system life cycle costs

Following the DOD guidance, the Air Force developed two systems to track O&S

costs. The first, developed in 1976, was called the Operating and Support Cost Estimating

Reterence (OSCER). It tracked and reported aircraft O&S costs at the MDS level and was

,..,.1ped by HQ USAF/ACMC. About the same time, HQ USAF/LEYE developed

SJ,,11y a similar system to report O&S costs for Communications, Electronics and

d (:EM) equipment at the TMS level; entitled Communications-Electronics

., ,rt Kosts Management Program. Both systems operated in accordance with

2
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their design specifications, however, rapid development had resulted in sketchy

documentation and only minimum provisions for configuration management. This allowed

the feeder systems to alter their logic without the possibility of reclama from either

OSCER or the CEM system. Finally, both systems were allotted only minimum resources

for development. These factors caused OSCER's logic to rely heavily on canned utility

routines which necessitated much human interaction to operate the system work and an

incomplete understanding of the maintenance of CEM's logic when it was transferred from

the contractor to the Air Force. Regardless of the many innovative ideas and dedication

of the developers of these systems, the factors mentioned adversely affected the

operation and utility. Considering the resources available and the deadlines imposed, the

talent and dedication of developers was not sufficient to overcome the basic problems

(4:4).

Also in 1967, HQ AFLC had developed the Logistics Support Cost Ranking System,

K051, which tracked the O&S costs of components of aircraft at the national stock number

(NSN) level. However, the system provided only the depot maintenance or exchangeable

repair cost of the NSN. A study by HQ AFLC/LOL on line replacement units/shop

replacement units (LRU/SRU) led to the enhancement of the K051 system to field level

O&S costs by VAMOSC. However, depots deal with costs of reparable items using a stock

number identification, bases use work unit codes to track base maintenance. In order to

collect the O&S cost of components of aircraft, a national stock number/work unit code

cross reference dictionary would have to be developed.

So, the current Air Force VAMOSC operation consists of three data systems to

satisfy the CAIG guidance.

a. Weapons System Support Cost (WSSC), D160 data system - O&S costs of

aircraft at the MDS level.
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b. Communications-Electronics (C-E), DI60A data system O&S costs of

ground based communication/electronics systems at the TMS level of detail.

c. Component Support Cost System (CSCS), D160B data system - O&S cost of

components of aircraft at the NSN/WUC level of detail.

The requirement for VAMOSC was first promulgated by the MBO 9-2 from DOD.

This requirement has been definitized in several other DOD and Air Force regulations

including DODD 5000.4, 5000.39, 5000.28, and AFR 800-8.

DODD 5000.4 is titled OSD Cost Analysis Improvement Group (CAIG). "The CAIG

acts as the principal advisory body to the DSARC on matters relating to cost (13)." The

CAIG also developed and released to the services the Aircraft Operating and Support Cost

Development Guide, known as the CAIG Guide. This document provides for the service

VAMOSCs' cost definition, excluded costs, and a schedule of accounts for portrayal of

costs to DOD (16). This document has been used by the Air Force Office of VAMOSC as a

primary requirements document. The D160 and DI60A data systems are, in large part, a

reflection of this guidance. The CAIG also provides encouragement and cross

communication to the service VAMOSCs. This is accomplished by the VAMOSC Steering

Committee. This committee, chaired by Dr John Morgan, has members from the Army,

Navy, and Air Force VAMOSC organizations as well as HQ and Secretariate level

representation.

DODD 5000.39 is titled Acquisition and Management of Integrated Logistic Support

for Systems and Equipment.

The support costs, manpower requirements, and R&M of current
comparable equipment shall be identified at a system and
subsystem level by milestone I to provide comparative baselines
for estimates of new system and to identify and set targets for
improvement in the new system.

The heads of DOD components shall . . . maintain reporting
systems and data bases, consistent with the provisions of DOD
Directive 5000.19 for maintenance data, supply data, deployment,
readiness, and utilization data and SA and O&S cost data on

4



fielded systems. This data shall be used in DOD Component
Visibility and Management of O&S Cost (VAMOSC) Information
Systems and made available to developers of new weapon systems
at the level of detail needed for design tradeoffs.

The chain of OSD cost analysis improvement group (CAIG) shall
issue guidance for . . . service programs to improve support cost
estimating techniques and data bases (15).

It is currently being revised and is in draft form as of July 1982. The underscored

portion is added and shows the O&S cost data tracked by the service components will be

performed by the service VAMOSC organizations.

DODD 5000.28, Design to Cost. It states in part, "Programs to strengthen the data

base of weapon system operation and support cost shall continue. As the ability to

translate O&S cost elements into 'design to' requirements improves, design to cost goals

may be extended into this area (14)." Our ability to meet the intent of this DOD

regulation historically has been made more difficult by our lack of O&S cost visibility.

AFR 800-8, Integrated Logistics Support Program. Within the DSARC process for

acquiring new weapon systems, certain data is required at each major milestone. The

O&S cost estimates for the new system are required early in the process. As the

regulation states:

Program managers and the DPMLs or ILSMs will use maturing
data bases and information systems to compare operating and
support costs of selected analogous systems as a baseline with
proposed systems.

Under attachment 2 - support considerations in the system
acquisition process

Milestone 0 - plans for analysis of manpower, other support
costs, and readiness drivers of current systems.

Milestone I - manpower and other logistics cost drivers of

current systems have been identified at a detail level and
targets for improvement on the new systems have been
established (12).

5
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The Air Force VAMOSC will provide the actual, historical cost of the components of

Air Force systems so that bottoms-up analogy cost models may be built by the System

Program Offices (SPO).

The uses for information generated by the VAMOSC system fall into eight major

categories. These categories are the result of a series of analyses and do not

necessarily reflect a current end product of VAMOSC. However, they will use VAMOSC

data as a basis for the analyses described below.

a. Force/Support Program Balance. In building the Five Year Defense Program

(FYDP), a balance of funding decisions must be made between force modernization and

the operation & support of current forces. The magnitude of the operations and support

costs of new system can be more realistically predicted if historical records of current

costs are available.

b. Weapon System Comparisons. Credible estimates of the O&S cost impact of

new systems and historical perspective of the O&S costs of current systems will permit

DOD to better discriminate between competing systems and the costs of the mix of

systems to be operated by defense.

* .c. Support Resource Planning. A key use of O&S cost data is for support resource

planning and programming. By establishing a system to accumulate incurred O&S costs by

weapon system and undertaking the task of identifying the cause and effect relationships

between weapon system design and O&S costs, the services and OSD will be better able to

defend to the DSARC and the Congress, the operations, maintenance and personnel

support resource demands of new systems.

d. Design Trade Studies to Set Reliability and Maintainability (R&M) Goals.

Operating and support cost data can be used in making decisions between alternatives at

the subsystem and component levels of weapon systems. Maintenance cost for subsystems

related to R&M characteristics will provide a basis for these comparisons.

6
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e. Logistic Support Alternatives. A weapon system cost visibility system can assist

in determining the most efficient level (organization, intermediate and depot

maintenance) at which to accomplish the repairs by providing historical cost data which

can be related to a Service's Logistics concept.

f. Affordability Studies. The determination of new system Life Cycle Costs may K

indicate that a weapon system, though highly effective in achieving its mission is not

practical because of its high cost of acquisition and/or operation and support. The

combination of a knowledge of actual weapon system O&S coupled with estimates of

downstream cost impacts of new and current systems will permit DOD to make credible

system affordability studies. In this light, VAMOSC data can be utilized as a data base to

be used with numerous modeling techniques used for O&S cost predictions.

g. Warranty/Contractor Support Analysis. Estimates of current government costs

for repair of comparable equipment are necessary to evaluate contractor warranty

proposals. Source selection between contractors imposes similar requirements. Historical

data on which to base warranty estimates should make them more realistic.

h. Equipment Maintenance Management. Maintenance requirements are peculiar

to and therefore, must be determined for each weapon system. Historical data indicating

the type, frequency and magnitude of repairs to components of a weapon system are

essential to revision of maintenance programs for existing systems. For new

systems/subsystem/components, initial maintenance programs could be established and

costs predicted based on actual experience with an existing similar system (5:6).

As has been stated above, there are three data systems in the current Air Force

VAMOSC. The first is the Weapons System Support Cost (WSSC) system. It provides to

the user the O&S cost of aircraft weapon systems. Its cost categories are as follows in

the format for the DOD CAIG.

a. Unit Mission Personnel d. Sustaining Investment
Aircrew Reparable Spares

7
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Maintenance Replacement Support Equip*
Organizational/Intermediate Modification Kits
Ordnance
Other Maint. Personnel e. Installation Support Personnel

Other Unit Personnel Base Operating Support
Unit Staff Real Property Management
Security Base Communications
Remaining Unit Personnel

f. Indirect Personnel Support
b. Unit Consumption Misc Operating and Maint.

Petroleum, Oil & Lubricants Permanent Change of Station*
Maintenance Materiel Medical
Training Ordnance

g. Depot Non-Maintenance
c. Depot Maintenance General Depot Support

Airframe Rework Second Destination Transportation*
Engine Rework
Component Repair h. Personnel Acquisition & Training* (9)
Support Equipment
Modifications*
Other Depot
Contracted Unit Spt*

For the cost categories marked with an asterisk, WSSC either does not currently have a

methodology developed, or the costs in the category are mixed with another cost

category.

The second VAMOSC system is the Communications-Electronics (C-E) cost system.

It provides the O&S cost of ground-based communications-electronics system at the TMS

level. Its cost categories are as follows:

a. Installation Support e. Operating & Support Cost-TMS Total
Base Operating Support Unit Mission Personnel
Real Property Maintenance Operations Personnel*
Communications Base Maintenance Personnel
Medical (Health Care) Unit Administrative Personnel

Supply Support Personnel
b. Indirect Personnel Cost Unit Level Consumption

Misc Operations & Maint (TDY) Fuel
Permanent Change of Station Maintenance Material

Utilities
c. Depot Non-Maintenance Depot Level Maintenance

General Depot Support Replacement Investment (10)
Engineering Support (Contractor)*
Transportation and Packaging

d. Advanced Training*

8
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The cost categories of advanced training, contractor engineering support, and operation

personnel are not as yet reported in the C-E system.

The third data system within VAMOSC is the Component Support Cost System,

which provides the O&S cost of the components of aircraft at the five digit work unit

code and/or NSN. Following are the cost categories reported by CSCS:

a. Base TCTO Costs j. Base Sup. Mgmt OH Costs
TCTO Labor Costs
TCTO Material Costs k. Depot TCTO Costs

TCTO Labor Costs
b. Base Sup Gen Costs by Two TCTO Material Cost

Digit WUC
I. Depot Sup Gen Costs

c. Base Labor Costs
m. Depot Labor Costs

d. Base Direct Material Costs
n. Depot Direct Mat Costs

e. Base Maint OH Costs
o. Depot Maint OH Costs

f. Second Dest. Trans Costs
p. Depot Exch Repair Costs

g. Base Exch Repair Costs
q. Depot Exch Modif Costs

h. Base Exch Modif Costs
r. Depot Condemnation Spares Costs (11)

i. Base Condemnations Spares
Costs

WSSC & C-E are top-down systems. If an analyst needs the cost of the aircraft, but

not its bits and pieces, then WSSC is the data source. If, however, he is interested only in

a portion of the aircraft, say a portion of the radio, which is installed in several aircraft,

then he would get his information from the CSCS system. It should be noted when

comparing WSSC to CSCS, that WSSC includes more indirect, overhead, and general and

administrative (G&A) costs than CSCS. To illustrate, if an airman is assigned to an F-15

squadron's base maintenance activity and must be there because the aircraft are there,

then the WSSC system assigns his entire pay and allowances to the F-15. CSCS, however,

only costs a portion of his pay when he actually performs and documents via the

Maintenance Data Collection System (MDCS) work on the aircraft. So the total base

9
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labor cost for the F-15s using total WSSC vs CSCS, the CSCS will show only direct labor

dollars, not indirect and idle time.

The VAMOSC staff early on understood that since the output was to be used, in part,

to justify the procurement of new weapons systems via the DSARC process and the

modification of existing weapon systems via the POM process, its credibility and veracity

must be of the highest. And since this data will be used to help justify the expenditure of

billions of dollars, VAMOSC's acceptability by the House and Senate Armed Services

"- Committee and Congressional Budget Office is paramount. Because of this high level of

.' use, the Office of VAMOSC embarked on a contractor validation of the validity of the

algorithms, accuracy, and appropriateness of the data sources and utility of the outputs to

the user community. This research into VAMOSC's data systems is planned as a three

phase approach.

a. Phase I for each system is intended to validate the initial logic, data sources in a

preliminary way, and satisfaction of the CAIG requirements. We currently have Phase I

contracts for all three VAMOSC systems.

b. Phase II research is to be utilized to validate logic developed after Initial

Operational Capability (IOC). This additional logic may be added for any of four reasons:

1. Results of research which repudiates certain algorithms or data sources.

2. Logic developed after IOC to meet the initial requirements, that is, those

"too hard" processes such as second destination transportation.

3. A change in input data systems that requires a logic change in order to

accommodate it.

4. A new requirement which causes additional logic to be developed.

Phase II research is also planned for each system in order to validate the accuracy of our

major feeder data systems. It is planned to let a competitive contract for the D160 WSSC

data system in FY83 and for C-E and CSCS in FY84.

10
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c. The third phase of research is planned for two purposes. The first purpose is to

perform longitudinal research for critical, high cost driver algorithms from VAMOSC back

to book of original origin. The second purpose is repetitive research on those critical cost

elements whose assumptions, constraints, or limitations may change over time and will

need to be revalidated periodically (6)..

In this portion of the paper, I wish to discuss more detail as to the utility of

VAMOSC to the user via an example. But first, it should be pointed out that WSSC and

the other modules of VAMOSC are a cost collecting system, rather than a cost accounting

system or a cost estimating system. A cost accounting system accounts for each and

every cost to its fullest extent. It performs this function in order to compare total

appropriations to total expenditures and to account for any variance. The VAMOSC logic

is not interested in all expressions of cost, only weapon system-related costs. Therefore,

many costs are excluded. A cost estimating system draws from a population a suitable

sample of data and uses it to extrapolate from the sample to a population j- ameter.

Instead of this sampling technique, VAMOSC collects census data in most cases in order to

measure population parameters directly rather than through indirect methods. It is for

these two reasons that VAMOSC could be entitled a cost collecting system (7:7).

Several data systems feed information into the VAMOSC system. Certain inputs

cannot be obtained through the data systems and are, therefore, placed manually into the

system via standard reports control system (RCS) reports. It should be noted that the

information portrayed in the VAMOSC reports will only be as accurate as the data

systems that are feeding thr VAMOSC data base (4). And as mentioned above, the Office

of VAMOSC is embarked on a multi-year effort to validate the accuracy of the systems

input data. VAMOSC has memorandums of agreement (MOAs) with 34 Air Force data

systems to provide tapes as well as over 60 RCS reports for manual input of data.

VAMOSC originates as raw data at Air Force bases and depots. We collect activity levels

such as:
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flying hours

base/depot maintenance man-hours

base/depot maintenance material

petroleum, oil and lubricants (POL) consumed

base not reparable this station (NRTS)

base/depot condemnations

dollars expended

others

This data passes sometimes through three data systems before it is input into

VAMOSC. Those direct costs such as POL are attributed directly to the weapon system

which consumed them. However, these costs such as indirect, overhead, and general and

administrative are allocated to the weapon system using an allocation algorithm. These

algorithms are developed using the above activity ratios. They are used to absorb the

general dollars expended in our accounting system.

One of the primary uses of VAMOSC is in the cost estimation of the O&S portion of

the Life Cycle Cost (LCC) of a new weapon system. There are several methods that can

be used in this process; expert, parametric, analogy, and engineering. These estimation L

techniques are appropriate during different portions of the DSARC process as shown

below with some overlap.

SCONCEPT DEMO/VAL FSED PRODUCTION OPERATIONS

EXPERT ENGINEE RING"
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During the Conceptualization phase, expert and parametric estimation techniques are

most appropriate because the design of the weapons system is fluid. The expert method

-v solicits opinion from individuals acknowledged to be proficient in the area under

investigation. Parametric estimation uses various mathematical processes such as

regression analysis to develop a Cost Estimating Relationship (CER). A CER is a

mathematical equation that relates one or more characteristics of an item to an element

of cost.

During the demonstration/validation phase of the DSARC process, the design of the

weapons system is finalized. At this time, analogy models become more appropriate. The

analogy technique first identifies a system, subsystem, or component currently in the

inventory that is similar in design/operation to the proposed new unit. The cost of the

new system is developed by taking the O&S cost of the old system and adjusting it to

account for differences between the two systems.

The engineering estimate techniques become useful during the Full Scale

Engineering Development portion of the process. The technique uses actual cost data

produced by the prototype weapon system. Engineering estimation is a bottoms-up

approach that attempts to determine the actual cost that occurs in a realistic situation

using actual prototype or production systems. Finally actual cost data from deployed

systems is available from VAMOSC (2)..

The technique that we will use to demonstrate the use of VAMOSC is analogy

estimation. As explained earlier, the analogy estimate assumes a similarity between a

deployed system or portion of it and a proposed one. This comparison technique has the

advantage of greater accuracy, than does the use of CERs or expert opinion, because the

analogy estimate is more appropriate as the weapon system design becomes firm.

Negative aspects of the analogy estimate are its laborious procedure to build up estimates

of each part of the new system and a difficulty in reaching a consensus of opinion in the

similarity between old and new systems.
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For the analogy estimate demonstation, I will assume that we are estimating the

then-year O&S costs of the new Next Generation Fighter (NGF). We are past Milestone I

and the design is reasonably firm, but no prototypes have yet been developed. To support

the example, several other assumptions need to be made. We will assume that:

a. 15% of the NGF is identical to existing systems

b. 65% of the NGF is similar to existing systems

c. 20% of the NGF is completely new technology.

We also must assume a similarity between the O&S costs of new components and existing

ones.

For the 15% of the components of the NGF that are identical to existing systems, we

will use the historical O&S cost for the estimate. It has been decided that the

AN/ARC-164 radio will be installed in the NGF. It is also used on the F-15. We will

assume identical cost because of identical operations. The O&S cost of the radio and its

components can be found in the Component Support Cost System (DI6OB) of VAMOSC. An

appropriate year or years will be selected for the radio's cost, perhaps IOC + 5 years, to

show mature system operational costs. For all component costs, we must discount them

back to a base year, then all costs must be normalized to the base year of the analysis.

Finally, all costs will be compounded out to the Next Generation Fighter's IOC + 5 year,

for example.

In the example, we have assumed that 65% of the NGF has similar systems to those

already deployed. The fire control computer on the NGF is similar to that used on the F-

16. Because of similar operation, we will assume similar costs. We again go to CSCS to

costs of the 5 digit work unit code (WUC) and NSN O&S costs for the existing system.

These costs may be adjusted depending on the degree of similarity between them. Then

again, using Present Value theory, we discount, normalize, and compound them in order to

have a homogeneous analysis.

14



A portion, estimated at 20%, of the NGF is completely new technology. In order to

estimate the then year cost, parametric techniques combined with expert opinion should

i- be employed. We may use the VAMOSC data bank to construct suitable CERs and employ

them for an O&S cost estimate. They then should be cross-checked with experts in the

area for reasonableness, using the Delphi method or any other estimating methodology

that he is comfortable with.

To complete our example, the cost estimates must be integrated into a meaningful

analysis. After the effects of inflation are allowed for, then an adjustment may be made

for cost synergy. That is, the sum of the individual costs may be more than the total

system. The O&S cost of a component of the new aircraft may have to be adjusted

upward because the utilization of these systems in the aircraft may require more power,

additional access or additional cooling.

The Air Force VAMOSC is now operational. It is described in AFR 400-31, Volumes i

through IV, as follows:

Volume I - General Description of Policy & Procedure

Volume II - WSSC User Manual, D160 data system

Volume III - C-E User Manual, DI60A data system

Volume IV - CSCS User Manual, DI60B data system

Output products may be requested in (1) hard copy, (2) microfiche, (3) tape, and (4) special

products including custom interrogation of the data bases. WSSC & C-E are annual

systems and currently have O&S costs for FY81 on approximately 100 aircraft systems and

1100 end items of communications-electronics. CSCS will be operational in September

1982 with over 300,000 NSN to WUC relationships with third quarter FY82 data available

at that time. Air Force activities may order output products directly from the Office of

*O VAMOSC (HQ AFLC/LO(VAMOSC), WPAFB, OH 45433). Other DOD activities should

order first through HQ USAF/LEYM, Pentagon, Washington, D.C. 20330. Contractor

e 15
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requests should have a Air Force point of contact and current contract or Air Force

sponsorship (8).

Much of the utility of the VAMOSC is dependent on the awareness of the customer

community to the new resource. We have attempted to make the potential user aware of

VAMOSC and have, in part, succeeded. However, we feel that if users disseminate

information on VAMOSC to its organizations and encourages its use, that higher

utilization of VAMOSC will occur. VAMOSC has been designed to help acquisition cost

personnel and contractors develop cost models during the milestone 0 through 2

timeframes as well as other uses. We stand ready to support data requests for cost build-

ups and modeling. We encourage users to utilize VAMOSC data where possible and

provide input to us so that we may more fully meet your needs.

-:1
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